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Committee Reject 
, V ."APSfcE* ' -**4- "> y 
WASHINGTON (AP) ^ Sharply t, lawyer's argument presented before vfop .* session, the congressmen wertetold by?-
splitting along paity lines, the House have heard any bf th$«vlttpiKW.'vi^ special impeachment counsel John Doar 
impeachment inquiry voted Wednesday' The committee approved a! Sinipie" >4hat the committee's staff has already 
oight to tell President Nixon he has 'letter proposed by Rep- Harold D. deciphered portions of the key March, 
"failed to comply" with its subpoena for t ttonohue. D^MasS. , «> tHepresidenttrtm ^|%73, White Rouse discussion bf hiish 
Watergate tapes. Rodino saying that as.of 1Q &M.\ fnoney for the Watergate burglars that 
„ ,H the committee approved, 20-18, with? Tuesday, the subpoena's d&dlta*;"¥w .V ̂  marked inaudible Jn the transcripts 
If only one Republician joining Democrats have failed W,! comply^ #i?h.^ft® • i thitNlxon released to the public 
'^ in voting to send Nixon a letter saying committee^ subpoenal* . 4 ^Tuesday. 
m 
pirn yuu iw aciiu i^muii ic cisayui aiuiiiuvur l ufiwit ^ f ?,*iuesa , , v, , J*1' 
that he has failed to comply by wiblicly Earlier , in the •ewnlhit, rR6diho lii|d ' i;| That tape, which was not Unladed 1ft ̂  
«tnrr ft,,.. MTyVffi rejected Nixon & proposalthaionly hp thecommitteeVsubpoena, ytesgivettto 3 
'M,a Wwy' "*** **•' _? nnH Hutrhinsnn verifv hie transcriots 1J ikb vianoi hu «h*.'Wh»A Umuo 1 
releasing edited transcripts rather than 
turning over subpoenaed tapes. Two 
a d c o y^ th . p
released by the White' House.-. Rodino,; 
said he would not listen to the tapes 
the panel earlier by thfc hfte 
f # when Nixon agreed,to l«twth? committee 
" haye all the tapes that had been1 SIM SUuPO n&OQ UiDcS WO •>—tt— •..•tt-is,v. un v ii«u v 
Democrats joined Republicans in voting , without the committer s lawyer^., previously* turtyof oyer to the special 
no. - , v-:;S-:'l^esent,v• ::=^
REP, JEROME R. Waldie, EW^lif.I > .Flsewhere. Wedne/jday' $% Doar alsd opposed Nlxon'soffer teletv,|, 
^---<S8iirt test ?t«i>nly'Itodlnp attd Rep. Ed#a;rd£v»: laid groundwork for possibly citing Hbuse^ moved toward.anew 
noncompliance as an impeachable 
TA J* ]$&&• Overnight Bestseller 
Highly controversial Watergate-related tape transcript! of - prepare#iriultiple copies at left to help fulfill the demaro 
reside - -. — . " " P i ent Nixon become available Wednesday for $12.24
for the 1,254-page book. Pressman Andrew Sanders 
The lastftour copies attainable the first day are carried at' 
right by a law firm messenger. 
U \ 
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By RICHARD FLY 
V't Texan Staff Writer .... -
Preliminary plans for remodeling the. 
*. Union Building and implications for the 
University System of an attorney 
stttdent services-
regents to make further reductions in the 
proportional fee. 
The interpretation of student services 
fee legislation stated that the statutory 
^• offense against' the President in the 
& future/.; \ $ • \v • * ~|>| 
Waldie asked special impeachment 
counsel John Doar if the President's 
willful refusal to comply with t|he House 
subpoena is an impeachable offense, and 
Doar replied: "I believe it could be an 
impeachable offense under these 
circumstances." 
But Republicans contended that 
President Nixon has substantially 
complied with the subpoena by publicly 
releasing transcripts that they 
contended in some cases are better than 
the tapes themselves. 
"WE SHOULD accept the material in 
good faith and make further 
representations in the future if 
n&essary," said the committee's senior 
Republican Edward Hutchison of 
Michigan. 
The President has supplied the 
committee with a great deal of 
information, sahf Rep; Robert McClory, 
•»ff Republican of Illinois, "That is a 
substantial and adequate response to our 
subpoenas" 
. But Chairman Peter W. Rodino Jr., D* 
N.J., said "the President has not 
complied with our subpoefra, 
"WE DlD NOT subpoena an edited 
White House' version of partial 
tiy- . 
with the special Watergate prosecutor by t Hutchinson of Michigan, th< 
asking a federal judge to throw out the ' ^ortwiittee's senior Republican, go to 
prosecutor's subpoena asking for tapefr-^White House to compare ,ihe~ edited 
and reqords of presidential transcripts with the original tapes to be. 
conversations. ^ L- -e'! ,fur*e ^ relevant material had been pu@ 
AT THE OUTSET^ of the rare evening ;^|nto tluf transcripts. • 
7 Men Arfesti id 
fh 
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It® SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - 4 In a 
massive operation, police Wednesday 
Required flight logs are maintained 
for the state-owned plane, but only transcripts of portions ?of presidential 
reservations ate kepi as records jdr the^ conversations/' Rodino said. "We did 
iaae<U4 ntdnia •.-» - ^ " y/ not subpoeha presidential interpretation 
|--'l-%e»erars 
- r  •  I  fAnn tiilll 1 fees wUl be considered by the University-^ 
System Board of Regents in a 9 a.m.^ 
Friday meeting. - • ; 
Regents also will discuss a 
.. construction contract for a planned 
-Special Events Center and the future use 
•of" University-owned and leased 
airplanes. 
, EXTENSIVE remodeling and 
. renovation of the Union Building was 
Approved by the board Feb. 1 when 
regents appropriated $3 million for the 
project. Approximately $800,000 of the 
.funds will be spent for full-scale 
remodeling of dining facilities. 
A request for approval of the plans will 
be presented by the Office of Facilities 
Planning, Student Government 
President Frank Fleming, coordinator of 
the project, said. ' „ 
Regent reaction should be "favorable, 
/if everything goes smoothly" and the 
project does not overreach its budget, 
' ̂Fleming added. , t « 
• IN ADDITION to renovation of the . 
' dining areas, the Union Building's first 
floor will receive extensive remodeling 
,;'and the outside a face-lift. ; 
~ Regents also must face for the second 
•' time in as many meetings another bout 
vs with the compulsory student, services. 
fee. • 
! At its March 15 meeting the board 
; lowered the amount collected per 
. semester hour to fund mandatory 
: services from $3.50 to $2.50, a revaaue 
leased pl e. 
inaxiinum fee of f^O .may be charged The.^-resemtl«^'4*it-«nl# 4h%|%«-of what is necessary or relevaiit4or our 
only to students enrolled for tne expected, not the actual, destination. inquiry. And* we did not subpooena a 
maximum number of hours normally 
permitted by a uniyei^ity, or l^hoyrs.at 
the University. 
'Currently, the maximum fee js 
reached at 12 semester hours. 
ALlOTO SAID He believed the groups 
which used wings as its insignia, wa<.-* 
arrested seven young black men in San ^^responsible for 80 murders throughout', 
Francisco's "JZebra" slayingB. Mayor feSa^alifornia since 1970. 
Joseph Alioto said the suspects were ' Alioto said the break In the case, whlclt 
part of & statewide terror organization B^has terrorized San Francisco for five 
called the "Death Angels" dedicated to ^months, came during a weekend secret 
committing racial murders. *,V • meeting he held with an infoimant^: ^ 
More than 100 police officers gathered In the Zebra killings, young black men ' 
before dawn Wednesday for a series of ^..approach white men or women standing! 
raids- in which the seven, all San^or waUtiiig^'tte street.and shot thwnr . 
Francisco residents,were arrested. A1L^| without saying a word. EUghteen persons,], 
were charged with murder andjjl^were shot, and 12 of-them died. • 
conspiracy to commit murder. 4 ^ • ALIOTO: - SAID the "Death Angel*-' / 
At a news conference two houi& after^ method of operation included not only 
the last arrest, Alioto said the suspects^ifthootings but also murders and assaults 
are members of a previously unknown by beavy-bladed weapons. He said there 
organization called the "Deatti Angels."^, may still be many victims not jtet 
Members receive reputations and 
promotions on the basis of the number^ 
and nature of murders they commit,  ' X  
Alioto said. 
.lJt s
' identified, possiblyincluding Wtchblkets 
REVENUE LOSS has been tentaUvely 
placed between $250,000 and $600,000 by 
James Colvin, vice-president for 
business, affairs. 
Neither University business officials . 
nor System lawyers are scheduled to 
make presentations to the board. Law 
Office Director Richard Gibson said, 
however, the legal staff will be present 
to offer advice, if necessary. 
In other business, regents will consider 
a contract award for the 17,000-seat 
Special Events Center. 
UNIVERSITY cost estimates for the 
indoor arena have ranged from $19 
jpciillion to $24.5 million. 
, However, when bids were opened last 
week, the lowest submitted was $33.1 
million by Lott Construction Co. of 
Houston. The highest bid received was 
$35.7 million./ *s*'*•- ' , * **31 ^ ,14,. iM 5 ^ 
Regents could consider the bids, toss 
them out and request new ones or 
postpone the proj ect indefinitely. 
Administrators connected with the' 
project, however, were unavailable for 
comment. 
f lEGENTS will consider what, 
cactly, they will do with two University 
Mrcraft, the operation of which has 
drawn fire recently. 
Wilding Development 
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s-'i ^Henry said. "We haven't conducted any 
new tests, just looked at the secondary 
data." 
Other persons participating In the study 
are Dick LllUe, planning director; BUI 
Snyder, capital improvements 
coordinator; Curtis Johnson, director of 
the Water and Wastewater Department 
and Joe Ternus, transportation director. 
The report will be "an analysis of the 
impact of Wilding on other developments 
in that portion of the county," Deputy City 
By LINDA FANNIN 
Texan Staff Writer 
The city's study of , the Wildings 
development probably will be submitted to 
city. Manager Davidson Thursday, 
Environmental Director f^uart Henry 
said Wednesday. 
Southern Living and Leisure, Inc., 
developments of the 3,500-acre tract on 
Lake Austin, appeared before City Council 
April 11 requesting council approval for 
the creation of a fresh water supply 
district and the .extension of a sewer line Manager Homer Reed said. 
to the area.. • |pp "It will be fairly straightforward," he 
After first ~votihfe down the proposition^ '^sald. "It will draw some conclusions, but 
the council reversed its vote by granting not try to make any recommendations." 
Southern Living a 30-day extension until Reed said he feels 30 days was sufficient 
the city could examine environmental 
impact statement prepared for the 
company. 
. A FINAL decision on Southern Living's 
request was postponed until May 9, when 
the report and its evaluations are 
. scheduled to be presented to the counciL 
The two main areas studied in the 
report, Henry said, are the environmental 
airplane is <>wned by the of the development on water quallty-
I AN ATTORNEY general's opinion 
: released last week might force the 
Governor's Race 
University, while another is leased from "I'd always liketo have more time, but X 
time to study the problem, "in view of the 
fact that that we had most of the 
information already. 
"OUR ONLY problem is that we didn't 
have time to go before the City 
Environmental Board for Its 
conclusions," Reed said. 
While the city is studying Wilding, 
Southern Living has not closal down to 
await the city's decision. 
' "We are working with the city to give 
them the information beneficial to them,' 
the University of Texas Foundation, Inc. | \tlunk .we've got enough information,^Hon Hammonds, vice-president, of 
Southern Living, said. > 
Construction of roads and golf courses, ' 
which was already under way, is 
continuing, although it "has slowed down ; 
a  l i t t l e , "  H a m m o n d s  s a i d ,  ,  ,  ̂ ^  
SOUTHERN LIVING officials also are -
planning to meet with the Environmental ^ 
Board, the Sierra Club and the Audubon 
Society, Hammonds said. S •? 
"We are trying to get people informed,"^ ' 
he said. "There are people walking around 
today who believe the moment the "Vr" 
development is built that the citizens of , 
Austin will start paying taxes for it. That. 
"there's not a Yot'o^opiwsiU'oadthorig f 
the people we've talked to," Hammonds ' 
said. "I hope the tide has turned and •. 
people have started thinking rationally, |; 
not emotionally." 
, Although Hammonds said he did not 
know if the council's feelings have 
changed, "We're trying tohelp them make 
up their minds," he said. "The other guys 
are, too. 
"The controversy, is to get the city to be 
aware of the controls and use them," he 
said. "We're painfully aware of the 
controls the City of Austin can apply."s 
who have disappeared. 
Alioto said he thought the.teadetf'jaf tbe ̂  
"Death Angels" resides outside of-
C a l i f o r n i a ,  f i t ; " ' • >  
He said ti» ,?,<Death Angels" were 
"dedicated to the murder and mutilation 
of whites and dissident blacks." 
"I am now calling for a concerted 
drive by local, state-and -federal law 
enforcement agencies to shatter this 
organization," Alioto said. 
Alioto said he and police are of the 
opinion "that the ring leaders who 
perpetrated the wave of terror in San 
Franciseo are now behind bars.V^ < 
ALIOTO CALLED the group "a kind of 
reverse Ku Klux Klan" and said It "is 
based on muddled aberrations clearly, 
outside the mainstream of Islamic 
religions." 
Alioto distributed a list of 73 murders 
that took place since Sept. 14,1970, which 
he said were believed connected with the 
Death Angels. All were in California, 
although he said the organization 
extended beyond the state. 
He said the jails were a favorite place 
of recruitment for the Death Angels, 
"with job opportunities upon release as 
one of the inducements." 
THE" SUSPECTS were identified by 
police as J.C. Simon, Larry Green, 
22; Dwight'Stallings; Thomas Manney, 
31; Edgar D. Burton, and Manual Moore., 
Police said Manney had an all-city 
football player in high school. 
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By SCOTT TAGLIARINO 
Texan Staff Writer 
Any contest for the 1974 Republican 
.beraatorial nomination ended in March 
erPformer State Sen. Henry "Hank" 
; .<jprover withdrew from the race. 
*•? Grover, who. two years ago nearly 
. -became Texas' first Republics^ governor 
^Ince 1869, withdrew because,%e said, of 
pressure from U.S. Sen. John Tower and 
Presidential Counselor Anne Armstrong to 
"torpedo" his efforts to get out of <tebt 
, trom his 1972 gubernatorial campaign. 
The maverick Grover led throughout 
-^general election night Nov. 7,1972, against 
Dolph Briscoe, the Democratic contender. 
However, Briscoe's strong rural vote gave 
4 Mm a slim 100,000-vote margin When the 
votes were finally tallied. v v ? 
But the Republican hierarchy wouldn't; 
go with Grover in 1974, choosing instead 
former Lubbock Mayor James H. 
Granberry to carry the GOP banner. 
Interpretive 
But with Grover s witndrawl Briscoe. 
Granberry, who has been running for 10 
months, faces light competition from 
Odell McBrayer of Fort Worth. 
? McBrayer, who says it was a message 
JEromGod that prompted him to campaign 
for th«t - Republican gubernatorial 
•They won't support me because they nomination, does not appear to Juwe a 
don't own me," Grover said when he prayer against Granberry. '5. 
withdrew from the race. "I've done all GS(ANBERRY, « orthodonlst, became 
that I can. It's going to take a grassroots > |buUM>ck's youngest mayor in 1970. He 
movement by the people to remove them feels his strongest asset is that he isn't a 
or abandon them." . -hard-core politician. 
IN MANY WAYS the decision to drop £ If Granberry isn't a politician, he has 
Grover juay" have been the result of a - become politically astute enough to 
nationwide effort to.give the Grand Old; .overlook McBrayer's candidacy and dig in 
Democratic nominee, Gov. 
* 
! -
Party ^ facelift the, ^jtte^f^^^or the lwng? the most 
His strongest criticism of Briscoe tints 
far has been against the governor's refusal 
to take a stand on a rlght-to-work 
' (Oeloted Uoty, 
provision in tlte proposed constitution. 
THE-RIGHT-TO-WORK proposal has 
been a strong issue for Texas Republicans 
— so much so that they have included it as 
a referendum In their Saturday primary. 
Another issue that. Granberry feds 
needs immediate attention is a special 
legislative .session on public school 
financing. "Last summer I advocated a 
special session, and 1 have repeated that 
position this year. The governor should let 
school officials know whether they can 
count on some help for the next school 
year," he said. 
McBrayer, an attorney and lay reader, 
bases his campaign on a return to 
Christian principles. 
IF HE DOES win, McBrayer said he will 
depend on God to run the state through/ 
prayer and meditation. 
Like Granberry, he favors a right-to-
work proposal in the new proposed 
constitution but admits he opposes 
revision oi the state constitution 
altogether. 
Other issues which McBrayer feels are 
important are televising executions and 
opposing legalised pari-mutuel betting. 
Warmer P! . 
Thursday's* forecast 
calls for partly cloudy 
skies and warmer 
temperatures tasting 
through Friday/ with 
a siight chance ot 
showers Thursday^; 
Southerly winds 5 to 
m.p.h.. are expected 
Thursday^ to, 18 
m.p.H< orf^Friday. 
High fhursday will be 
in the upper 80s, tow 
Thursday night in the 
0s. A 20 percent 
shower probability 
exists for Thursday.;?, 
m--
m 
Libraries To Extend 
fpjS&HSil 
"• University libraries will 
extend their hours while 
shuttle bus schedules will be §, 
reduced for dead week and .* 
.finals., . 
,§||The Undergraduate library' 
midnight Fridayand Saturday 
this weekend and May 10 and 
U. The loan desk will close as 
usualt at 10 p.m. on these four 
nights, the library will close 
at 7 p.m. May 15., 
1 During dead week; Monday 
through Wednesday,* only one 
shuttle bus will run on each 
c route from 7 a.m. to 11 p.tfu, 
James Colvin, University 
vice-president for busings' 
affairs, said Wednesday. 
|lj Fifty to 60 percent of the 
buttle buses will be in service 
during final exams May 9 
• through May 15, Colvin said, 
- The usual wait between 
buses is approximately eight 
minutes. The.reduced 
schedule wil} mean' a 30-
minute wait for buses on long 
routes such as Riverside 
routes, and a 15-minute wait: 
for short routes such as east 
campus route, he.said.:.:^f$* 
During dead weefvtftT 
.finals, the Main Library will 
be open during the usual 
hours, -t' • • 
University libraries will 
remain open after May 15 on 
weekdays only, from 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m. The only exceptions are 
the Physics-Math-Astronomy 
(PM A) and Biology Libraries. 
The Biology Library will be 
open during the'weekends of 
May 18 and 19, 25 and 26 and 
June 1 and 2 from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Saturday and 2 to 10 p.m, 
Sunday. . . 
• During the same weekends, 
the PMA Library will remain 
open from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 




To ID Cards mmI 
identification Cartls for the fall semester Jiiiay 
resemble a rainbow with holes pupcched in it. 
Separate color codes will be used to indicate whether 
optional fees for men's athletics, women's athletics and 
Cultural Entertainment Committee activities have been 
paid, Bill Taylor of the Office of Accounting said Wednesday. 
"It is not yet decided how these colors will be placed on the 
card," he said. 
"We may have one color behind the photo and two others 
elsewhere on the card, or have all three colors behind the 
ioto< if the student purchases all three." 
Taylof indicated there would be spouse blanket tax cards 
for Cultural Entertainment Committee and men's athletics, 
although it will no longer be called a blanket tax., :y . 
It has not yet been determined that a spouse card will be 
available for women's athletics events, Taylor said. 
L 
NEW HOUSING?" POLICY!! a 
DEXTER HOUSE"'̂  
1103 W. 24th ' 
m 
OCCUPANCY ONIY 
' fev 7£—— 
i-Private Rooms as Low as $60 
Luxurious Private Rooms noo 
Student Senate Backs, 
Opposition to Wilding) 
• Maid Service • Private Bus 
per mo. 
<• C* >- "J ' 
'•"'•J " v.V'fc 
per mo. 
. Student Senate approved 
Wednesday a motion backing 
the Student Government City 
Council Lobby Committee's > 
opposition to the Wilding 
project. 
Tite project, development of 
a 3,500-acre tract on Lake 
Austin, will be up for approval 
at the City Council meeting, 
May 9. 
The Senate also approved a 
revised budget for the 1974-75 
fiscal year, beginning Sept. 1, 
increases appropriations for 
salaries, supplies and 
v V v W t*> 
Heated Swimming Pool • Refrigerators • Intercom 
! Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines 
StudyAreas 
i V 1 • 24 Hr. Desk Service • TV in Lobby 
• Off Street Parking • Close to Campus 
* , - Special Package Deals(Roomot Dexter - Board at Madison) -
available as low as $145 
Itfow accepting Fall '7A Contracts 
for U.T. Men and Women 
HOUSING OFHCE 709 West 22nd St. 
i L<* 478-9891 - 478-8914 
*• i 
• DEXTER HOUSE 
Come See - Come Live 
GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY $ $ 
mm m St\vm * s » -
'I'm running because I'm 
concerned about what's 
happening to Travis County. 
"We've got to stop the 
runaway development thafs 
polluting our lakes, scarring 
our land, and contributing to 
problems ranging from traffic 
to health services to energy 
demands, f 
"We've got to provide more 
recreation facilities: parks, 
trails, bikeways, natural areas. 
"And we've got to make sure 
we have responsible law 
enforcement. 
"Those are things a county 
commissioner can DO 
something about. 
"Thafs why I want to be your 
County Commissioner." 
Dave Dorsett has spoken out on the rote 
of the County Commissioners in pro­
tecting our environment. He's worked to 
stop destructive high-density develop­
ments along our lakes. He's exposed the 
enormous paper profits being made by 
the men who want to build Wilding, a 
new 30,000-person city at Austin's west 
edge. -
We need a strong, independent voice on 
the Commissioners Court. 
We need Dave Dorsett. 
» * 
• U.T. Young Democrats -^ \ "j "t 
'-v.'.f-1 
teh&t. .(Afc. 
"fi A. mmmmmmmrnmmt&iUlSmik 
Travis County Young Democrats 
• Travis County Democratic Women 
• The DAILY TEXAN <4 ^ & 
•-*> 
ST 




Services, printing and postage 
and travel. 
> : The salary increase would 
raise the summer term 
salaries of next year's Student 
Government president and 
vice-president, 
administrative assistants and 
the financial director. 
/ The Senate passed a motion 
endorsing a proposal by Save 
Austin's Valuable 
-Environment to the City of 
Austin for fair electricity 
rates and encouragement of 
conservation of electricity. 
4|By ANNE MARIE KILDAY 
p!1 University System Regent 
r? 'J'rank C. Erwin has defended 
the action of the'University 
System Board of Regents 
changing the funding of The 
paily Texan, gjpjd Student 
'  .poyernmentvj^from a 
mandatory to opifonal status 
during a special radio 
rogram sponsored by the Ex-
tudeiits' Association. 
The program is to be 
distributed statewide -on a 
date to be determined, Stuart 
Wilber, executive producer of 
the Longhorn Radio Network, 
said Wednesday. 
"If 40 percent of the: 
students- select to support 
these activities, they'll have 
more money next jrear than 
Funeral Serviced 
Scheduled^ -
- Funeral services for 
University senior engineering 
ma j or J a me s Pa trick 
Vaneman will be held at 2 
p.m. Thursday at St. Paul's; 
Lutheran Church in Brenham.' 
Burial will follow at Prairie 
Lea Cemetery. 
Vaneman, 22, and Asst. 
Atty. Gen. Robert Addison 
Bell, 34, were killed late 
Tuesday afternoon when the 
dars they were driving 
collided head-on three miles 
east of Manor on U.S. 29Q. 
Funeral arrangements for 
Bell are being handled in 
Austin by Hyltin-Manor 
Funeral Home. Services will 
be held in Houston Friday at 
St. Mark's Lutheran Church. 
Defends Stan 
this year," Erwin said in the operating with £ budget of 
program, v " $52,800. The budget from 
'The decision to change the 
funding was madtf because 
tbese activities could best 
stand the. reduction in 
mandatory fees," Erwin 
continued. ," 
Texas Student Publications 
General Manager Loyd 
Edmonds responded to 
Erw i n' s r sta te m e nt 
Wednesday. "1 don't know 
how he figured it;" Edmonds 
"If 40 percent of the 
students support The Texan," 
Edmonds said^'We'll be 
mandatory funding of The 
Texan amounts ta|136,650 this 
year. 
Student Government 
President Frank Fleming said 
Wednesday that Erwiri 's 
statement was "obviously 
true." Fleming said that the 
portion of the Student 
Government budget from 
mandatory funding this year 
was 120,223. , • 






support, the Student^ 
Government budget would be^^r 
around $36,000. This would be^'f 
an increase," Fleming said,?-
B 
-«$!§ 
-An article in Wednesday's 
edition of The Daily Texan 
reported that Place 4 House 
candidate Gerald Weiss," 
speaking at a Tuesday Capitol' 
> news conference, expressed 
his support for pari-mutuel 
Jiorse racing. ^ 
Weiss actually stated that*: 
. he "would abide by what the 
people say" on. the May 4 
Democratic ballot 
referendum on horse racing. Wednesday 
The Texap regrets :ithe " prostitution, 
inaccuracy. ^ Ms. Taft. 
: i Weiss also recommended 
the creation of an energy 
commission with the power to 
regulate fuel companies. : t 
At the same presst^ 
conference, Weiss predicted a^ 
runoff between himself and 
his Democratic opponent 
Gonzalo Barrientos. 
"but the problem is thatjV; 
Student Government provides?:^' 
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Trial has been reset in JuneV 
for Kay Taft, 22, who was tq.^"'" 
have been tried in Municipal ' " 





i WAYNE BRAGG 
Graduate Student in Latin American Studies 
f discussion and slides on i A < - ; 
Projecto Rondon, (Brazilian Equivalent of our Peace 
. "Corps) 
at ' r:i 
Soup and Sandwich Seminar 
Thursday 12 to 1 p.m. 
University Christian Church 
2007 University Ave. 
. t, who was arrested 
March 28 while employed at 
Edie's of Hollywoo^, was 
involved in an auto accident in 
the 500 block of Baylor Street 
at 1:14 a.m. Wednesday. ' .' 
- Ms. Taft, 1107 Rose St., was 
released from Brackenridge ' 




"i. 4412 Sc C>«gn» , 
• Him: 444-1114 
ZUNI AND NAVAHO 
INDIANJBWELRY 
MEXICAN, •' - : 
IMPORTS, 
OMN 10 a m t. 6 p m. 




I ANNOUNCING \ -
"THE FUTURE OF THE WORLD" 
A New Course for 
Fall 1974 
International Studies (IS) 301' 
TTh 10:30-12:00 (unique no. 25055) t 
Instructor: Neil Richardson, Dept. of Gov't. ' • 
i t '  €  
** fulfills 3 hours of "Area D" requirement* ' " 
** has no prerequisites ' 
• "  .  ' -  -  j  . 
'The Future of the World" will examine social, economic/ end political prospects feeing rations—rk;h -
end poor—In a foreseeable world of increosing population, depleting neturpl resources, greater'' 
technologicel cepebilities, end continued blends of (ntemetionel cooperation, end conflict 
The readings and lectures (lectures include,guest experts from UT end erauqd:thp world) will cover e 
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1. Because 75% of all courses are filled during preregisfra-
tion. .• 
2. Because most popular courses are filled during 
preregistration. 
3. Because most prime time courses are filled during 
preregistration. '  .• ,  ,  f  
4. Because you get 3 more days of holidays in AugCiit".:; 
TURN IN MATERIALS BY 4 P.M. TOMORROW 
Office of the Registrar &T ̂  ̂  \  ̂
\ 
I 
W H Y  S H O U L D  
-4-
Mt •-
j ^ Jm ' 
INITIATIVE: 





lou McCreary was the first candidate to come out for ari elected 
Student Regent. Lou McCreary is the only candidate in Pla&e 4 
who has proposed positive legislation to prevent future energy 
fraud 4* 
INDEPENDENCE; f  ̂  ̂
low McCreary was not "picked" to run by local political hacks on 
a "slate." Uu McCreary Is the ory candidate in Place 4 who has 
coma out openly against bossism and, machine politics in Austin. 













By JUAN CAMPoJSSIt 
Charges made Wednesday 
by State Rep. Larry Bales, 
candidate for the 10th 
Congressional District race, 
that tJ.S. Rep. J.X "Jake" 
Fickle niay have collected "a- > 
small fortune" in a political 
trust fund have been refuted 
by a spokesman in Pickle's, 
office. , 
In a press conference, Bales 
said the trust fund collected 
by Pickle during his 10 years 
in office may explain the 
stands he took on campaign 
Hp! 
E ADDED Pttikle has 
Collected. "what may be 
hundreds of thousands of 
dollars" and did not have to 
reveal his contributors until 
1973-
'1 "But for the first nine years 
he was in office, the people of 
this' district had no way to 
know where the money came 
from, why he collected it or 
how he spent it," Bales said. 
He noted that Pickle's 
yoting against the three issues 





^Bob Honts, candidate for , consider using helicopters in 




Precinct' 2, Wednesday 
proposed appointing a 
professional court 
administrator to free judges 
from routine duties. 
"I personally believe judges 
and attorneys are good in law, 
but when it comes to 
administration," Honts said 
in a press conference, "we 
should look to those trained in 
administration." 
r DWI penalties should 
increased and enforced, 
especially for repeat 
offenders, Honts said. 
"I think part of the penalty 
might -.be mandatory 
rehabilitation," he added, 
' Travis County should 
The sheriff's department 
patrols remote parts of. the 
county and,a helicopter Could 
help the officers cover the 
territory,. ,he.:no.tt!di.p^^^^ 
Hoats also propos^i"that'ihe 
county hire a forensic 
pathologist to serve as'a. 
medical examiner during "on-
site investigations, at the, 
death jscene. , 
be ^J.*'This is needed," he said, 
-hot because present officials 
are incompetent, but because 
each death, .requiring an 
uAquest qeeds to be thoroughly . 
investigated in a manner that 
only a trained pathologist with 




TO PLACE A TEXAK 
CLASSIFIED AD 
f > vif'-
CALL 471-5244 fllfiSt 
. WARNING 
Vj , v If you aren't buying your > 
l Motorcycle Insurance from- • 
Jones-Elliott Insurance Agency, 
•/ 1 < You moy-fr TOO MUCH 
; EXAMPLE . 
NO. 1 '74 Honda 125cc 
" Liability only - $38 
, Comprehensive Collision & 
Liability • $124 t \f ' 
NO. 2 '74 Honda 250 cc 
Liability, only - $56 
Comprehsneisve Collision & 
. Liability - $124 
NO. 3 '73 Model 850cc 
Liability onlv - $143 t( • 
Comprehensive Collision & ; 
Liability - $284 r, 
We have local claim service 
plus premium financing. 
3607 Manor Roall 
§fg926-6665,. if 
JPOURS: MON.-FRI. 8-6 
' *  A ' 
'•X- Jones-Elliott Insurance Agency/^ 
iftilp 
advertising f' ̂ oi^asters 
charging the lowest rate for 
political advertising and home , 
district financial disclosure — 
could be because pf the trust 
his rich friends, his special: 
interest friends, will - come 
through with whatever he 
asks for," Bales said. 
?$The spokesman in Pickle's 
office, Vrtro asked not to be 
identified, said only two trust 
funds have ever existed for. 
Pickled 
The first was a fund-raising 
effort in January, 1970. The 
funds from that trust were 
depleted by June, 1973, the 
spokesman said. 4.* • 
On Jan. 14 this year, 
proceeds from Pickle's Oct. 
10, 1973, birthday party were 
put'in a fund. That trust fund 
, totaled ^66,000. 
THE SPOKESMAN said 
$50,000 of this trust Was 
transferred to PickleVrer 
election committee. ; , : 
' 'Pickle cannot spend any of 
the money himself. ^Checks 
have to be approved by the 
trust committee and have to 
be co-signed by two trsutees," 
the. spokesman said. 'V 
, He added the money in the 
trust fund will be used to pay 
for expenses not payable by 
the government and incurred 
while serving in office/ 
i, "It (the money) will pay for 
the number of trips to 
Washington by Pickle," the 
spokesman reported. "The 
government will only pay for 
a certain number. The rest 
would have to be paid for out 
•of Pickle's pocket." T\ 
He said there war only 




Five candidates running 
or state representative 
have said their future 
support or opposition to 
»ri-mutuel horse rating 
will be based on the 
outcome 'of the Saturday 
May 4 referendum on' the 
issue! ., - • > ,v 
Udoesn't make one bit 
of difference whether I 
support oy oppose the 
referfenduittV' Wilfrelmina 
Deled, candidate for Place 
I, said. "Pari-mutuel horse 
racing is a good issue to 
leave up to the voters to 
resolve-'/ 
John' W. Mugge, aiiother 
candidate for Place 1, said,' 
"As a candidate I don't 
think it is proper for me to 
toy to influence the voters 
one way or the other." 
Mtigge added he is "very 
happy to know pari-ntytuel 
horse racing .& being 
offered as a referendum 
because "it is good the 
people of Texas are being 
given a chance to voice 
their choice." 
t1L<yu' • Mt'Creary, 
candidate tor Place 4, 
joi.ned M$. Delco and 
Mugge in saying- he is 
neither supporting nor 
opposing the referendum 
but is "leaving it up tp the 
voters. 
"If we supposedly 
represent the majority, 
then that is what we should 
do," Gerald Weiss, 
candidate for Place 4, said 
Gonzalo tBarrientos, 
another Place 4 candidate, 
said he has "kept an open 
mind" toward the 
referendum because he 
"first wants to see what 
the voters think." 
McBrayer Promises 
IngGOP Governor-Primary 
Ey LARRY SMITH 
Texan Staff Writer 
.'Odell M?Brayer, Re 
pubfi.can- candidate for 
govemop, said in a. Wednesday 
press conference ̂ .that while 
Oienp 
basically a legislative matter. 
Cranberry, however, 
adyocates right-to-work 
provision ih the state 
constitution, which Is now 
being prepared for the voters' 
main issu&of his primary;- approval. 
opponent James Granberry \ McBrayef. 'a 43-year-old 
concerns passaged right-to- Fort Worth attorney, does not 
work laws, he is stressing an • favor the ptesage of a new 
^'opeK.ddoE polipy".between^constitution. . 
the governor's office and the?-.tf; "I do NOT think this is the 
people of the state. time for it {a new 
1 . "An open door^pcjicy would . constitution),'' McBrayer 
serve ,a two-fold purpose," . said. "I'm urging people to, 
McBrayer said. "It would-"' vote against it. r* 1 • 
"The clause mentlonlrti 
: equal education could mean 
; anything from, A to Z. It coulci> 
bringaboi)t a state ' 
to vote in the Democratic 
primary, especially in areas,, 
where there are hotly, 
contested elections. However, 
he predicted that many 
Democrats would switch to 
vote U the Republican' 
primary. 
WW 
for murder and rape. 
"WHEN MY DAD was 
little boy ther^was 
banging on thVceiftthousfl. 
steps of Waco. This brought 
home the awfutness of thefj/!. 
Situation," said McBrayer^ 
who favors either public or?<> 
McBrayer also added that direct 
stoned themv 




keep me informed and let.thfe 
people of the state talk to 
their governor." _ ' 
McBRAYER SAID such a 
policy would consist of town 
tu^krheetings in' the trade 
centers throughout the state,? 
governor's suboffices in 
existing state offices and a hot 
»{line to the" governor's office.' 
, "Mr. Granberry thinks that 
"the way to communicate is by-
a weekly press conference," 
McBrayer saUi. "This has 
been proven untrue. People 
want' to see their governor 
eyeball to eyeball. I want to 
have a constant input with the1' 
people." 
While' McBrayer favors 
right-ta-work laws.as does his 
opponent, he believes it is 
he favors the death penalty/God," he continued. 
Environmental Caucus 
Endorses Bales, Sissy 
m 
educational system and bring 
an" end to the local school 
concept."' 
Mc&rayer said ecjual 
education should be based 
more on teaching guidelines 
than on insuring that, 
materialisUq values are 
same. 
"AT PRESENT I see no 
way that the ad valorem tax 
can lie eliminated for 
Concernl'rfg thVs Saturday 
primary, McBrayer would not 
speculate on a winner. He said' 
he expect? many Republicans: 
The Texas Environmental. 
Caucus has endorsed Frances: 
"Sissy" Farenthold for 
governor and Larry Bales foe 
10th Congressional' District 
U.S. representative in 
{Saturday's Democratic ^ environmental votes 
primary on the basis of Utetep97l Legislature, 
environmental records '' 
the;/<!5: the Detttocratic 
' primary for governor, Dolph 
Briscoe was graded loW 
because he has appointed to 
the Texas Water Quality 
Board and Texas Air Control 
Board men who are: 
associated with polluters! 
Also, Briscoe failed to lend 
support to a single major 
environmental reform," th«|| ^ 
caucus said Wednesday. ^ 
| Ms,' Farfenthold, Briscoe's*'' 
challenger, received a ratingf 
of five out of five on ke$u 
to 
Oq environmental votes inf 
Hhe'^U.'S. House ofl 
HepVesentatives, thef 
incumbent J.J. "Jake" Pickle> 
received a rating of 3  ̂
percent. His opponent Bales| 
.received a four out of fivev 
bating on his environmental! 




i ivjx. Vi $TUO!ES> ^ Bigs. 
CouraM to bv offered Fall 1974 
mm 
•*% 
%• }> •?$. 
A" IWqM Course 
Ne. Ma. DaccriptiMi ' • 
25440 MES 30 IK Inttwkiction t• faih 
CuitHral, and Hhtorkal hw 
datim rf tWMMdU last. MWF 2-3# BUR 
116. B«tirsm.r'C 'a 
25445- WES 305 Peapla, Patnlwn md PWitics; Aa-latradw 
.4 tary Survay of th« Caataaiporary Middle 
, Jljl2, m.Ml. Mnmpri. 
}%l* ' i(4'S 
2S450, MES 322 Arab CMfintfea. MWF 10-11, BUR 134. 
WMiams. -sfi. 
25455 MES 360 , Cenfereace Cewrse. Indepewdeet ^twdy. Coit-
seat of hstrntor must be obtained. Ea|Rih 
:*t in charge. . - : xrii 
25460 MES 361' Middle East CMI&ffions and Coitum; 
' PetttkaLami Social Consciousness fo jfco 
' , Contemporary Middle: East. .TTh 10^0-12, 
IEB 362. lerve. 
Not* MiddH Emsfrrn Stud las eoursmt HtlWf b» utitd toftiHlA Atitm 
D. raquirmmantm for th• B.A. dagram. Plan I. They may-eteo 
h* taken In llau of the foreign language requirement by 
' etutientM enrolled In the School of Communication. 
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Jake Pickle believes that any real solution to§|p 
our energy problems lies in the development offfi 
alternative energy, sources. Because of this he has 
worked hard in Congress for the funding 
research and development of clean energy sonr-f^. 
cest He introduced and guided through the House^f 
this spring a Solar Energy Demonstration Blll.4|| 
This bill authorizes funds to develop practical^ 
solar heating and cooling units and install them in§|| 
public and private buildings. Jake. Pickle is co-jpi 
sponsor of a similar bill which would authorize^* 
funds for the research and^tievelopment, of-
geotkerntal energy. 
- tte&r-J. 
special interest to Jake Pickle is the Texas 
TOKAMAK PROJECT at the University of Tex­
as. This project, one of the largest of its kind, is 
aimed at the development of clean fusion energy 
and Pickle has been its chief proponent in 
Washington. > 
While inkier Pickle believes that new energy 
sources must be found, he does not believe that 
the environment should be made the scapegoat of 
our cnctgy difficulties as is evident by his vote on 
the auto emission control provision of the 1973 
energy bill, a. vote for which he w^ oommended 
by Common Cnase. J A!-££"-
frSaniNG COMMITTBE - **Youi« Thw for mil" • C*nv McGirr •'Jani* 8muM * DiVMI TiiUm W*1U • Tom Krainplu • Bill 
Br nek * Janti UltW • Caih Ctinniimluin « Kay SutuOW •Jim Thorn mmd • Bill Rudd • JrfT tJoununy • BobbyQlta> » Su* • Cnl| 
•tohuntv# Jvnt And»t*on • Jid Knlthi * (Hoym • Uuidm Stamoni • fat K»)ly • Hark McM«bon * Bobby Paiuaralla • NUi 
W*l«y a jUttfa CroataHN f Chad C*M« • Mik* Hardao • Kioh»rd Fk»*«r» •' Mar .I£hityt|ia FACULTY BPONSOMt: •Daaa Pao* Kn<m »0r. 
Hlaittay Arhlaga«l Paid far by JJ. "Jaka" Wekla Ra-Etactkm Cunmiiuw 
•, i h. . 1 , H.U "Bob" Phinnay, CttalnnaD , , i. -v I *. . II. iiiii/VijjaarttBSW'i'- " Il l -  '  I I I  1.1' I I I  »  II  f n r i l  mm -II I  i  i f i  i in i i i i i i in i !  i i t .  I , , I ,1  . iMj ,  
y Jf* 









ax-sw Easy Credit For Students 
And Non-Students 
THE CO-OP STEREO SHOP 
friiii'lihiinfttti^a 5 
Wekomo. 







Tie it up 
in voids 
The  sof tes t ,  3 newest, greitest 
look around this 
summer...airy 
pastel prints, pn 
vollle. Sheer aind 
light and crisp. 
Teamed up here 
with _# ii'iue 
corded 
midriff^ 
blouse ih yelfow, 
$12/ The pants 
n hlue» $84. 
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ur precinct conventions matter 
"IPW 
JBW 
If alt we do is vote this Saturday, we alt lose. At 7:1$ 
p.m. (2 p.m. in rural areas) the voters of each precinct 
will convene to begin a process that will eventually set 
the rules governing the Democratic and.,|tepublican 
parties from the national to the local level,' -
HERE IS BOW the process works. The delegates to the 
national convention,- which will set the party rules, are 
selected by the: delegates to the state party conventions, 
who are selected: by the people who attend the precinct 
Conventions^ 
The preclBct conventions work by participatory^ 
democracy. The convention will be totally controlled by||} 
>^he people whd attend. No proxy votes are allowed. 
This means that the people who are interested enough|jg! 
to attend the precinct conventions will essentially control ^ 
the parties — both in the presidential candidates theyi^F 
select and in the process by which they are selected. 
THE NATIONAL AND STATE Democratic Party was n 
greatly changed by massive citizen participation in the^r 
precinct conventions in 1970. George McGovern was' (t 
nominated on the strength of that involvement, and the 
party rules were changed. 'i. <. !V!x. 
The unit rule — giving all* the votels of a delegaitioh to ; 
the candidate to whom only a majority are committed — 
was abolished. Other rules required that women, blacks, v 
chicanos and young people be represented in proportion „ 
to their percentage in the society. 
... The resulting Democratic nationaf cbnvention in l972 
was markedly different from the Daley-machine monster - . 
of 1968." What was the difference? Norman Mailer; / 
couldn't figure it out for a while <~r then it struck him. 
"There was an insufficient quantity of evil'in the room,": 
he wrote. 
AFTER McGOVERN'S defeat, the former powers in> 
the Democratic Party began making noises to convince • 
people tiiat radicals had captured the party and that the 
rules must be changed to prevent a single faction from 
gaining control. The minority representation rule, in* : 
fact, was changed 
Anyone who doesn't attend the precinct conventioft,-is 
shutting out some oil the nuKtmeaningful input he or she 
could have in the political system. Under Democratic 
Party rules, any group comprising at least 20 percent of 
the precinct conyentiOners can form a separate caucus 
and elect a corresponding percentage of the convention's 
delegates to the county convention. 
Irf the-" Travis Cpunty Democratic Part^. the otify 
requirement for caucusing is the presentation of a letter 
to the precinct chairman at the convention, stating the 
name and principles of the caucus and the names of its 
rpembers. The first 45 minute of the precinct convention 
are reserved for the formation of caucuses. 
ANOTHER RULE guarantees that anyone who has 
anything to sky can say it. Adjournment is not in order if ; 
any. person has a resolution to present. And resolutions 
are uniquely important: the resolutions. passed at tbe 
precinct and county conventions will form the county 
Democratic and Republican Party platforms, which in 
turn will form the state and national platforms. 
Those of you interested in any candidate, rules or party 
procedures, or jocal. state or national issues, would serve 
your cause wen by voting in Saturday's election and 
attending the t^ecinct convention — at 7:15 p.m. 
Saturday at the' place of the polls (2 p.m.. in rural 
precincts). ' ' 
Hie form and reform of the parties is at stake. 
new towns 
Foreman 








2 "H' • • • • t 
y-t** Those poises. are being heard more and more as the 
primaries; near. Gov. Dolph Briscoe has formed a 
Convention Committee to move to the precinct meetings 
all those persons who will support "programs and 
platforms consistent with the governor's," says Gordon 
R. Wynne JrM chairperson of the Convention Committee. 
T RESPONDING TO SUNDAY'S television comments of" 
Democratic National Cpmmitteeperson Billie Carr, 
Wynne issued a press release which said, in part: 
"It's a shame they had to arm her with misleading and 
false innuendoes because her usual whoops and yelps do 
more than ahytiiiiig I know to alert the Democratic fort 
of the attack that is going to come from the radical left in 
the precinct conventions on May 4," . 
Wynne told The Texan Tuesday ttat-Carr had used the 
phrase "the active progressive reform liberals of Texas" 
to identify the group she was urging to attend the precinct 
conventions. ^ , : 
THE GOVERNOR'S Convention Committee has' 
received and expended over $60,000 since Feb. 6, 
according to Wynne, and has' attempted to reach the 
governor's supporters with over 100,000 items of mail and 
a follow-up telephone campaign. Wynne says the 
committee is financed through loans and donations. 
All sides in the Democratic Party — the reformers, the 
Briscoe supporters and the Wallaceites — are realizing • 
the importance of the precinct convention and are trying 
to maximize the participation of their group. 
On the evening television commercials Commissioners 
Court candidate Bob Honts comes across with a highly 
polished ad, sketchy with details, but well spoken. "I've 
had eight years of experience in city government," says 
Honts, and he wants to put that experience to work for 
Travis County. 
The television audience does 'ftbt know — arid Honts 
does not tell — however, about other dealings Honts has 
had with county and municipal governments. 
"*• MR. HONTS is a public relations specialist, co-partner 
in the well known firm "Christian, Miller and Honts." 
The firm, is Texas' foremost agent f&r feederally 
financed "new towns:" first in Dallas with "Flower 
Mound," then with a "San Antonio Ranch New Town." • 
• Honts' work on behalf of new towns is relevant largely 
because county commissioners will one day make 
decisions on land use through approval or disapproval of 
water supply districts. The most recent of those decisions 
concerns Wilding; a proposed 30,000-person development 
northwest of City Park, fronting Lake Austin. * . 
ALONG WITH A GUARANTEED *18 million from the 
Department of Housing of Urban Development, Honts, 
Christian and the other investors behind the new-town 
explored every avenue for cutting costs. They obtained 
San Antonio City Council approval for a Municipal Utility 
District, a tax-free legal entity which enables 4he 
developer to transfer utility costs initially to residents of 
the development, and, upon annexation, to the city. 
According to Carol McSwain, former administrative 
assistant to San Antonio's City Manager Loyd Hunl, "It's 
true that it (the MUD) was absolutely covert until it was 
just on the verge of approval." Before on4 council 
meeting McSWain had explained, to City Councilperson 
Carol Haberman, Honts and others that the press did not 
receive backup materials for items on the regular 
agenda. According to McSwain, Honts said, "That's fine. 
Editor's note: following is an excerpt from a 
Revision address delivered by Rep. Wilson 
Foreman Just before the runoff election in 1972. 
Foreman; it should be noted, is unto the vpte test ^ 
-At least two U.S. congressmen from Texa%% 
1>dth Mexican-Americans themselves, have'**' 
denounced MAYO. Congressman Henry B. 
-. Gonzales has accused MAYO of; preaching 
f|| phrases which he 4ays and I quote "echo the 
M slogans of the Cuban revolution." End quote. And 
^ Congressman Kika de la Garza of Laredohas 
r4 also leveljed criticism. 
jk. Now I show you my friends, a political 
advertisement that appeared in The Daily Texan 
student newspaper at the University of Texas J, r-
i; This ad is for my opponent Gonzalo BarrientosT 
And at the bottom of the ad appear those words: A 
,;t Quote: "Paid for by MAYO." End quote. 
, 'Surely it is clear that Mr. Barrientos and 
i MAYO are working hand in glove. Surely their 
' % intent is clear. Where better than the Legislature 
j '• can militants pursue their devisive tactics, their 
'; disruptive influence, their rule-or-ruin activities. 
Fint Hidalgo County. Next Del Rio. Now 





sr«n HwsariTm puct • 
A TALK $0 FRANK, SO VITAL, SO 0ISTURBIH6, IT j 
(ILL DISMAY YOtj ADD MOVE YOU TO ACTION * 
WHILE THERE'S TIM  ̂ | 
DON'T MISS IT! 
• it 
•MM-'Mm I 
KHFI-42 5:20 to 5:30 PM 
eable 4 
KTBG-7 10:30 to 10:40 PM 
table 5 




_ . fol. ad. fold lor.by Wten htwrn { 
1972 Foreman-Barrientos 
vWe want to get it up before the council and get it down 
.before the opposition has any time to make a fuss about 
it." Though the San Antonio Express News editorialized 
^against granting the request "without prior council 
• notice," the City Council approved the MUD 7-L ,' 
As our primary source we quote Ronnie Diigger's 
f articles of May 25, June 29 and July 13,1973, in the Texas 
Observer. Honts himself describes Dugger's account of 
- the new town as "fair" and partaking of "both sides of 
storv " Jc 7 ^ v t ^ --j* •' ^ n ^ ^ / uie a ry.  
Honts> conduct with thie City of San Antonio also left 
much.to be desired in the political and environmental 
realms. Shortly after the developers (Christian and 
• Honts own undisclosed portions of the new towns as a 
result of services rendered) announced plans for the hew 
town, environmentalists raised serious objections. The 
reason was simple: the proposed city of 85,000 would be 
built directly on the Edwards Acquifer, an underground 
• river tapped for San Antonio's water supply. Honts, 
- .Christian and the other owners of Ranch Town had 
obtained the financial support for Ranch Town through 
the Department of Housing and Urban- Development 
(HUD).' After the environmentalist opposition surfaced, 
Honts told San Antonio city officials "this is wired all the 
wa"y to the White House," implying that George 
Christian, senior partner of the firm and former political 
aide to Lyndon Johnson and John Connally, could pull 
HUD approval no matter what. According to Bob Sohn, a 
n San Antonio attorney, Honts "bragged to me in terms 
that I cannot remember that the people whose , money 
was being used to finance Ranch Town had adequate 
contacts in Austin and in Washington to assure that those __ 
who are espousing the environmental viewpoint could 
never Win." 
AS IT TURNED1 OUT HontS was right and the 
environmentalists lost. The primary reason for the loss 
was HUD's solid support for the new town, outweighing 
the opposition of every City of San Antonio agency that 
insisted the project would pollute the Edwards Aijuifer. 
Opposing Ranch Town were the San Antonio Sierra Club, 
League of Women Voters, American Association of 
University Women, Citizens for a better Environment 
and the Bexar County and Edwards County. Underground 
water districts. Judge Adrian Spears ruled that HUD's 
decision to bade the new town was "entitled to the 
presumption of regularity," and ruled against the city 
and environmentalists. 
Honts' conduct in the San Antonio New Ranch affair 
raises basic questions about Honts' motives in running 
for a political office in Austin. In Austin also the city and 
county have been asked to approve a tax-free utility 
district. As in San Antonio, those bonding commitments 
would one day be turned over to the city. 
Southern Living and Leisure, the developers of Wilding, 
must have the votes at the county level to approve the 
Fresh Water Supply District, and Bob Honts^ has been 
shown to be no enemy of MUDs and similar financing 
vehicles. In addition, Honts has received a |500 
contribution from Allan Shivers and $25 from Alvin East, 
two of Wilding's backers. 
HONTS INSISTS his campaign has nothing to do with 
Wilding, but indicates he "doesn't know if he would vote 
for approval of a water district for Wilding," saying "the 
city's decisiotii would weigh heavily with me." His 
candidacy for the Commissioner's Court may or may hot 
have anything to do v^th Wilding. Honts' 4oes have a 
questionabjfe^gjrfd in his dealings ^with city 
governments, though, and he should not be elected to 
make vital land use decisions for Travis County. 
' —M.E. 
I 
(Editor's note: Tuesday's Amedcan-Sta'tesman "Letters to the 
Editor" led off with this comment from the wife of former Texas 
Gov. Dan Moody.) 
To the editor: 
Hey! Wake up, you good conservatives, and vote in this coming 
election. It is a dangerous time for this town and this district — if we 
let this wild-eyfed stupid "University Clique" take over the town and 
district.. •. V 
That is what they are trying t/do by electing Larry Bales to 
CoogresS jBales owes his very existence to labor unions—and this is a 
dangeroushtipie for the whole country; because the labor unions have 
set out to control Congress (and the country) with their illegal 
contributions to every congressman they can control. 
I am appealing to some of my own good women friends — and my 
good conservative women friends around the bridge tables who never 
bother to vote; or the conservatives who are so disgusted with this year 
of Watergate^— which has succeeded in exposing the crooked details of 
all political parties — so that they just "are not going to vote" for any 
politician. — 
The people are disgusted With Congress and feel,the stupid 
Democratic Congress has joined the Hate Nixon campaign of the vile 
press of TV and eastern liberals, to get Nixon out! 
It is the foul Washington atmosphere — which thank God, does not 
invade the rest of the country. The people see through the antics of a 
frantic liberal drive. 
So please — there are enough of us to save this town and district from 
the crazy university clique - if we stir ourselves and get out and vote. 
The first step is to vote for Jake Pickle! 
Mrs. Dan Moody Sr. 
2312 Woodlawn Blvd. 
equaltime 
To>the editor: 
I am replying to Miss Ann Colvig's letter 
in the Firing Line of April 30, 1974, 
because I have an open mind; I have an 
open door; and because i sincerely want to 
be your district judge. 
The true facts of the case are as follows: 
this case was tried before the change in 
the law by the Legislature when I, under 
n^y oath of office, was required to handle 
this indictment by the grand jury as a 
felony case. The 29-year-old defendant had 
been sent to the federal penitentiary for a 
previous sale of 400 pounds of marijuana. 
It was proven that the defendant provoked 
two 16-year-old girls into committing 
perjury at the trial. 
The true facts of the sentencing are as 
follows: the defendant through his 
attorney had the option of asking for either 
the judge or the jury to assess 
punishment; "however, since the record of 
the defendant was in such bad shape at the 
trial by the fact of the perjury of minors, 
the contributory nature of provoking the 
minors, the previous conviction and the 
fact that the jury had already found him 
guilty, it was asked that I pass sentence. 
The district attorney recommended a 
greater sentence. 
The true facts of the actual sentencing: 
1 gave the defendant a sentence to run 
concurrently with his federal sentence; 
consequently, be would be eligible for 
parole in approximately two and one-half 
years. 
In my opinion the facts of this case 
justified the punishment assessed. Those 
using this one case against me have not 
been fair in that they have not revealed 
the true facts of this case. 
i David-S.McAngus 
Fleming endorses 
To the editor: 
Because of the importance of legislative 
action to our lives as students, I feel that it 
is imperative that students turn out 
Saturday to nominate candidates who will 
represent student interests. 
Among these candidates stands out one 
individual  who has  c lear ly  and 
consistently come out supporting students 
in the issues that affect them. This man is 
Gonzalp.Barrientos, House candidate in 
Place 4.1 therefore urge students to. vote 
Saturday f<jr Mr. Barrientos, and others 
who will inake the next^ Legislature 
responsive to our needs. ^ ? 
. . Frank C. Fleming 
|. Longhorn heritage 
To the editor: •••J' 
I'm fji&d to see The Texan finally getting 
off its anti-establishment kick and getting 
with one of the good old boys. Mike 
Renfro, as the American-Statesman 
correctly pointed out when it endorsed 
him (coincidentally, on the same day The 
Texan co-endorsed him), is the best 
successor the County Courthouse crowd 
could dig up to maintain the status quo. 
I'm sure Mike would do a great job for 
the County Courthouse in-crowd, but for 
me and for students interested in 
progressive county government that's 
oriented toward solving the county's 
judicial and prison problem, and wants to 
stop reckless lake development, I think 
Hubert Gill would make a better county 
judge. Don NieUen 
Progressive caucus 
To the editor: 
At the precinct conventions this" 
Saturday there will be three countywide 
groups trying to organize caucuses. One 
political grouping, the Wallaceites, will 
probably label itself the Grass Roots 
Caucus. Another, the Briscoe wing of the 
Democratic Party will presumeably call 
itself the Unity Caucus. The alternative to 
these is the Progressive Democratic 
Caucus. / 
The Progressive Democratic Caucus is 
a loosely knit coalition of people who are 
interested in going to their precinct 
convention to introduce specific 
resolutions. A 
Other issues which were discussed at 
our last meeting included: -
• Opposing the Ninth Street Extension 
• Impeachment of Nixon: • 
• Abortions at Brackenridge Hospital. 
• The resignation of Police Chief Miles. 
• The Wilding project. 
• Nuclear power. 
• A police rape squad comprised of 
women. 
• Opposition to Frank Erwin's 
reappointment. , ^ P 
• Growth. r 
• Neighborhood zoning power. 
' We will meet Thursday at. the Friends 
Meeting House (3014 Washington Square) 
at 7-30 P-m- to discuss and formulate 
position papers on our proposals. 
Mary Walsh 
It's 
m By TERRY WEEKS 
I appreciate the opportunity to refctfy to 
your editorial in yesterday's Daily TexaiL 
1 was saddened but not really surprised by 
your actions. I was warned tint if I 
'IT-Travis 
133, such 
and candidly {"would be attacked. I have 
refused throughout this campaign to say 
that 1 will work to prohibit growth in 
sty. t have done so because 
a position would be both naive, 
^ unconstitutional and irresponsible. Under 
irjjowr Constitution. Am&icans have .the 
ISri^ht to move wherever tlM^wiitir,Tliat is 
, vtqr you had-the ri^it to move hece from 
^ Quaaah, Tex., and will have the right to 
|remaiii here after you have graduated, as 
ytm have stateifyou intend to do. 
§14 You are m example of Austin4* growth. 
|;g Michael, since .:S0;v«cy much of it te 
hnmi^ntion., And . than the iminigraata 
propagate. Orowth is faurfdy the result of 
tiie population exploston and the extension 
of lifespans. While this state and nation 
rgrow, Austin, the state capital, will grow.-
Until we achieve zero pojwlation growth 
or populatkm decline, we must learn to' 
deal with growth. < When that happen we 
will have the new problems that go with a . 
static or declining population.) Simply to 
close oar eyes to gnrirth and to build a 
wall around Austin is hot a responsible or 
possible answer. People will live 
somewhere, and responsible citizens will 
lemnjodeaTwith ^ 
That, Michael, is why I said: "We need 
to control " the quality of the inevitable 
growth until we get the underlying 
problems solved,". 
promise the moon 
"Your tunnel .vision on the growth 
question has led you astray, I'm afraid. 
You have endorsed % person whose only 
experience is wotting al e prosecutor for 
Ned Granger. 
off-campus? 
Community Association, he said that be 
thought the Skinny Dipping Law was... "A 
good law. I'd like to try a case undo*, it." 
I see hissighs on the lawns of apartment 
bous& ail over town. " • ." 
I've heard him;^>eak all over^^ ti»e:; 
cdunty, and I understand why jSam Wood 
in the American Statesman endorsed him' 
yesterday; I don't understand why you 
did. , .• 
I am. of course, not surprised Urate you 
endorse Gill. When we talked Wednesday, 
i. prid^to the questioimaire, you had a rough 
draft'Of a <*iH endorsement. ^ 
iV. Differew*« aired 
There are .some differences between. 
Hubert and me. The main difference is in' 
our past record. 1 have practiced in the 
Do you know what he Says %.the L^islature, long before I was a 
To the Comanche Trail candidate, on reform of drug laws. I have 
represented students against the Board of 
Regents. I have worked to stop challenges 
to student voters. I was one of two floor 
leaders for McGovern at the 1972 state 
convention. I have raised money and 
signed my name to notes for SAC-YD. 
It is easy to promise the moon, Michael. 
We have to look at what people have done 
in order to determine whether they will he 
able to carry out their pranises. 
You have enndorsed a prosecutor whp 
advertises that he is not aligned with part 
of the political spectrum and a person who 
is willing to buy memberships in order to 
manipulate political endorsements. 
i< I'm saddened by your endorsements, 
Michael, hut I'm not surprised. After all, 
J.'ve been readin^your editorials a)l year. 
0 Terry Weefcs ls a caadidate far canaty probate court and have experience in the; 
before Jadge^ 
-ntU-nrMrrtUtmrnt /tort*. 
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9H 
«y BOB HONTS ,.. oto HbntS» W 
!' & 4*> responsje/to , dealings,", pfwhich I am 
certajh ^ilorial conunehts prop4, the Democratic 
P
regaHirfc,my candidacy for Congress saw new towns as 
.county coraraissiojter, the answer.to revitalization of 
! Precinct 2. ^ ourjiity cores and controlling 
. ) I am uncertamjas "to what urban sprawl. Following the 
. was ^ meant about myEuropean example, new 
posse$s&g "extrefjnefy close towns were:: envisioned as 
tiesMgh the supergrowth balanced and beautiful new 
: lobb$'*Inave not,-or tor that communities for people at all 
matter, never have hadvany' income levels to live and 
business connections with^work. .The San Antonio Banch 
either Southern Living & (SAR) New To$a is^a 
Leisure ..Company or Allan 
Shivers — or the Wilding 
development, I respect Gov. 
\Shivers but possess no 
' personal knowledge of any of 
his business activities. 
Further, I have support from 
individuals on both sides of 
the Wilding issue. 
As for your prediction of 
ping services an 
Opportunities, a variety of ueducational courses; the use 
housing types and prices, _an> solar energy in the home-
internal transportation''"will- be explored; a 
system, a soUd framework of. comprehensive water quality 
iconomic x and . sociaL^Jknd quantity monitoring 
institutions and a balanced' "system devised to protect the 
open space and recreational , Edwards AquiferJ,rom 
s y s t e m  ( s o m e  2 4  p e r c e n t  o f  "  * 4 '  
masterplannedjffc new 
community undef federal 
sponsorship conceived to pre-
service the needs of its future 
inhabitants and to integrate 
the requirements of man with 
those of the environment into 
a harmonious plan. As a new 
qontmunity, SAB will offer a 
sound economic , base with a 
the land Is dedicated to open: 
space). 
SAR will be 'a proving 
ground for many innovative 
techniques: sculptural site< 
grading and road construction 
will be utilized to minimize' 
scarring Of the terrain; right-' 
of-ways for bikes and nonauto 
traffic will be designed as 
part of the internal 
transportation system; cable 
pollution^!"* - wiilAjJj be 
impkrrtentel. * 
HUD and NGPA " 
The SAR project, as part of 
.the process to receive 
Resignation as a Title VII new 
Community, underwent the 
most extensive reviews of 
both the Department of 
Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) and the 
.National Environmental 
'Protection Agency (NEPA) 
ndorseH the project. The 
supporting agencies include , those which 
all bodies with any ^tatutoryA^upported the 
or constitutional control onnew Texas Water Quality 
the development. EPA, the , . Board (TWQB) order which 
senior environmental agency>) has essentially Incorporated 
in the country, haB gone on 7 standards that were 
record stating "we would like , developed by SAR during the 
to commend, your agency^NEPA process. Concern also 
(HUD) and the developer on''^diminished after the project 
the in-depth studies ... the was subjected to an in-depth 
rarol^^^^^ng--thei^^«ar^^tf>^^;®il^iiii 
• course. My platform for ,» systems, better care of our*-
public office points to thefts; .emotionally disturt 










TV will be expanded to? process. Some 34 local, state 
provide protection to the1 .and federal agencies reviewed 
home through sensors, offer SAR, and 30 approved or 
5/^he ' Sl a c k s  
ORGANIZATION 
program*.- v*' ' v 
'$$8% Also co-founder of the 
£r."Wh,en -one speaks of- Austin Community College, 
Wilhelmina Delco, one speaks 
rrd outstanding 
'  on <4 Maw • a  »«ir t tr  W i  i> Wb.fe*'#.-' Mn ffhMnwnr tn fha ttrAi^rmM 
depth of the engineering ami 
scientific analysis of the 
environmental impact of the 
project has surpassed that of 
any similar project of which 
we are aware." . 
While the possibility of 
substantial growth in the 
Edwards Aquifer Recharge 
Zone created legitimate 
concern on the part of some 
local groups at a time when 
little or no controls or 
^l^tandards existed in the area, 
environmental groups 
r of a woman who has been 
8." concerned. and involved in, 
g,, Travis County communities 
 ̂ for 15 years.' a 
For the past* sik yei'r€, Ms. 
Delco has served on the Board 
' of Trustees , of the Austin 
1' Independent School District. 
I'. Six months after she came to 
k. the board,' the investigation 
** began which finally resulted 
* in the desegregation of Austin 
5»' schools in 1972. - , '« 
Y- AS A..MEMBER of the 
• board of directors of the 
University "Y," she 
participated in plans to 
s' implement the construction of' 
the new building and to 
V initiate the Community 
United ;• Front breakfast 
1 
••If? 
Ms. Delco displayed her belief 
that educational programs do 
not stop with school children, 
but should reach the entire 
community as welL ^ , ' } * 
In the area of ^Consumer 
protection, Delco will support 
and workin the next 
legislative session for the 
creation of a Utilities Control 
Commission with the staff, 
the money and the 
investigative powers to 
prevent the abuse of public 
trust such as perpetrated by 
Lo-Vaca Gathering Co. 
. Incentives to increase urban 
development should be 
introduced into legislation to 
decrease urban sprawl. Ms. 
Delco cites programs such as 








Do you vofe at Maple WooiI School? 
If so, join the L iberai Caucus at 
your precinct convention and elect 
' -CHUCK DUNN 
PRECINCT CHAIRMAN 




There is only one soft contact lense on the 
market. The Bausch & Lomb soft lens. There 
is. only one quality or grade of material so 
don't let anyone tell you they usa a better 
grade material. 
' "V; V;' r; :v:\; 
Our fee is $175 a pair. Our contacts' lens 
has a lazer beam fenestration you have heard 
so'much about. k. 
If you want the old stand-by, hard contact 
lens, they are $99 for 2 pair, the second pair 
can be fitted at no extra, charge to a friend or 
relative. *?' ,: 1 ;i'M ' "  ̂;,l% 
'Bi-focal contact lenses are also available. 
20 years experience guarantees you 
satisfaction. , x 
W 
Brinfl your oV^ physician's (M.D.) or op-
tometrisfs prescription. 
Professional Offices Of: 
SEMI-SOFT CONTACT CO. 
^ 7305 Burnet Rd.r Suite 103 
^ , 491 >3330 
fn*xf re Giiwom-on Burnti Mi 
m 
and New York which-
auctioned off old inner-city 
homes, at low rates to anyone 
willing to improve them and: 
the zoning programings such 
as those initiated in Montreal 
which insist that any new 
development be in conjunction 
with the surroundings of the 
neighborhoods in whiph it is to 
b e  s i t u a t e d , ^ ^ ^ ,  
Unanimously" indorsed by 
the Committee of Political 
Education (COPE) of the 
AFL-CIO and th6 Political 
A c t i o n  C o m m i t t e e  f o r  
Education (PACE) of the 
Austin Teachers Association, 
Ms. Delco recognizes and 
supports the need of the 
"powerless to organize for h 
collective strength. Ms. DelcQ . 
believes collective bargaining' :s: 
is a realistic and historically ~ 
successful means of ^ 
improving the life of thosfif^ 
who would otherwise be'-> 
powerless. 
No stranger to the workings 
of the legislative process, 
Delco serves as the co-'  
chairman of the Austin 
Advisory Committee to the 
Constitutional Revision 
Convention. Therefore, when 
one speaks of Wilhelmina 
Delco, one speaks of not a 
woman who was in the right 
place at the right time. One 
speaks of a woman who was in' 
the right place with viable 
solutions and in charge of the-
situation. 
The Blacks Organization is 
the Black Student Union at the* 
University and is chaired by 
Gre,<^ 
apftte- -—'—  ̂Blackley. 
xine assumes no 
ity for urtso-
iteriai-Y _,i( 






review by Dist. Judge Adrian 
Spears. These conclusions 
were reached by Judge 
Spears." Hopefully, the 
project may serve as a model 
for future urban development 
in the San Antonio area." 
I have remained consistent 
by advocated controlled 
growth. I am concerned about 
the type of development 
occurring not only in Austin 
and Travis County, but 
throughout our country . I have 
seen these problems and hope 
No such material will be 
returned unless submitted 
with a self-addressed 
envelope and sufficient postage. 
quality o^IAfSvior pur^newspaper 
I am the only candidate in 
the race to offer a defined 
water quality program to halt 
pollution of our lakes. I have 
called for improved medical 
Crossword Puzzler 
ACROSS.... 3 Latincoo\ 
wmmm 
have had the^l 
opportunity to hear one sideln^ 
thus far. I welcome thi?,^ 
opportunity to be heard. „ , 
Bob Honts is a candidate fdrr ^' 
county cominiAiieii^jt^ 
^Preciirtt^iSi|44;S^I^ IW 
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WITH A RCCOR0 
THAT SUmWTS 
Mike Renfro has 
proven his ^concern 
for Travis County. 
• Hcnfro was the lawyer for the county 
in the successful case against the 
Dahlstrom Corp., keeping a rock 
crushing plant out of South Austin. 
• Renfro is fighting for land-Use 
controls. Further growth & 
development should be publicly 
Justified. H 
Bo^&fliihas closely with 
County government on a daily basis. He 
deserves the respect he has earned as a 
tr^ly progressive attorney. 
• Renfro is supported by his fellow 
lawyers: Travis County Bar 
Association  ̂ Austin • Jri'lBar 
Association. ' MM WMm 
Show Your Concern for 
Travis County. Remember 
Renfro Saturday, May 4 V 
it 
WILSON 
1 ' r 
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Equal Time 
By JACE MINOR 
'Reared on a cotton farm (folksy, ain't it), I graduated from 
CAhe University of Texas at Austin in 1987 and the University of 
" Texas School of Law in 1971. Working for the Court of Civil 
• Appeals in Austin as its briefing attorney, I worked on cases 
^involving Lo Vaca (Austin's gas company), the Railroad 
|#|Commission, countless insurance companies and many of 
>6S®Texas' laws — most of which are poorly written. 1 
Politically, I worked in 1968 for McCarthy in Prank Erwin's 
precinct (we lost). In 19701 supported Yarborough for senator 
and forked for the first liberal county convention; I was a 
precinct delegate and organizer in 1972 for McGovern. I have 
on KSi® 
Party has worked out such apian that is fair to all, butl am the power is often mentioned and must be Studied. . 
ionly one to endorse it. 1 » > We need a system of progressive taxation — the first tax 
; There has been much talk about a student regent, and almost ; being a progressive corporate profits tax. An income tax is not 
everybody supports one — me, too. But students don't stay • necessarily a progressive tax but should be so. I will work to 
and staff employes of the University. We have the money—$300 
million — sitting there and a lot of peopte who need it to make 
ends m66t v y • •' 
I will work for elimination of-those laws thai penalize the 
Fond reforms 
Something must be done about the spending of the Permanent 
University Fund for noneducational purposes. I want to have a 
thorough investigation of such spending and will have such if 
with money — what little I have -^Farenthold^jrs .elected. 
spWeddington and Doggett mM 
l#|atforiii will UkH kmg UiiTtoSeve, but I think they are fairly funded 
should begin determihedly. That is why I am running. Much in same light, I want to see minority recruitment 
Platform - a beginning 
Student government and student publications are certainly 
* taore worthwhile than the West Mall project, and ways must be 
&!| One easy thing, single-member districting is a must 1 am the 
*'only candidate who favors, and has said so, the drawing of 
district lines to provide for one district comprised of at least 30 
•rcent students at the University of Texas. I don't think 
well-funded. Perhaps, minorities regard UT much as we might 
regard Texas A&M, but we must make the effort to let them 
know they-are wanted and will be treated, well. The other 
students of UT gain by their being here. And, of course, 
... .. preserve any , . 
Educational finance must be given a high priority, and reform 
is obviously necessary* The state should assess, collect and 
distribute the property tax, since in many counties the 
Assessing is politically controlled. There are no state licensed 
assessors. See further answers in The Rag, which happens to be, 
•: 
' Legislative mandates 
%m for a called session to deal with adequate funding of 
school problem, and raising the salaries of the state workers 
I am also nofSnddreeclby the Austin-American Statesman. 
Editor Sam Wood said that they would not Support me because 
of my views on the right-to-work (sic) law. My opponent has 
Wood's endorsement. " , , , ' s®; 
A new Texan spirit ^ 
There are a lot of things that need to be done in Texas, and I 
-don't pretend to be able to do them alone. I need your help to 
can create some sense 
Equal time 
students should be gerrymandered to provide anybody witti, 
reliable votes for re-election. The Travis County Democratic < rac^t^ Energy position ^ ^ ^ JM w-
Our last "Thursday Nite" this semester 





5:30 to 8 p.m 
New Reductions! 
su 
1 < w 
Find your Lucky Siza 









Because of our energy panic caused by the criminal fraud of 
Lo Vaca and Coastal .States, we find ourselves faced with 
building a coal plant that nobody wants and now possibly two 
nuclear plants, which at best, don't work. We have nuclear 
power because we had to find an excuse for the atomic bomb, 
not because anybody sat down and figured out that nuclear 
fission was the best way of creating energy. It is not. Solar 
SiSf 
;; • -of®! .. 
0O . A Full Line 
Of SONY - ,  ̂
Products With 
Easy Credit Plans 
For Students and 
Non-Students O 
k UNIVERSITY CO-OP ~ 
_ f Stereo Shop " Zf 
yi 23rd & Guadalup* 1 . W 
A 476-7211 wet 48 
^ (Open: 9:30-9:30, Thur»?.f " 
ft FH., 476-7210 after 5:30) 
E.H. Meadows, a rancher, 
businessman and professional 
government teacher holding a 
master's d e gree in 
constitutional law, has'been 
actively campaigning on a 
person-to-person basis in 
every county in the 10th 
Congressional District since 
he filed for office in 
November. 
Meadows is greatly 
concerned about the U.S. tax 
system which he feels is 
verging on being 
unconstitutionally con­
fiscatory. Since the middle 
income taxpayers are paying 
about 90 percent of all taxes, 
he feels that the tax load 
should be more equally 
distributed. 
Since Meadows is a small 
businessman himself, he finds 
a lack of governmental 
understanding in this segment 
of the economy. "Small 
businessmen are literally 
buried in paperwork, 
governmental controls have 
seriously damaged some 
businesses and restrictions 
and impositions have taken 
much of the enjoyment out-of 
ownership. Our sma 11 
business and free enterprise 
system is the backbone of .the 
United States and must 
receive we 11-informed 
consideration as they employ 















Meadows, a rnemBer bf the 
Farm Bureau, feels that 
farmers and ranchers must be 
allowed to make a profit arid 
be shown knowledgeable 
understanding from federal 
and state levels. 
He is of the opinion that the 
worldwide food shortages 
make the production of farm 
products a No. 1 priority. At 
the present time, the world 
has a 21- to 24- day food 
reserve. Meadows says, 
"Worldwide agricultural 
production has been good this 
year. This will ease the 
demand for U.S. commodities 
abroad. Possibly, wie may see 
a trend toward lower food 
prices in the near future." 
Inflation threat 
Meadows sees-inflation as 8 
serious threat to economic 
stability. He says, "The 
primary cause of inflation is 
excessive deficit federal 
spending. Congress is 
responsible. Massive federal 
spending and inflation leads to -
increased centralized 
government and limitations 
on free enterprise. It curbs 
' our individual freedoms. Our 
10.8 percent inflation rate is 


































TEXTS HERE TOOO" 
Representatives of. the 
leading wholesale book 
company will be hare to 
buy all books that have 
not bam reported forIre-
use at U.T. {...in plain 
language, this means you 
keep only those texts 
whose sentimental value 
prevents your parting 
with them.) 
a 
T H I S  S E M E S T E R  
T H E  C O - O P  I S  
BUYING BACK ALL 
BOOKS THAT WILL 
BE USED IN 
SUMMER OR FALL 
SEMESTER. THIS IS 
REQUIRED ITHAT A 
mm 
\%fu 
jf 1 fif* 
:96 
J* ^ 
(How's this for an unoriginal headline) 
•Op Buy-Back Policy Exposed! 
The Co-Op buyback policy is not, as a popular myth would have it. _ 
piece of dadaist theatre, an absurdist tragedy on an extended run. It 
may seem that way, though, when you have to wait in line a while only 
to discover that you're going to have to keep Toward A Theory of 
Titular Obfuscation and The Collected Poems of Liwrence Welk for the 
rest of your life. But there's method in this madness, and a little 
knowledge of what's going on might just save you a lot of trouble. 
"-"'l^hft:;Co-Op only buys back those books whictrprofessors have in­
dicated they're going to use in either the summer or the fall. We give 
you half of the list price for these books, whether you bought them new 
or used. These books then get put on the shelf and sold for 75% of the 
list price. The enrollment of the course determines how many books we 
can buy back, and since we get overstocked fast it's a good idea to br­
ing your books down as soon as you can. A lot of books that have been 
discontinued at our own beloved uhiversity have a market value 
somewhere else, and we can give you a wholesale price for those 
(about 20-25% of the list price). We can't buy back lab notebooks, work 
papers, study guides or spiral notebooks of your doodles. But we still 
buy discontinued paperbacks at 30* each. 
If you can't stand the thought of remaining associated with the 
books that we can't buy back you can give them to the City-Wide Com­
mittee for Human Rights. If all this doesn't make as much sense to you 
as you think it should, give us a call and ask for Sheryl Starry or Chris 
Suit. Ned Newt, for security reasons, must remain incommunicado. 
You understand. , r 
CO-OP 
an A T H L e r n  
have to sell 
LONQHORN 
a.m. to 1 
10. 13. 14. 15. N° 
" I f  v o u ' r o  o n  
SCHOLARSHIP 
votir books •< 
OINIMO HALL <»» >'  
\T THE STORE-
§Mk ! Y-S4 
2 i i-1 
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cure for inflation 'is belt 
tightening from federal to the 
personal level." * 5 
On the subject^of the fuel 
crisis, Meadows says we are 
far from a solution, but he 
feels the free enterprise 
system will be responsible for 
new research, development of 
new oil fields and refineries 
and practical production4 of 
the new sources of energy. 
"The oil companies have lost -
their 22- percent depletion 
allowances, and if the excess 
profits can be guaranteed for-
ii^vestment in research, I feel 
this is a wise investment in 
the future of our nation: 
Established companies are 
experienced, equipped and 
organized to carry on these 
crucial projects. It's cheaper 
for the United States to let the 
oil companies use the excess 
profits in this manner than to 
e n dange r com mercial 
production ;• and 
transportation." 
According to Meadows, 
improved police 
administration should be 
emphasized to get control of 
crime. ' 'Our present crime 
rate is a national disgrace 
that cannot be endured." 
Pessimism of voters 
• Meadows is concerned 
about the pessimism of the 
voters toward all levels of 
government. He blames 
corruption in politics, 
magnitude of massive federal 
bureaucracy, Watergate, 
governmental interference 
and demands on < private 
enterprise and private 
citizens, huge political 
contributions and spending, 
and the lack of representation 
of vocations and professions 
other than that of lawyers in 
our state and federal 
government. 
The above is a press release 
by Meadow's Enterprises, 
Elgin, Texas. Meadows' 
opponents for the U.S. House 
are Jake Pickle and Larry 
Bales. 
Watch 
A plant and cut flower 
shop in Highland Mall. 
from the samt ptopU who brought 
you the Crown Shop* . ° 
INSTITUTE. IfoC: 
A complete co-ordinated 
• training in: 
raising your levol of con­
sciousness ; p' 
problem solving ' t'-> » 
positive emotions 
letting tensions go 
objective analysis 
calmness and security 
relaxation;. T'-v :/:I|l : 
physical movement ~: 
unleashing your vital 
energy 
Intensive June 3 - July 12 









Time Is Running •Mm-i 
m^w 
, going 100 mph, that train 





Texas Staff Writer 
Willie Green talks wistfully about settling down 
somewhere, but when the next freight train pulls out Of 
Austin, hers on his way. 
It's the only life he's known since he first hopped a train in 
Kilgore in 1938. 
"YEA, I WAS only 14 when I ran away from home and rode 
that train to Houston," he laughed, lounging in the charred 
remains of Austin's "Nbbo jungle" near the Town Lake 
trestle. 
After bumming around Houston working odd jobs, he 
joined the Army and fought in the SontttPacific during World 
War II, suffering shell wounds;1 
Green returns to Austin each month to pick up hte Army; 
check, which he complained has not been increased over the * , . ... , , -
years to meet the rising cost of living. M *nowledgeably about "all the troubles we're in - this 
'̂You could fill up a trade with groceries for $S, but you yJf gasoline shortage and inflation, how much do they think 
pay that for breakfast now," he said, shaking his head. §£$ people will take? . > 
WHEN HE RETURNED from the war, "I didn't knowpg Gasoline shortage, hey?' he laughed, pointing to a 
anything to do but start riding the trains again," he recalled, f | switch engine - "I watch him go back and forth all 
„v Green, a swarthy, jovial man, wouldn't even guess how "If*" long. ^ 
- k many times those trains have taken him back and forth ̂  . He returned the wave of an engineer on a San Antonio-
across America. . . ^und freight, adding that railroad people — engineers, 
n H i s  e y e s  a n d  h i s  v o i c e  t e U  o f  t h o s e  t r a v e l s .  " I ' v e  w o r k e d f i t  b r a k e m e n  a n d  s w i t c h m e n  -  a r e  f r i e n d l y  t o  h o b o s .  " T h e y ' l l  
J vstW 
Hobbsbeoftrne 
1,000 miles in a car with a steel bed i 
just beating you to death, and it's 
STRETCHING- OUT in the warm Texas sun, Grteri 
admitted "I'm getting old, and don't have niu^t time left, I 
"This here Austin is beautiful, isn't it.this bid C6l6radb 
and those pretty hills?" he askwi. 
; ^Reaching among his tattered blankets and rags,, he 
produced a wrinkled brown bag, with a twinkle In his eye. 
Uncover ing not a bottle but a Bible, ragged and held together 
by yellowed strips of tape, he asked "Do you read in here?, 






If knowing how to "pop" 
your fingers Armenian style 
and remembering your sweat 
towel is your idea of 
happiness, joining the 
International Folk Dancers 
every Thursday night might 
be a "step" in the right 
direction. 
Entering the Union Building 
6n any Thursday night is 
enough to do the trick: 
haunting strains of exotic 
music will lead you right to 
the Junior Ballroom. 
An everting with the dancers 
is an' experience. Their 
enthusiasm is infectious: 
Prom the first step taken by 
the large circle of dancers to 
the inevitable handclapping 
and cheering at the end of 
each- dance, everybody is 
smiling, most particularly the 
one who started it all, Jimmy 
Drury. 
A University student 
majoring- in accounting, 
Drury began the organization 
in 1971. Described by ia former 
student' who is one of the 
current instructors as a 
"benevolent dictator," Drury 
is constantly on his feet and 
always smiling, as he heads 
the long lines of dancers, 
changes his vast collection of 
native dance records and 
keeps everybody kicking 
during the long songs.» 
"We're here to have fun," 
he smiles, as he leads the 
string of approximately 50 
dancers highkicking o&t the 
door, into the hallway amid 
dazzled• onlookers an<jLJ)ack „ 
into the ballroom. 
; Subscribing to the motto 
that "happiness is knowing 
what you teach, loving what 
yoa teach and loving who you 
teach," Drury also feels that 
happiness is seeing new faces 
and having a noisy group. 
"We're interested ingetting 
new people out," he says. 
"All you really have to have 
is the desire." 
The group learns many 
dances: Romanian, French, 
Israeli, Greek and countless 
others. The Thursday class, ' 
which starts at 8 p.m. in.the 
Junior Ballroom, is a 
beginning class and 
instruction is part of each 
evening. The club asks for 
small donations and in turn 
brings in folk dancers for 
seminars, in addition to 
making semiimrs out of state. 
The University chapter also 
has members attending the 
more advanced Austin 
Interntional Folk Dancers, 
which meets, at 8 p.m. every 
Saturday, at the Hancock 
Recreation Center. 
every kind of job, all common labor, I didn't get past the |||j 
fourth grade," he said apologetically. 
Heading north in the summer, south in the winter, Willie^ 
remembered "making good money as a dishwasher: in^fg 
Oklahoma City. And (ricking those tig apples up in Oregon, 
that's the life, hey?" he laughed heartily. r 
HE TICKED off the thousands of miles he has ridden the^f' 
rails, living in the "jungles" of the big yards — Los Angeles,. 
Albuquerque, Fort Worth, Chicago, Baltimore. His eyes®® 
flashed when he spoke of another hobo he said had set fire to^ 
the pile of old railroad ties which serves as Austin's hoboifi 
" " " Jak d- s '-s 5* . 
tell you when the next train heading your way is pulling out 
REFRIGERATORS 
' GREEN HAS NEVER been hurt while riding the trains foL, 
38 years. "I never hop a train at night and never when it'll 
.moving, you can lose an arm grabbing hold," he said. % 
I^The boxcar philosopher has seen the hard side of life, and|f 
speaks often of "the animals, and that's all they are, who'lpM 
walk up and blow your head off for nothing." - Jp 
IpHe especially remembered Bonnie and Clyde, whom hag:, 
law in San Augustine as a youngster."They were mean, bull';; 
Ihey got 'em, when that farmer turned tl?em in," 
M|If he could turn back the hands of time, what would 
hive been if not a hobo? "1 d wanted to been a singer, or a 
• news reporter on the radio, or some^e wth a lot o? jn<)fj|y 
so that I could help other people.?-. tlwmw " :  
TME MENTION of singerJimmieHoagere arousedGrw^ 
who recalled hearing "an old fella here yrho could sing aod^ 
yodel just like him yeh, Thread gill." v* 7- .J|>: 
"Hanging round the watertank, just waiting for a train, * 
J» imitated. ^ 
But the sun was , going dowh, and the hungry hobo said he© 
' had to finer'something to cook these beans with," eyeing the-
scraps and trash down the tracks. M 
^ Willie Green extended a calloused hand, and said "I don't , 
know where I'm going, but I'll be tack, come on down and. 
talk, okav?" 
iwC. But don't generalize about hobos just because some aref 
junglei; 
" t 
animals," Green said 
Americans Consuming 
'For Too Much' Beef ' ftlltlill 
By Zodiac News Service , 200 pounds of cereal grains —' 
Harvard nutritionist Drik or nearly six times as much \ 
. Mayer 
only 190 pounds of this is eaten 
by the average American in. 
cereal form. 
Jean Mayer says Americans 
eat far too much beef. 
:: Mayer reports heavy beef-
eating is not only 'expensive, 
but it is a highly inefficient 
method of obtaining food pro­
tein, simply because, so much 
cereal Is required to feed the 
cattle consumed. 
In a developing country 
such as China, Mayer says, a 
well-fed person consumes 
about 400 pounds of cereal 
grains per year. In com­
parison, Mayer reports, 

















2M1S. Cmiiws 441-4151 
.89$. 
FREE DELIVERY 
• h colors, 2 models to choose from 
• Free delivery to your room (not your perk­
ing lot) 
• Free end immediete meintenence service 
Supply is Limited! Call Today! 
 ̂ ' UNIVERSITY REFRIGERATORS - 47S-3471 
Mothers 
l Something Special 
Each of us has a special feeling about his Mother.;. ̂  
Each describes that feeling in his own way oni||% 
Sunday, May 12. We have a Hallmark card 
that lets you say Happy Mother's Day, your^ 
way. You select the card, you select the mes-|k 
sage. Then put them together. It's called Per-











Glen Murchison believes that growth in Travis County must 
protect trees and other living things. 
As a County Commissioner Glen Murchison will use his in­
fluence to protect the environment from rapid unplanned 
growth. 
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ISN'T If AMAZING HOW TIME SEEMS TO FLY WHEN YOU'RE HAVING FUN? OUR 
COMPETITORS DON'T THINK SO, BUT ON OUR FIRST ANNIVERSARY WE ARE 
PRETTY PROUD TO HAVE BECOME AUSTIN'S MOST TALKED ABOUT STEREO 
STORE. WE'RE ALSO THE BIGGEST AND THE BEST, TOO. AND THAT'S HAPPENED 
ONLY BECAUSE OF OUR PRICES, OUR ASSORTMENTS, OUR LOW-KEY 
SALESMEN/ AND OUR CREDIBILITY. COME IN AND SAVE EVEN MORE MONEY 
DURING OUR FIRST ANNIVERSARY SALE, BUT HURRY — SOME QUANTITIES ARE 
THE WORD IS GETTING AROUND! 
t !'.u' - ; IS. i 
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Texas 
/ Ity IJNDA BENSON * 
. National magazines Look 
and Life may have had their 
downfall, but the magazine 




have a bright futureir ̂  ^.live. 
Mike Levy, publisher of'< Austili 
Texas Monthly, said in the 
first' issue of the magazine 
just over a year ago that the 
trend in magazine journalism 
is away from the big, mass 
circulation, general interest' 
publications and toward the 
"special market" magazines 
such as Psychology Today and-
Sports Illustrated. 
LEVY MUST have 
predicted correctly; Texas 
Monthly has had an 
impressive first year^ 
tecently winning the1  
Columbia U niversity's 
National Magazine Award in 
the "specialized journalism" 
category as well as the Gold 
Medal in the 10th Annual 
American Advertising 
Federations ''Addy'' Award 
for the March, 1973, cover, 
plus a 60,000 statewide 
circulation. 
Levy, who worked for 
Philadelphia Magazine and 
United Press International 
before coming to Austin to 
receive a Law degree from 
the University in 1972, said he 
picked Austin for several 
reasons. "I was worried 
people in Dallas would not buy 
a Houston magazine and the 
iple If' Hoiistbh thight not^ 
buy a Dallas magazine." 
Besides being the center of 
the state, Levy added, 
"Austin is a great place to 
1 *'v: r 
alio IS fhe 
headquarters of another state 
magazine, Texas, Parade, 
which . has- been published 
outside the1 statt^ but the 
magazine still maintains, a 
high. percentage -of out-of-
state readers — 18,000 ot^he , 
50,000 circulation. !< 
"We are trying to be a' 
general interest . magazine -
directed, toward professional 
people^? Benham. said. ''We 
say our' Audience is. basically 
?We ore trying to be a general 
interest magazine directed 
,Joward professional people/ jltym mm 
Randall Benham, 
editor of Texas 
Parade, says Texas is. the kind 
of state where two state 
magazines ban survive. "If 
there is any state in the union 
interested enough in itself, it's 
Texas," Benham said. 
UNTIL 1955 Texas Parade 
was a publication of the Texas 
Good Roads Association and 
contained mainly chamber of 
commerce type material with 
no advertising. 
After it was sold the 
magazine continued "telling 
people out of state about 
Texas" until 1970 when some 
"new blood came in," 
Benham said- He was 
speaking of Ken Lively, who 
then became editor- of toe 
magazine. "We are now 
trying to direct toward a 
Texas audience instead of 
men to a much larger extent 
than we would like." Benham 
described the audience as , 
mainly men over 40 and in ^Tracey \ 
executive positions. "director of 
When asked about the 
competition of Texas 
Monthly, Benham said, "We 
are reaching a different 
audience than Monthly" and 
' 'We will be treating stories 
differently. We won't - be 
treating the sensational side 
of it," Benham added. 
BUT THIS does not mean 
Parade's stories are not 
sometimes controversial. One 
Baptist group called a boycott 
against Texas International 
Airlines because of a story 
favoring pari-mutuel betting 
in The Texas Flyer magazine, 
which also is published by 
Texas Parade and includes 
many of the same stories. 
March, Texas Parade 
went On the newsstand for the 
first timte, with.distribution in 
Austin, San ^ntonio^H^ston 
and Dallas.1 "We are looking 
forward to a 75,000 to.J09,000 
statewide ^u^oj, 
Texas Monthly already has 
approximately 15,000 afreet 
sales monthly. Its articles 
have rgng&l from the "Body 
Business at Tokyo House," 
about a chain of massage 
parlors, and "Living Off the 
Fat of the Land,' ' describing 
Texas health spas to features 
on John Connally and what it's 




said the magazine is not 
slanted toward any one group, 
but a recent demographic 
study revealed more than 50 
percent of its audience have 
an income over $20,000, are 
college graduates or have 
attended college and are 25 to 
49 years old. 
Both magazines are 
predicting #n increase in 
circulation and Texas Parade 
will soon be starting a 
circulation campaign- drive. 
But as Benham pointed out, 
since Texans have an 
awareness about themselves* 
all indications point to success 
for the ̂ specialized magazine 
marketin Texas. ,w 
WSi* l 
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Mexico Pushes Herifqy ; 
Austin Selected for Book Store 
. .  
t \ 
By BOBBIE CRISWELL ^ 
Texan Staff Writer 
The Mexican government . 
has selected Austin as one of 
12 American eities where it 
will open a book store, Which • 
it hopes will serve as "a 
window into Latin America 
and Mexican culture." 
Felix i^CHiveid, ,  - a 
representative of the Fondo 
Ve Cultura Economica 
publishing company, was in 
Austin Tuesday to speak with r 
University faculty about the 
project. Shveid will make a 
quick tour of all 12 cities to get 
reactions and opinions on toe 
book store project, which will 
specialize in books printed in 
Spanish. 
Shveid said toe nonprofit 
idea started after toe Mexican 
government received many 
comments from Mexican-
Americans as to their "second 
class stature in the United 
States and their lack of 
cultural identity. > 
The government, working 
with toe government-owned 
book company, Fondo Ve 
Cultura Economica, felt the 
book stores would be a way to 
get in contact with American 
citizens, especially those with 
a Latin heritage, Shveid dald. 
Although most books will be' 
written in Spanish, some will 
be printed in English about 
Latin America. 
Up to this time, Fondo Ve 
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WHY? 
1. Because 75% of all courses are filled during preregistra-
'tion. . "V'" m^ * - y ' ' ' 
2. Because most popular couVses are filled during 
preregistration. 
3. Because most prime time courses are filled during 
pteregistratiori. 
4. Because you get 3 more days of holidays in August. '" 
TURN IN MATERIALS BY 4 P.M. TOMORROW 
Office of the Registrar 
Cultura has been printing 
primarily coilege-level books 
at inexpensive prices, but 
Shveid said the book' stores 
will try to provide a variety of 
books, including the classics, 
history and children's books. 
Nettie Benson, head of toe 
Latin American Collection, 
spoke with the representative 
about toe project. 
"fwould very much like to 
see it happen and wish it all 
the success in toe world. We 
very badly need some kind of 
distribution of books in 
Spanish — all kinds,". Ms. 
Benson said. 
She noted there was only 
one place in the state, a store 
in San Antonio, selling,books 
printed in Spanish. • 
"Considering the number of 
Mekican-Americans in the 
area, I-know therels a- gt^^ 
demand for something like1; 
this," Ms. Benson said. ' 
The stores, which Shveid 
said he hopes will 1^ open 
within a year, also will be 
established in San Antonio, ' 
Houston, Dallas, San* 
Francisco, Los Angeles, San f 
Diego, Phoenix, Washington, 
Chicago and New York.. c 
"Eve Street 
FRIDAY, MAY 3 
....celebrate the ertd of classes and get ready to vote 
Saturday. * 
-i 
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Walker, just getting on the everyone submits the 60-hour 
.^waiting list can be a di{ficuL| 5,transcript on.ftejsatae date^ 
i'' nt»i 
t&Mhe dates, of the 30-hour 
i, Av 
Still Afflicted 
By Waiting Vst 
By ANNE COLUNS 
Texan Staff Writer 
The waiting list for$| |experience. 
/'admission to Universityfff ^prospective mlr.sing, tr 
*, System nursing schoolskf%st udent may make ,a priorities. 
t subject of a recent survey by^^preliminary application for TO BE notifiedthat one is 
?jVnursing students, reflects irif* ^nursing school at the on the waiting list is not 
. part the lack- of suitabl4vjcompletion of 30 semester necessarily to know one'? 
facilities for training, Mn& |hours, submitting status, however. >"< f;& 
Aloma Walker, nursing school^^transcript; the completion of 
^student adviser, said. , ^each additional semester 
Wt "We utilize all the hospital'~'~retyiires another transcript.?^a one-year wait, the second 
One student who will enter 
^nursing school in the fall after 
||@f 
e|S|p& 
tgr U' 'w sllssllllyilllii 
and clinical facilities we; 
t^4^possibly can," ^Irs. Walker 
'said. "In Austin we were able 
o place students at 
rgstrom Air Force Base loir 
the first time ,in the fall 
fsemester of 1973," she added. 
AS EXPLAINED by Mrs. 
The date of the transcript 
submitted after the 
completion of 60 semester 
hours is the criterion which 
determines the student's 
place on the waiting list. It all 
depends on the date; the 
earliest one counts. If 
semester of which was her 
own choice, believes the 
handling of the list to be 
"arbitrary,-" 
"I had trouble finding our: 
my status on the list," she 
"It's upsetting to Walt ar^ 
all," said Mrs. Alice Davis, 
another waiting student- "But 
when you don't know how long 
the wait will be, it's very 
discouraging. Mrs. Davis said 
she was told it would be "a 
semester to a year" before 
she could enter nursingsCboQl; 
in Austin. ! ? ^ 
"YOU CANT be. static, 
Mrs. Davis said, "My husband 
and I had to make plans. 1 
went to work lor a y?ar, and 
he went to drafting school. I 
was..notified of admission for 
spring semester but had to put 
it off until September." 
Dr. Marilyn D. Willman, 
president of the University, 
System nursing "school, *«aid 
the System office encouraged 
and assisted the student-
Initiated committee which 
conducted the survey. 
"THE RESULTS of thepoll 
will be shared with the faculty 
research committee that is 
investigating criteria for 
admission," she said. "Any 
changes will be considered by 
the faculty on the basis of 
recommendations from the 
faculty research committee^' 
Dr. Willman added. 
Mrs. Billye Brown, dean of 
the University^ nursing school 
at Austin,, said she is not in 
disagreement with anything 
said in the survey report. It 
was done with the blessing of 
the school, she added; /;/»'&ij 
Mrs. Walker has no Peal; 
statistics on the number of * 
persons who change their, 
' majors while waiting to enter' 
nursing school, but she does* 
not believe the number Jtei 
significant. |
, "Most are not actually! 
discouraged and are willing to ? 
wait," she said, "particularly; 
_ when they see how crowded; 
; other professional fields and'; 
other nursing schools are." -
An opening on other( 
campuses within the System?, 
rarely occurs, but when one' 
does it is made available to a * 
student who has made It Ja e 
second choice. *.» 
lySSws ;F4 4 4*T 
o Snuff Out 
; college campuses acrog& the 
nation, i t  can often be 
attributed to a dollar-
conscious free-enterprise 
operation that has the devious 
'By ROBERT GOET2 > ^fpreparation of tobacco used 
Whenever there is an Ji»y inhalation or by "dipping; '' 
^alleged "rage" sweeping i.e., rubbing on the teeth and ... 
gums." 10} 
ITS MANUFACTURET 
involves 18 to 20 months of 
grinding tobacco and 
"subjecting it to repeated 
purpose of exploiting it to the .:. fermentations." It is scented 
hilt. - " with such exotic fragrances as 
attar of roses, lavender, 
cloves, jasmine, cinnamon 
and musk. ^ 
, Although it may or may not 
be sweeping U.S. campuses, 
there is conclusive evidence 
that it swept the British Isles 
in the 17th and 18th Centuries. 
"In fact, " ' its use was 
^widespread in some parts of 
Central and South America 
even before the aidvent of the 
later 16th Qentury and spread 
to Ireland and Scotland in the 
17th, and tobacco was also 
taken in this form by the 
natives of Africa." 
THE USE OF snuff has even 
been popular in this country, 
as a U.S. Public Health 
m&Bt. . 
undoubtedly hookworm 
- riiOPBQAV " 
THE TWO men set the 
record straight, though at the 
expense ol dispelling a 
harmless myth. "Farther, 
among the illiterate classes 
there is a geographically 
Report da^ed Feb- 28, i913,,A,widiefSprtad folk belief that t- . ,v. i . \ r^flnntt irtiftniner 
t Qr, as in the case of 
streaking, the same general 
type of operation will 
capitalize on it after its 
inception. A pertinent, though 
rapidly-becoming irrelevant, 
example is the "Keep on 
Streaking" T-shirts. 
A new such " rage*' smells 
of'the former. 
DEAN SWIFT Ltd., a 
company from San Francisco, 
repurted to be a dealer in 
I SPECIAL \ \ 
Spaniards. Snuff-taking 
snuff and possibly snuff vj>ecame popular on the 
paraphernalia, has this to continent of Europe in the 
say: "Called 'snorting' by the 
young, a rage of fancy snuff 
sniffing is sweeping college 
campuses all over the U.S. 
The snorting population 
seems now to be about evenly 
divided between men and 
women." 
But in case it does come into 
vogue, here is a primer on the 
subject of snuff that has to be 
read. 
Snuff is "a powdered 
verifies.' 
In ttfe paper titled "Snuff 
and Tobacco: Their Use by 
School Boys and Girls in 
County Z," two 
representatives of the U.S. 
Public Health Service had 
these observations: ^ 
In assessing a 13.7-year-old 
girl snuff-taker, "according to 
her definite statement she 
began the use of snuff and 
tobacco upon the advice of her 
family physician as a 
preventive against growing 
pale (namely, in this instance 
snuff dipping and tobacco 
chewing are preventives.... 
"With the passing away of 
the ignorant physician, as his 
place is rapidly being taken by 
the modemly trained man, the 
professional sanction of these 
habits for children will 
rapidly pass away, and with 
the phenomenal strides now 
being made in extending the 
public school system, a more 
enlightened rising generation 
will see the folly of the old 
popular belief." 








Experience A RIGA 
[Tonight7-l Op.m.| 
UT Main Ballroom 
SUMMER 
ON INDIA 
Sponsored by THE CENTER FOR ASIAN 
STUDIES • ^ 
2nd Summer Session — Clatses Begin July 15 
AMg S381 1148901 Th. Rol. of Ih. PrlvM. SmIm »' , A v,;' 
MKT S372 (21010) in Indian Economic Development. 
To be taught by a distinguished visiting professor from India, 8hrt, 
B.R. Deolallkar, recently a visiting Fellow at Harvard University, I 
MTWThF 11:30-1 BUR.1224 
ANS S360 (14870) Educational Development In India 
EDC 8371 (22840) and Pakistan. To be taught by a visiting professor from Neto  ̂
Zealand, Donald Smith, who hat served with the British Council! 
in both India and, Pakistan. 
MTWThF 10-11:30 BUR 212. 
ANS 8360 (14880) Geography of Asia - emphasis. 
GRG 8331 (11440) South Asia. Course draws on the rich field experience in India off 
professor Robert Mayfield, visiting professor from Boston Univer-
s, v-'1-' sity. - 4 . > "r* .1 .. . <:;S 
MTWThF 8:30-10 BUR 134. - - . 






to LIVE at 
XLOIIVE 
Dobie's right next to campus. Just across the 
street from the main academic complex .. . 
and a fast dash to the Tower. 
Dobie has space. More room per room than 
you'll find in all but the most expensive 
apartments. Extras .. . like a bath with each 
bedroom. Space to study, to relax, to LIVE. 
V 7r:,s;V; ^ 
Dobie serves 19 delicious nfeals a week (or 
take only 10 and save) . .. in a spacious, 
well-lighted cafeteria . .. real food like eggs 
cooked to order .;not overcooked dorm 
. v ., fare and plenty of choice. ' 
Dobie has a friendly, personal atmosphere. ^ ̂  
A fine group of residents conscientious 
security .,. and a staff that CARES about 
YOU. 
Dobie has th6 Mali. A delightful selection of 
shops, entertainment, essential services, even 
a double-screen movie theater . . 
^conveniently located right downstairs* * ^ 
Dobie prices are competitive. Thanks to 
expert profession^ management, it doesn't 
n 
cost any more to go First Class,, 
mi^it have had your hopes 
shattered, but you can still use 
it for pleasure. 
ACCORDING to Dean Swift 
Litd., "the nasal membranes 
actually absorb snuff with a 
pleasant effect, as anyone 
who has ever "snorted" any 
stimulant • understands. Snuff 
is a direct hit without any 
harmful side-effects. 
E u c a l y p t u s  s n u f f ,  f o r  
• f'ML" 
f A ,if.^LongS«*«k>n^'ir "Swmm«r S««ton (6 wk»J 
D o u * 1 4 8 5  .  $ 2 0 0  
Suit* SSlfr*liPS $1600 ' $200 ^ 
- *PlanA 19 m»t»p«wttk "lSrowhpwwttk 
live Smart™.at 1MUBKB, 
M * 
Dobie Tower • 21st at Guadalupe • 472-8411 
'•M * Jrc «£ 
example, comes on with a 
nice cool rush that opens tip 
your Mfaagjss andclearstyow^, 
If you were UHcen in, as T 
was, this is what you do: send 
a selif-addressed, stamped 
envelope to* Dean Swift Ltd., 
Box 2009, San Francisco, Cal., 
94126. You'll get free samples 
plus literature of the history, 
use and etiquette of snuff. 
Complete Research Service 
Collopiat* Research System* h®« • completa 
Educational fiataarch Sarvica, Including 
Tarm Paper Raaaarch, Thaala Reeearch and 
PrpjfeasiQnal Typing In all areas. 
i#s;;80,000 ' 
Cfijfck Dallvary a Collegiate .Research Slwriifl 
Hre: 1Q;00 to 6:00 
10:00 to 4:00 8at. 
Mon, thru Fri. '04 lost £th Stree» No. 518 
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BESTiREPRESENTYOU? 
The SAC-YD's slate is the end-product of com-
promises between various factions in Austin. The slate 
stresses balance more than support for the candidate 
.who is the most student-oriented. Barrientos has much 
support among the Chicano faction. Also hef 
favorably disposed toward most student issue* except ̂  
abortion. He represents a better compromise candidate 
to the different political factions than Wilson Foreman. 
o > 1 ^ T* L \ 




f# _ _ • . V 4 v no can't ̂ approach Wilson Foreman's 
record of pro-student achievement. During the last ses-
sion^Foreman compiled both a 100% student lobby and 
100% Common Cause voting record. This remarkable 
record is based partly upon Foreman's support and vote 
for the following legislation: 
-f -V- \ 
>-i ^ l, 7 
^ 
iV *> " 
r ^ W h 
»* 
fellSiS 
• Marijuana Reform • 18 Yr. Old Rights • Student 
Regent's Bill • Ethics Legislation • Environmental Bills 
• Financial Disclosure • Abortion * Minority Recruit-
ment • Bi-Lingual Education . t ̂  ^ „ 
i I * :d \ 
During the entire campaign^ Foreman has not been 
challenged on a single vote he cast last session on 
either sutdent or reform issues. SAC-YD can't find fault 
with Foreman's Pro-Student record, yet has chosen to 
endorse another candidate in order to draw support for {  ̂ •* + f jj" V<?«$•> f-






SAC-YD •W H A V E T O  S U P P O R T  A  sIlH v'Il.il"-w.- -W-
... .  
COMPROMISE CANDIDATE BUT YOU DON'T. 
PLEASE CONSIDERJVILSON FOREMAN. HE HAS 
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with a record 
thcrt aupporta CHANGE 
pd- by Students with Foreman. Dm* Lang, Chpsn.. 2235 Lakmshora 
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GOVERNOR S— FRANCES FARENTHOLD. A former House member and 
leader of the Dirty Thirty, Mi. Farenthold is in a re-match with Dolph Briscoe. In 1972 she was 
.the first woman to have her name placed in nomination for vice-president and placed second 
In the voting. She-has recently served as chairperson of the National Women's Political Caucus 
and as an assistant professor of taw. Farenthold is stressing Briscoe's inaction in protecting the 
environment and upgrading public education. §U T<§&| 
it 
kf 
U.S. CONGRESS — LARRY BALES. State Rep. larry Bales offers new strong 
leadership in his attempt to unseat long-term incumbent Jake Pickle. Bales favors immediate 
impeachment proceedings, an excess profits tax on oil companies, and Common Cause's 
iposals for federal government reform. As an attorney and a former aide to Sen. Ralph 
arborough, he has the experience necessary to act as U.S. Congressman. ; " 
(COMPTROLLER —• BOB BULLOCKi Bob Bullock repeatedly showed his cencerii 
for students during his term as Secretary of State. He was instrumental in securing the ap-
" V pointment of the first student to a Board of Regents of a State college in Texas, and fought for 
students' right to vote in their college towns. He has also served as State Representoitive and 
as Chief of the Anti-Trust and Consumer Protection Division of the Attorney General's Office. 
%r'rA*" ? v̂f 
| r. 1 i-'mi 
' WE REAFFIRM OUR SUPPORT FOR 
STATE SENATOR UOYD DOGGETT AND STATE 
, REPRESENTATIVES SARAH WEDDINGTON AND RONNIE 
EARLE WHO ARE UNOPPOSED FOR RE-ELECTION ON MAY 4. 
rl 
STATE REP., Mace 1 — WILHELMINA DELCO. cu™,«y . n»mb.r of th. 
: / Austin School Board, Wilhelmina Detco has served as co-chairperson of the Austin Advisory 
> Committee of the Constitutional Revision Commission, and as President of the Travis County 
. PTA Council. She will be a strong advocate for equal educational opportunity for all Texas 
children. She favors a student on the Board of Regents and a corporate profits tax. 
STATE REP., Place 4 — GONZALO BARRIENTOS Bmri.m., u . fa™., 
j refaarch assistant in the EdPsych Dept. at UT, Programs officer for VISTA, and consultant on 
migrant worker programs and police training. Wilson Foreman narrowly defeated him in a 
vicious 1972 run-off campaign. Gonzalo will work for a citizen's standing to sue polluters, a 
solid student legislative district, and a utilities regulation commission. 
COUNTY JUDGE — HUBERT GILL and TERRY WEEKS. Both 
Hubert Gill and Terry Weeks bring years of legal experience and political concern to 
the race for County Judge. Both were key people in the election of State Senator 
Uoyd Doggett, and councilman Jeff Friedman. Weeks is a co-operating attorney with 
the American Civil liberties Union. Gill has worked as^an investigator with the U.S. 





DISTRICT JUDGE — JERRY DELLANA. N.W serving as Judge in Travis 
Gounty Court at Law No. 1, Jerry Dellana has had sixteen years of experience as a public of­
ficial. Having served as Justice of the Peace, Assistant County Attorney and Assistant District 
Attorney, Judge Dellana has earned the respect of Austin lawyers for his fairness and legal 
knowledge. 
COUNTY COURT AT LAW No. 1 — BROCK JONES, A. staff Atiom.y 
to the Travis County Juvenile Court, Brock Jones was responsible for the handling of all county 
juvenile delinquency cases, and for providing protection for neglected or abused children. He 
acted as Assistant Attorney General of Texas in 1967 - 68. His experience handling both civil 
and criminal law makes him a qualified candidate for judge. 
COUNTY COURT AT LAW No. 3 — JIM DEAR. D«.rhc..b«n a JP for the 
P°** three years and is a former assistant city attorney. By working long and irregular hours 
and by showing a sense of fairness, Jim Dear has earned the support of young progressive 
lawyers who have appeared in his court. 
COUNTY COMMISSIONER PCT. 4 — RICHARD MOYA. A .tnng 
advocate of student interests for the last four years on thf Commissioners Court, Maya has 
worked for an improved jail, legal action to protect the environment, and polling places near 
campus. He is former chief investigator for the Travis County Legal Aid & Defender Society. 
iVSI!.CL9LT"Â 5E' PCT- 1 — RICHARD SCOTT. A prating 
attorney ami graduate of the UT law School, Richard Scott has the working knowledge of the 
law needed for a JP. He is a member of the American Civil Liberties Union and the NAACP and 
was a delegate to the 1972 National Democratic Convention. 
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, PCT. 2 — CHARLES WEBB. An Au»ttn iawy«, 
Webb received a BA m Sociology and a law degree from UT. Webb believes in deciding each 
case on its individual merits, particularly those involving "victimless crimes" and intends to 
; educate Travis County citizens in the use. off the small aaims court without an attorney  ̂
JWSna QF.THE PEACE; PCT. 3'̂ ^SSfif^lf A 
5"*" ° and a degree in law, John Wisser has worked actively in th* Student 
Attom^soffiM.Hewas instrumental in the writing of the new landlord-tenant law, and 
worked with the UT Ugd Research Gfoup. He recently has served as assistant Travis County 
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U.t. YOUNG DEMOCRATS 
STACY SSITS, PKMSiMt _ ^ 
Ml W.M* 
mr 
^ Professor To 
18th Century Politics 
Y 
Prof. James T. Boulton of 
the University of Nottingham 
will present a lecture on "18th 
Century Political Satire: The 
Men in the Shadows" at 4 p.m. 
Thursday in the Humanities 
Research Center Library-
School Auditorium (4.252).^ ; 
Boulton is best known for 
his work with 18th Century 
English literary figures, 
although he has recently made 
significant contributions to. 
which could'^-influence 
educational priorities in 
Austin. For more information 
call  Wendy Biro at  
Community CQuncil, 47&7521, 
509 W. 26th St., for ajjwclM mwting 
and prayer. D«rr«lt UoflW* Will b# 
gu«t speaker. . 
aUKiWMMTOO* will m«*?frort9 to 
10 p.m. Thursday In Union BulMIng 
317 to_ study the Bible In a, 
nondenominatlonal atmosphere. 
-.£fcfXICAN.AMiaiCAN YOVTH 
OROAMOATION «• meet et 7t» pjn. 
RMTM OUMDMMmt HKMKT Of the; 
: • Austin State School will how Its sixth 
annual Recognition and Awards 
Program at 7p.m. Friday In the 
, school gymnasium. 3203 W. 3$th St. 
v The program Is open to the public. ' 
UMONA«n ANPIMATR OOMMimi will 
: sponsor a tilm, "Spider Stratagem." 
„ . ... ... based on a story by Borges and 
D.H. Lawrence studies, Hisirf directed by Bertoluccl, at 7 and • 45 
editions of Burke, Dryden and .Th1ur*?"?,1? ,he.uJ2i°7 T?M,rf • \ ' AdmUslon Is si for faculty^ 
b^wrt^heWeJectiewferWIelfifm*. 
•ASU wilt sponsor a short class in 
concentration and time use at nooi 
Thursday and a class in breakim 
i study tensions at 3 p.m. Thursday i 
jester Center A332. Pre^nrollmentg. ^,, 
information call 471-3614. 
not not necessary. For mor#] 
w Wlk-' 
DeFoe have been 
England and'America 
Stolen Fossil 
A 165-million-year-old fossil^; 
cycad leaf stolen from an!l$ 
and staff and II .50 for others. 
ONION MUMCAl IVtNn COMMmil will 
ifCUSMA. University 5tair Assoclation>~^ "'4*. 
j will meet at noon Thursday In Union;., • 
» Building 334 to review retirement;-, 
$; programs for University employer , 
with guest speaker Conrad Fath 
SIMM AM 
sponsor a concert by Don Sanders ^?*OiOOY PWAtTMINT wlit sponsor av 
from ( to 11:30 p.m. Thursday5-'*'^' seminar at 1 p.m. Thursday In... 
through Saturday in the Union West 
Side Second Story. Admission is SI 
Thursday and H.SO Friday and 
SMurdaiy. : V ^ 
exhibit  at  UniversityA^)^MAMiiNwCr^r«m>ao'toia 
Showcase two weeks ago has ^ 
not been returned, and there r7 
are no clues to i ts '3 
whereabouts, Botany Prof, 
Ted Delevoryas,  said;  
Wednesday. 
The fossil was part of a 
graduate student's research. 
Cycads wereagroupiofseed 
plants abundant'in the^ll 
Mesozoic era — when 
dinosaurs roamed the earth. 
Whoever has the fossil is 
asked to return; it to the 
botany, department office, 
Biological Laboratory 311, or 
to Union Building 320. No 
questions will be asked, 
Delevoryas'said; ; . 
p.m. Thursday in Union Main 
Ballroom for physical, emotional ; 
and spiritual exercises in self-S 
evolvement. Or. Robert Jolly will« 
i-- speak on the work of Arica 
Participants are asked to wear loose 
^ clothing. Admission is free.: 
f|M AtfHA CWHSI1AN rniOWJH* wllLmeet 
at 7 :30 p.m. Thursday'at The Well,: 
Housingit^M^; 
S.. :i',' " 
Geology Building 100 with O.M.v.: 
Fritz speaking on "Ophlolite Belt 
west of Paskenta, Northern 
California Coast Range" and 
Thomas W. Broadhead discussing 
<< "Biostratigraphy and Paleoecology 
ot the Floyd Shjale,: Upper 
1 Mississippi aha Northweslv 
Georgia." 
VNIVWSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH Will 
< sponsor a soup>and iandwlch 
seminar at noon Thursday in Nordan 
' Lounge, 2007 University Ave. Wayne 
Bragg wilt speak, at "Projefo, 




r There will be a -public 
hearing to discuss the,  
educational needs of Austin's 
citizens at 7:30 p.m. May 13 in 
Metz Elementary School, 2101 
Willow St.  The forum, 
sponsored by Community 
Council's Education Advisory 
Committee, is to allow Austin 
citizens to express their 
viewpoints concerning what 
educational needs are being 
neglected or underfunded. 
The needs expressed by 
those present at the forum 
will be used to compile a 
report to Austin governmental 
and educational institutions 
' '  Construction problems 
which have plagued Gateway 
Apartment residents for more 
than a year may soon be 
alleviated after University 
administrators visit the site 
Thursday. . 
Residents of the married 
student housing complex have 
made their complaints known 
to Student Government and to 
University administrators but 
so far no action has been 
taken. •*: 
However, Regient Frank C. 
Erwin and Dr. Ronald M. 
Brown, vice-president for 
student affairs, will tour tile 
complex Thursday and make 
recommendations for 
improvements', 'Bill Brock, 
Student Government 




TRY THE BEST! 
:  A-; r-it%: ;.:K ;-y 
'  • ' ' - 1  . •  ' '-P~ 
• 21 Great Meals per Weel* 
• Maid Service 
• Close to Campus 
• Private Transportation v 
• Private Pools 
ALL THIS AND 
EVERYONE GETS 




\ - , 
£» i w St 
478-8914 
Madison - Bellaire Apts. 
a/so avaifabfe for Summer 
; HURRY! 
Gateway resident/  said-
Wednesday. , 
Lack of landscaping at the 
apartments has prompted 
most of the complaints. With 
no ground cover, the rocky,, 
hilly land has become a safety 
hazard for children, Brock 
said. 
"Some of the first floor 
apartments flood during 
heavy rains causing minor 
damage to the apartments,'? 
he said. 
Another problem is the lack 
of a safe route from Gateway 
to a nearby shopping center 
and elementary school. >r . 
Building and landscaping at: 
Gateway were halted more 
than a year ago when the 
construction company 
contracted to build the 
complex filed for bankruptsy. 
Since then,  no major 
construction has been done at 
the site, and residents are 
threatening to move out 





Administration announced a 
change Wednesday in 
procedures for distribution of 
benefit  checks for thf 
University summer session.? 
The first benefit check for 
veterans registered for 
courses during the summer 
session will be mailed to the 
University for distribution 
rather than to the enrolled 
student. 
Veterans who plan to 
register for summer session 
courses and who wish to 
receive their first benefit 
check immediately after 
registration should complete 
the necessary forms at the 
veterans desk in Main 
Building 1-G. f 
I VOTE 
SATURDAY 
- > >1 







TERRY WEEKS ON THE STUDENT 
• R&isSV.we 
• By • 3 to 2 vot# th® Travis County Commissioners rocently rofusod 
to tot up absontoo voting substations which would have made it easier 
for you to vote. Terry Weeks will vote for these substations because he 
has always worked to make it easier to vote rather than harder. 
During th® special Senate election run-off last summer, the 
Republicans mounted a challenge against student voters who had mov­
ed out of their precincts. Terry Weeks researched and wrote a legal opi-
I "ion which the Secretary of State signed. The opinion was circulated to 
the election judges and uphold the right to vote. Weeks and seven other 
lawyers then went from poll to poll giving advice to election judges 
when stud«nt voters were bping challenged. Thousands of students 
were challenged that day, but all save a handful were allowed.to vote. 
I- Terry Weeks will continue to be effective representing you as Travis j County Judfleĵ ;;y -̂ -i-;  ̂ V •' 
•Oesl swdlorwanif bf SMm Actisn CMnmHtM on4  ̂
§ <• 
'J V 
fage iO Xhursday, May 2, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 




ITT. Florida Development 
Wm&. 
•Mm pjcoBtnd ofit 
land. soaiid like ITT officials, on tfe 6tfi& 
^JnsS that the corporation is, talring steps to avoid the 
on the subject of environmental protection, and they •*#$8S 
4 ®1874 New York Times News Service 
ifep PALM COAST, Fla,.-— In the early morning stillness, as 
iierons stalk mullet ami other fish in the swirling shallows of 
the Matanzas River, the engines of earth-moving machines 
,. can be heard coming from behind the pine forests of Flagler 
It is a sound that brings smiles or shudders Iran the 
s presidents of tiny Flagler County (pop. 4,450) on the Atlantic 
.iCoast about 20 miles south of St. Augustine, the oldest city in 
^ North America. 
For here, behind the screening trees, the continent's 
;r;,-fhewest city is being, carved out of the wilderness by a 
Subsidiary of the giant International, Telephone and 
£ »Telegraph Company. ,Vr<. g$t £>f 
'eg: BY THE TURN of thfe centfcrt^, according to present plans 
£of the ITT Development Corporation, a city with a 
4 ^population equaling Cleveland's will be located on the banks 
•sof the Matanzas. An international sales force of 600, working 
Imainly in the northeastern United States, sold $& million 
; r Iworth of home sites in the company's Palm Coast 
•> .Development in 1973, shooting for a $1 billion investment and 
~ - '600,000 residents by the year 2,000. 
Y Qui the ITT project i»as run into stiff-backed opposition 
"ffom state planners who have called it an environmental 
disaster that would devastate the state's longest remaining ^ new controls on the development of wetlands from his 
stretch of undeveloped coastline on the Atlantic. ^.environmental message to Congress at about the time ITT 
, . v TWO YEARS ago we told them they were building a began selling Palm Coast to the public. ^ 
dinosaur— an anachronism — that was years out of date as im The Palm Coast developers have leveled hundreds of acres, 
far as enlightened development goes," claimed Joel of land, cutting calans and pumping up landfill to provide: 
Kuperberg, director of the Internal improvement Fund, the sawtooth building' sites, reducing forests into moonscapes'! 
state agency responsible for development along waterways. ^ with two or three trees per acre. 
' 'Here we have the world's mistiest corporation walk into &;/'• "Flagler County never grew, in the past because the people 
•^Florida with a plan that is 10 years out of date," Kuperberg ! who controlled this county didn't want it to grow;," said-^' 
< said, explaining why 72,000 acres of Palm Coast's 92,000 V..£ Carter Rawlings,1 irin moved how 10 yea^s ago from 
acres have not yet been certified by Florida for out-of-state "S^A Georgia. ''The local power people don't want out<rf-statersp; 
°"laa 0 coming in here and telling them what to do. But they'll nevei^f 
stop ITT. There's just too much money there to stop thenr"^ 
even if ttey knew how." ' 
mistakes made by dthef large lam developers in the past 
"WE HAVE agreed to do anything Mr. Kuperberg has 
asked us to do," asserted Or. Norman Young, president of 
MPT Development. "Certain trees and animals have had to 
However, he added, low-density cities such as PSlm Coast 
that eliminate "the psycho-social pollution" found hi 
crowded cities supercede in importance the wishes of 
environmentalists "who couldn't agree with each other over 
, , what would be acceptable in the first place." 
Controversy has marked the project since the land figured 
indirectly in the antitrust settlement arranged by the Nixon 
administration in the ITT-Hartford Fire lnsurance Cpmpany 
f||l.merger. ? v'  ̂ «' ' - 3j0f v̂  
||g- MOREOVER, when environmentalists in Florida discuss 
§§fcthe powerandihfluence of an international corporation such 
y^ as ITT on government policy makers, they, point out the 
^^coincidence that President Nixon dropped recommended 
sales. 
"They want to build a huge land development like the type' 




By Zodiac News Service 
Those controversial ROTC 
programs which were forced 
off many college campuses by 
protests a few years back 
have been replaced by 
expanded military programs 
(m high school campuses. 
All three branches of the 
armed services have been 
operating junior ROTC 
programs — known as 
"JROTCs" - on at least 1,100 
U.S. high school campuses. An 
estimated 152,000 high school 
students are enrolled as 
JROTC cadets. . 
Now, a new ROTC plan, also 
aimed at high school students, 
is being launched. This 
program will allow high 
school seniors to drop out of* 
school to serve in the National 
Guard instead. 
-ft 





present the internationally acclaimed 
Indian Classical Dancers; 
PADMINL and RAGINI 





S0i >%$ 7:30 p.m 
$1.50 at Hogg Auditorium 
Ticket Office 
Traffic 
k.13 1 - y ' -Si'f-UH 
A Joint Booster - 1 
This 80-f©et4ong obje«t is the first stag* booster of 
the Saturn IB whkh will power an American 
spacecraft in the {obit U.S.-Russian space venture in 
1975, The 86,000-pound booster Is at Cape 
Canaveral, Ro. 
By JEFF FRANKS , V 
• Inexpensive methods to 
efee traffic congestion will be 
s^died with a *50,000 
rch contract awarded to 
a University professor by the 
federal governments 
National Research Council. 
Sandra Rosenbloom, 
assistant professor of 
cbmmunity and regional 
planning in the School of 
Architecture, said the 
'research will focus on 
* 'anything that does not 
involve capital expenditure. 
We'll look into such things as * 
staggering work hours and ] 
special lanes for buses as 
possible alternatives to the 
building of big/ expensive 
mass transit systems,'*; she 
said. 
< Ms. Rosenbloom, who Is 
sharing the project wjth 
Roberta Remick of Santa 
Barbara, Calif., got the 
f f j ? ;  "  n m *  
Grant 
- iltvC.. ....... . 
Research Council. . .f 
The council, made Hip of 
representatives from various 
government agencies, decides 
on areas of research 
concentration aftd sends 
requests to people in the 
different fields for bi$is and 
proposals for research 
projects. , ; 
Ms, Rosenbloom la id 
reason she and her ccdleaguc^ij 
were awarded the «jontracC|| 
was because of their concern^ 
with the possible socinisf • 
impacts ofany programs thej^|< 
tttay recommend. /, ~ W$ 
Work on the project begaii(;v! 
April 1 and will continue until , 
next April 1. Ms. Rosenbloom ,r 
said the research will be done ;-
nationwide and will include 
taking traffic surveys, looking , 
at various traffic control 
projects which teave been 
tried in the nalJdn's cities and. > 
making reconimendations for 
contract after responding to a programs to be used in , 
request for proposals on this different; fcitifes for the easin| 
topic from the National of traffic congestion. 
20,000 WOMEN ! S 
Wilsdtf Foreman:  ̂ Gonzalo G^rievllbs: , 
is on reeord as voting to preserve a women's liahltai dfiotise ̂  l£s> than • week left before the elatftibn, has hot made 
to hove an abortion. During the last session he voted down public his stand on ebortion. WMIt this is e matter of per* 
line whh Ms. Weddlngton ag^nst all attempts to ropoal  ̂sonal conviction, all the voters have a right to know how e 
^00 righttJnX t̂as, . ,, candidsts would vots on«bortion h»<o|fSL( 
m¥w "t? r .s&.-c,'- - ? si." 
Furthermore. It is common knowledge there will be a big, well-financed push next session jto repeal abortion 
rights. The anti-abortion people in Austin are working against Wilson Foremen beoeuse ojl his vote last ses­
sion to retain e woman's right to abortion. We need your vote to return Foreman for anottvsr term. H e is also 
on racord ae paeflng a bill which pays medioai examination costs for rape viotims wishint) to bring charges. 
Wilson Foreman voted for the equal rights amendment and opposes sex discrimination at state institutions. 
WILSON! 
FOREMAN 
Pits iorlbH^>^wiUf^mhh%Omm.. Building. Th* Un/wrtity of Toxm* at Austin. 
* ^ 
WITH A RECORD 
THAT SUPPORTS 
• A*;  ̂ <^is 
ii ** ^ " j ¥* ' 
Dmn Lmng. Ctwlrponon, 2238 S. Lakosluiri''PrUt94?»t THm Diillyfoxmi^kf 
mopetoi 9 orug sure 
1? 
Relax, listen or reconl with 
Broadmoor's Cassette Recorder 
with AM/FM Radio. 
.v'.v;-.;-., ••'.<>••• 
REG. $49.99 
Completely solid state with 
built-in antenna and 
telescoping antenna. 
Batteries, blank tape, 




% { f 5-) Sesipim 
v, 
firP XYS 
mnnnthon l ' . 




4 u \ A 
v/ ""a-The Commodore 
Minuteman 6 Calculator— fjT 
just in time for finals! 
ONLY MO* ? 3 
r' V1 
? " ft* 1 
* y. 
-1- T H *i iih 
"?»wi 
0^ 
Six-digit capac'̂ y; adds, 
subtracts, multipli'«, divides. 
Fixed 2-placHf decirtnal. Breeze 
, througn your checkbook and 
Sfhop smartly because this little 
?t , 4 o*. calculator goes 
everywhere! Runs on standard 
9 volt battery. 
\ " s 
6 2 9 8 .3  I  








Giant 2 lb. bag.  ̂
r 
REfi. $2.09 
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i REG. $1.69 
' JOHNSON & JOHNSON 
BABY OIL 
Great for dry 
skin, 16 os. 
' I p ' 
, " '1 ' 'wsT>. 
msmmm 
TANNING LOTION 
For a great tan 
inside or out! 4 Os 











850 Walts of drying 
power, 2 speeds, 
brush and 2 comb 
attachments. 
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FREE PARKIN 
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By ItELLEY ANDERSON 
,>& Texan Staff Writer ?'* 
4tWh en University faculty 
and staff pay a $12 fee to the 
intramural department,1 they 
receive the benefits of an 
activity program which is one 
of the best in the nation. 
The fee purchases an 
activity ID card/which allows 
the f aculty-staff bearer to use 
all intramural facilities; 
^Therk is a special faculty* 
Staff recreation period from 
noon to 1 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, during which 
only faculty and staff can use 
the Bellmont- Hall and 
Gregory Gym handball* 
racquetbali and squash 
courts. On Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at this time, the 
restriction is placed on the 
Gregory Gym . annex, where 
basketballv'-'-Volleyball, 
badminton- and thdoor jogging 








Staff use of the recreational 
facilities comes during these 
hours. Bob Smith, . associate 
director of intramiirals, said 
that right after 5 p.m. there 
also is heavy facility use 
because many instructors get 
off work at that time. . .. 
^"Facilities are open 6 a.m. to 
p.m. Monday through 
' Friday 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Saturday and 1 to 6 p.m. 
-Sunday. "So if a faculty-staff 
member doesn't have a 
schedule flexible enough that 
he can be free to participate in 
ogr organized programing 
-as 
participation in the program. ' 
"We're in our third printing of" 
IDs. Participation is up way 
past all our (intramural 
department's) hopes and 
expectations," he said.. "We 
have 1,600 faculty-staff men 
and women registered in the 
program this year.' v uc uvuc « w^i . ut iuAcu iv i iuui b wu imu ui o jc iy 
§#HE HEAVIEST faculty^ fwm 12-1, he will be able to ALTHOUGH Smith is 
come in at his own leisure, 
Smith said. 
^Special conditioning classes 
itso are offered at 7 a.m., 
noon and 5 p.m. and include 
mostly calisthetics with sorte r 
aerobics and jogging. 
Smith is pleased, with .the 
.eased with participation, he 
still would like to see a higher 
percentage of the University 
faculty-staff community 
participating. 
m "We mail out brochures to 
^ On the ninth floor ofc 
"Bellmont Hall there are I 
squash and eight handball 
courts, while there are 19 
handball (including a four* 
wall glass-enclosed one) and 
two squash courts in Gregory 
Gym. In the event there is 
extensive squash court use, 
seven antiquated onesirt the 
rear, of Gregory Gym can be 
utilized. 
"THE FACILITIES are so 
convenient," Glbsot# 
continued. "They're worthp-
• money to me. I'd rather have| 
the use of these facilities than? 
of Horses Limited 
For 100th Derby Running 
ShtdL ttefcj , M. tews .-.•'OF-
;V 
jifll 
try and encourage as many 
people as we can, into joining., f 1500 raise 





field of 23, the largest jn 
history, was poised 
Wednesday for a shot at the 
most spectacular horse race 
in the World, the 100th 
Kentucky Derby. 
An llth-hour move by 
Churchill Downs to ease the 
traffic jam by doubling the 
purse for an alternate race 
Saturday apparently removed 
only one prospect from the 
Held, Mrs. Herman Udouj's 
Silver Hope. 
f,Run in the Twin Spires ^'-"'Commission Chairman 
instead of the Derby? Why, 
hell, if I wasn't here for the 
Derby, I'd ship to New York," 
taie trainer said, reflecting 
the feelings of most of them. 
A plough the action 
appeared moot at this point, 
the Kentucky State Racing 
Commission adopted a new 
racing rule Wednesday that no 
more than 24 horses can be 
entered in the Derby so that it 
can never be split into 
divisions. 
William May said he had 
assurances that Gov. Wendells 
Ford would sign an executive 
order to make the rule 
effective in^^iately.^^i^ 
..The $4,000 entry fee for 
what will be the richest of all 
derbies is due Thursday 
morning, when post positions 
will be drawn by lot for the 1V< 
jnile-Run for the Roses. 
•(>4To start at 4:30 p.m. CDT 
Saturday costs another $3,500. 
we have to offer. 
One person who feels the 
faculty program has much to 
offer is Dr. Martin "Red" 
Gibson, assistant professor of 
journalism, "It's just 
outstanding, a real fine 
.program," Gibson said; 
"It's especially worth a 
'great deal to anybody who 
uses it with jregularity," he 
added. 11' "** • 
Gibson explained that ai 
some universi t ies  and 
colleges there are maybe only 
three or four squash courts 
and a person has to wait in 
line for a long While to get a-
court. "There is not thW 
problem here. Squash is not 
crowded at all," he said. 
feellmont Hall, there are two;j 
locker rooms exclusively for*! 
faculty-staff r- one for men 
and one for women ~ which 
.contain steam rooms^ 
conditioning rooms (a weight 
room in the men's case), and^ 
space for massages. b 
C A faculty-staff advisory^ 
committee has been recently ̂  
formed to aid the intramural\, 4. 
departmentinprograming. p| 
"This committee isn't used' 
only as a sounding board,"' .^ 
Smith said. "It has come outf " 
with good ideas 
procedures that we could do 
The faculty-staff program 
has become as active a 
p r o g r a m  a s  a n y t h i n g  w e ' v e ,  . *  . .  
gSe" h?Sal department> ^THEY WORK 
£ 
who Me? ̂  \ 
Chicago Cougars defenseman-coach Pat Stapleton aims a lew choice words at the 




111 m >' k m •'mM » . ' A& WOfCf-CII ft . _ 
isconduct penalty in a5-3lott to Toronto; 






' Accountants : : ^ 
Texas Commerce Bancshereshas several entry level 
accounting positions immediately available. Prere­
quisites require that you have an accounting degree 
with above average gradesr 
Texas Commerce Bancsharos Is vigorously expanding 
operations. This unique opportunity offers exposure to 
the varied accounting functions of a targe bank's ac­
counting division. You will be exposed to a variety of 
accounting problems consulting with other banks' ac­
c o u n t i n g  d i v i s i o n s .  • ;  ,  !  .  „  r , .  
Exceptional salary, working environment, and growth 
potential; please send resume to: 









Houston, Texas 77001 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
Highest Quality Boots 
Fit By Experienced People1 
|WKole EaurtK Ph]v1«to\Co  ̂
504 west 24th 478-1577 
i' lK t 
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A Farmer's Market 
i. \ "fi.  •»- ^ %• <? ^ i 
for Austin... 
.) 
r prices for fruits and 
1> v i J-ff a mm • .  ... • ^ 
vegetables... 
Direct contact with the farmers 
f s ' f  
grow your 
• *jL ^ 
• mm 
fc,W»V I >  4 »  ^ ^ ' r v V#" ' ^ ).'«} ' 
JGLEUURCHISDN 
Immlm- s«s i 
"&7S? 
u, m
OUNTY^OMMISSIC^NER,. PRECINCT 2| 
PA Pol. Adit Ptud lor by Studttts for Murchiaott. Dunil H- MHh, Chmirpmnott, 201 W. St ElmoM, Au»tin. T»Mn. i'rfal9dl 
Th» Dally T»xan TSP Building. Unlvnity of Tmxma at Austin. 
HAVEN HEARD? 
•90S 
IMS. I  
I ^ 
HCEfiMP 
is now buying LARGE QUANTITIES 
M mm m , * *  ̂̂  \ % ft 
of  used books V • 
(whether used on this campus or not) 
f •> J V ± „ t \ 
* ' 
\ i''*• f  ̂ h I ks 
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district judge, saying he was 
sorry tb*t "physical 
attributes had finally become 
a matter of barter,• *" 
Wednesday ruled the World 
Folotball League cannot 
members, of the Daltai 
Cowboys to future contracts,. 
Judge Charles Long thus 
granted the temporary 
injunction the Cowboys had 
sought against the World 
Football League.. WFL 
attorneys said they1 would 
appeal during the 20-day limit ' 
Almost two full days of 
Decides WFL Cannot 
Cowboys 
testimony' from Cowboys 
player&, coaches and officials 
preceded Long's ruling, and 
before he made it he took time 
;out to deliver what he himself 
termed a sermon. 
"As a court of equity we are 
concerned about the mores 
what has taken place in 
mmerce, business and 
pahicularly in the field of 
athletic endeavor,*' the judge; 
said. , i 
"It is to be regretted that: 
physical ability and a proper, 
application of -wonderful 
physical attributes has finally 
become a matter of barter." 
- *VI am delighted/1 said 
Cowboys president'1 and 
general manager Tex 
Schramm, who was among 
those who testified. "That's^ 
what we had asked for. % 
"People are emotionally 
involved with the players,'* 
Schramm continued. "When,' 
the fans know that some of-
on them. Their value to our 
.club has been damaged."^ 
Schramm's reference to the 
players and their promotional 
value prompted WFL attorney 
. David Beck to saj^^Q^^ja.f 
closing arguments: 
• 'These people are hot 
products. They are human 
beings and as human beings 
they have the right to take. 
these players are going to advantage of an opportunity 
leave, it has to have an effect" when it is presented." ^ 
Rain Threatens 
jSsifr' Trips from 
Colorado,-Now Matdeo and othar irwi 
A Unique Backpacking Experience 
t,i- ;• . • • .. • /. ' •:  ̂
.'dwete:*oeetiiiS 
512-4764908 







DALLAS (UPI) - The golf, 
tour opens a three-week stand' 
in Texas Thursday, and that is 
usually good news for the 
farmers. No matter how dry 
the weather has been before 
the golfers hit the state, 
things usually become quite 
wet when they arrive. 
This year is no exception.::'; 
The $150,000 Byron Nelsofi ' 
Golf Classic, minus leading 




and Jack Nicklaus, opens 
Thursday over what likely will 
be a soggy Preston Trail Golf 
Club layout. 
Heavy rains fell early in the 
week, and scattered showers 
hit the course again 
Wednesday although the pro-
amateur event was run off on 
schedule. There was a chance 
of more rain. 
As to the favorites to 
capture the Nelson ^ there 
are none. if.-
Y o u n g ^ T e x a n s  B e n  
Crenshaw and Tom Kide are 
being listed among the 
possibles along with Dave 
Stockton and defending 
champion Lanny Wadkins. 
And there always is Lee 
Trevino, who has been playing " 
less than sensational lately 
and finished dead last in l^st 
week's Tournament of 
Champions. 
"I'm not used to. finishing 
last," Trevino said on arriving 
in his old hometown. 
"I'm playing good enou^ito 
win. I was playing well before 
last week, and I might do it 
again here." 
A, picture h»»p on the wall of The Daily Texas sports 
office. It's a picture of a co.uely young lass In a Texas 
cheerleader's outfit) 
Beneath it is a caption: ''Texan Writer Undergoes Sex 
Change." The copy under the headline tells the tale of 
Herbette Holland, the former Texan sportswriter who went 
to Copenhagen for a sex change and returned to Austin with 
the expressed desire of organizing a women's rugby team at 
the University. / 
It's really a funny picture. But looking back, my year-long 
venture into women's intercollegiate- athletics has been 
anything but laughs. 
It's been a true learning experience... both for me and for 
those noble people who thought they could make the 
University Athletics 
important pocketbook^: 
•mmm Wasted effortWmSTS 
In that aspect, the women's athletics campaign has been 
an unnecessary expenditure of time, anxiety and concern. 
The council, for the most part, never did give a damn about 
expanding into women's intercollegiate athletics and never 
will. There's simply no money in it. 
It took m* about 10 months to realize that. It took a trip to 
the Southwest Conference's winter meeting in Dallas during 
December and a self-financed trip to the NCAA National 
Convention in San Francisco to see how unresponsive the 
corporate giants of intercollegiate athletics are to something 
that might cost them. . 
It took ine about 15 newspaper stories to seehow two-faced 
these administrators can be. Or maybe a better term for 
them is naive. 
The Athletics Council is naive if it thinks a $2 million 
football budget constitutes a first-class athletic program, 
especially «&en there are many schools with better (and 
cheaper) football teams. ' _ 
The Athletics Council is naive if it thinks it can 'set up a 
committee jto study Expansion into women'g 'intercollegiate 
athletics iuid then discard that committee's proposal in 
favor of a proposal which defeats every directive of the 
committee and violates Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare guidelines. -V ! 
* And the Athletics Council is supremely naive if it thinks 
it's been able to fool anybody about it. 
On the other hand, maybe we're naive for thinking we can 
even begin to alter the Athletics Council's unquestionable 
power. 
After all, the University System Board of Regents 
instituted a separate blanket tax for women's intercollegiate 
athletics * virtually forcing*^ ScTiir proposal 4br 
senate' aU,Me *;1»artoent? ig,. 
separate men's and women's athletic department only 
makes the council happy 
anything. tv" 
The women, meanwhile, must rely on 
their funding. And from what I've seen by hanging around 
the preregistration tables in the School of Communication, it 
doesn't look like the women are going to get too much 
.. vnAnAV -
The women's athletic campaign all seems to be a bigger 
waste when you consider the outcome. The council s only 
motive for even acting on the issue was to forestall any legal 
action by irate Students and not because it actually felt there 
should be a program of intercollegiate athletics for women 
atBut S?StVremains unchanged. The Athletics Council' 
has lost its ability to act in the best mterests of the 
University because of its misplaced and perverted priorities. 
Council members can't be blamed for those priorities. 
Thev've built a well-respected program over 50 years 
because of them. However, the things that were important 
back then aren't important now, and the council can t adjust. 
'  ' '  Maladjusted 
And, worse, the Athletics Council refuses to adjust. That 
just suggests that the council is an irresponsible and 
insensitive group. 
Trying to work within the system is great if results are 
affected. However, a year's worth of student and faculty 
pressure and concern has resulted in a tragic display of a 
reactionary group's willful resistance to change. 
~~ No matter what anyone outside of the law does, the 
Athletics Council's money-hungry^position will remain the 
same.! . •. */ 
Since the council can't act in the best interest of the 
University, those persons who maintain the present attitude 
should be removed and the council restaffed with people who 
would better serve the University. 
J. Niels Thompson, the council's chairman, and his yes-
men should resign. After all, it was Thompson who 
repeatedly told reporters that women's intercollegiate 
athletics and the HEW guidelines "will kill intercollegiate 
athletics as we know them in five years." 
Intercollegiate athletics, as Thompson knows them, should 
have died years ago. No matter how much power Thompson 
has at the University, he won't be able to get around HEW or 
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Play for Fall '74 Course Credit 
with 
Varsity & Southern 
Singers 
Call: Stewarf Clark or Al Clark 
; Now 471-1951 471-1951 
442-5730 447-9818 
#' u*ls 
Blood Plasma Donors Needed I 
Men & Women - , f 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
|PASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPENiMON. &THURS. 8 AM to 7P.M. < 
JTUES. & FRI. 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. J 
CLOSED WED. A SAT. 




409 W. 6th 477-3735 
SPEND YOUR MONEY ON 
THE TOWN.NOT THE HOTEL. 
Jtt the Hold Riverside m deal ia basics. For a paby $4 a night wtl 
givepmarooa«Mibed and basin. Tow bath ben«Mrefootsteps 
d«n Ihe kaL Make i $8 and «el put you in a noaiittM. WMh 
or viiKNrt, you're in a bwkfing «iih a Luby's Cafeteria ami foc> 
Loco - one of the River's fivefier nightspots. M rigM m the heart of 
Sm AhIom's beaoGiul Paseo del Bo. 
Hake ytm tesenalioos for a •eehnd. Or a week. JU the hotel that 
; yw get More for your awney 
TROMBONE 
MILWAUKEE (UPI) - The 
Texas Rangers optioned out 
their second pitcher in three 
days Tuesday to their Spokane 
farm club. 
Steve Dunning cleared 
waivers and was sent to the 
Pacific Coast League club. 
Manager Billy Martin 
replaced Dunning with Jim 
Shellenback, a 30-year-old 
lefthander who had a 13-7 
record at Spokane last season. 
Oh Sunday,: Martin sent 
Pete Broberg to the PCL 
Indians and replaced him on 
the roster with Jackie Brown. 
Shellenback and Brown 
have been pitching batting 
practice for the Rangers and 
were with the club on its 
current road swing. • 
If You Need Hfelp . 
or - "71/ _ V'" 
Just Someone Who Will Listen  ̂
Telephone 476-7073 " t 
At Any Time 




REQLHRES T\ME.70 E€J 
BB0HEM IN PROPERS 
IF VOU ACE. cateiDEfe-
(NGt A TRIP.TUVNVL 
ABOUT GETTING RT 
WnU SO/^VE R.EA1-




G o o d  t h r u  F r i . ^  M a y  3  
19th & San Antonio 
478-3912 
(sari M'aveE 
iwlio is? I 
1 
- t H  , v r *  ^  
You'll be amazed at the wife nogs of engagement rings at Carl May«r. 
W , j^nct «lud«nt$ get»discount too!) 
l " - 1  ^  'h 
Trr^ 813 Congress 
Eaton's Florentine 
Notes $1.50 With Free Monogram 
Your Choice 
Of Four Styles. 
In Gold or 
Blue InkL 
' r  . . .  '  A . :  - U  V-'Ml "Sunday, May 12 
For 65c 
more we will 
t# wrap and 
mail it 
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Cstreer UNIVERSITY CO-OP 
Floor m On. Hou, F,M taking 
HORNY BULLS 
CHARGEAI01I 
PAY THEIR BILLS. 
'The iiwnwiwHnminonvyduu; • 
1 oz. Montezumo TequilasJ '80- - *« : 
»5 02. CONCENTRATED ORANCiE lllflnTBZlllVIH 
-BREAKFAST DRINK. Over ice. ' 
itt'3 sensational, and that's no bull. TEQUILjAi|-A 
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CAP T — fifth inning. 
Houston's Lee May hit a pair <ri ; iMr# 
of two-run singles to rally thePMlMILWAUKEE 
•iWsfo  ̂
Astros to an 11-7 victory over 
the Chicago Cubs Wednesday 
night. 
' May, who hit a pair of 
homers against Chicago 
Monday night, singled off 
shortstop Dave Rosello's 
glove to score two runs in the 
third inning and tie the score 
.at 3-3. , 
Cesar Cedeno's infield 
single put Houston ahead 4-3 
in the fifth inning, and May 
drove in two more runs with a 
single off third haseman Bill 
Madlock's glove. 
Sacrifice flies by Milt May 
and Doug Rader gave Houston 
two more runs in a five-run 
_ . (AP)^«r 
Dave May slammed a three-
run homer and Johnny Briggs 
and Pedro Garcia added two-
run shots, propelling the 
Milwaukee Brewers to an li-s 
victory, over the Texas 
Rangers Wednesday night. 
Briggs'fourth homer of the 
season came off loser Steve 
Hargan in the third inning and 
put the Brewers on top to stay 
4-3. Winner Jim Slaton gave 
up 11 Texas hits. V; 
May's three-run shotthe 
fourth, his second homer of 
the year, followed a single by 
Garcia and an error by a 
second baseman Dave Nelson, 
giving the Brewers a 7-2 lead. 
Host Track Mee 
* £ $ c< r4vr-
*11 4- 11 CK UK Sfmdings IMS 
UMHUCAN ISAOOt 4  ̂ : NATIONAL &IAOUI :•! 
sTa * l M. «• 'i, "V'v '  . . . .  i f v  
w i M. oa 
New York .: U 10 .» - St. Louii. 13 10 565 -
Milwaukee: . . .  1 0  I 555 1 Montreal :r 8 .529 .1 
Baltimore . . . 11 9 -550 1 Philadelphia...; 10 12 .455 3 
Detroit to 10 -500 2 New York....j.. • 13 .381 4 
Cleveland.. ... . 10 11 476 IVt Chicago 7 12 .368 4 
Boston 10 13 435 3>t> Pittsburgh,., 61 13 v315. 5 
ci/Ny.y3-\ W«rt ^ J " " r ' 
WM 
Texas...... .'.r. 13 9 .591 Los Angeles../:'. A* » 17 A 739 • 
Calltornla..- , 12 11 .522 1W Houston , 15 10 600 3 
Oakland ... 10 11 -474 2'/a * Cincinnati 11 9 .550 *</i 
Minnesota . .. . .t 9 11 450 3 Atlanta 12 12 .500 5Vi 
Chicago...t 9 11 .450 3 San Fran , ; . , 11 12 .478 6 
Kansas C... . 1 12 .400 4W San Diego.,.,.. 11 14 .440 7 
By HERB HOLLAND 
Texas Staff Writer 
"Texas Track Coach 
Cleburne Price breathed 
relief when the Drake Relays 
finally ended'last Saturday. 
"The world turns around 
again," Price said at Drake. 
"Now it's time to start 
Slinking about the conference 
meet, who can double and 
what three athletes we're 
going to enter in each event." 
.Price will get his chance 
Thursday in Memorial 
Stadium when Texas hosts 
tCU, Rice and Texas A&M in 
a quadrangular track and field 
meet. Field events start at 6 
p.m., with the running events 
scheduled to start at 7 p.m. 
For the Longhorns, the four-
way meet will be welcome!^® Texas athletes also 
relief form the last three dominate the three-mile run. 
weeks of relays competition. Paul Craig again leads SWC 
Once again, Texas athletes .opponents with a 13:48.5?, 
will have the chance to Patton is third-best this 
compete in individual .events season with a 13:52.4. 
in preparation for Ithe SWC Klonower is sixth at 14:00.0. 
meet May 18 at Rice. ? Sl| Longhorn halfmilers also 
Texas athletes top flfe SWC lead the SWC Otis season, 
in 10'events, and more Defending champion Rudolph 
Longhorns are in the SWC's >-Griffith's 1:50.6, 880, leads 
Top 10 than athletes from any while John Craig (1.52.0) and 
other school. Goldapp (1:52.2) are second 
TEXAS IS strongest in the^and fourto, respecUvely. f 
mile run, with six athletes in Hurdlers Nate Robinsonand 
the Top 10. Paul Craig, last Randy Lightfoot are tied with 
John Berry, 
long jumper. 
DON STURGAL teas thef 
best time for the 440-yard?' 
dash this season, a 46.7, and is A 
heavily favored to repeat as; ̂  
SWC champion in that event.% 
Glenn Goss' 47.8 is seventh  ̂
best in the SWC. 
In the 100-yard dash, three 
Texas sprinters have wind", 
aided 9.4s to their credit. 
Freshman Overton Spence, -
Robinson and Canadian 
Marvin Nash are currently 
tied for fourth in the 
conference. SMU's Pouncy 
twins, Gene and Joe, lead in 
that event with 9.2s, tied with 
TCU's Bill Collins. 
David Colley's 52.6 It^fifth 
best among SWC 440-yard 
hurdlers this 
the meet' fi|/. LeDuc is wird at ifWtfT and 
Dolegiewicz is fourth at 185-0. 
, CAPTAIN . , 'WYATT 
TOMPKINS leads SWC 
highjumpers at 7-0 along with 
Baylor, freshman Kevin 
DeLorey.  ̂
John Berry,"' who set a 
, Admission 
free with a I 
without/ ' > , - js 
; wsNtuiS 
fm? 
440-yd MMy ^ Nate.RoWnson, •'wiMlfesj 
Hash, amy j«ch»on> o*trton spene*. ?.>•:..* 
Mil* Run (Waterfall Start) - Rm4 
tmrcrLital ia.» >- „» ' Wscher, Jick Cokwln, Tim personal record , last week at mnumimomm, mvk Kionowtr 
Drake, has the only long jump m-yo «'?»> Hurdi« -
ov«r % foot in tho SWT thic Primwu*. Greg Hackney, RoMiuon 
over l^ .we PWC UU3 440-yd dath — id Wright, Don sturga^* 
year.. '-'T ' • Jackson, ©latin G«a Brian LyarltfJ:'-
In the' pole" itoult, T«xas c«>9 »«•«**. o«vw mckm -  ̂
ranks one-two: Sophomore ,flB-dD"h ~ 
David Shepherd is the easy 
favorite to win Thursday. His 
.880-yard run. 
all collegiate relay teams this 
, >week .. . 
Spence's 20.9-second 
season. 
New York 4. Oakland 3 v . . : ' *  
California 4. Boston 2 
Detroit 2, Kansas City V-;v-s 
Milwaukee II, Texas 3 
Chicago 2, Baltimore 0 
Other clubs not scheduled. 
Thunhy'i Oowl -
Detroit at Kansas City, N 
Only game scheduled 
Itaufo 
San Francisco 13, Philadelphia 8 
San Diego 5, Montreal I vw 
Atlanta 6, St. Louis 5 
Houston II, Chicago 7 
Cincinnati 5, Pittsburgh j&'SS 
New' York at- Los Angeles. .• N • 
Wwimley'i Oomn 
Atlanta at St. Louis 
Cinclnnati at Pittsburgh, ;N ̂  Jill®!®: 
Only games scheduled 
year's SWC champion, leads 
the pack this season With 
4:04.9. Reed Fischer is next at 
4:05.4. Other Texas niilers in 
the Top 10 include: Tim 
Patton; third; Mark: 
Klonower, fourth; Bill 
Goldapp, sixth and John 
Craig, 10th. « 
defending SWC champion 
Scottie Jones of A&M for the 
best time in the 120-yard highs 
this season, each running 
windblown 13.6s last weekend 
at Drake. 
Griffith 
seasons® • - * • 
Defending NCAA champioriH' 
Robert Primeaux is expected 
to return to his event this 
in a comeback role^' Texas will dominate the 
'?/• field events Thursday. In fact, 
yard dash is Second only tor,';.the only field event the Horns 
defending SWC champion Joe J don't lead is the javelin.... 
Pouncy, who ran a jW.fc tvsfcft „ Greg Hackney's throw of 2244.. 
this: season.;' • second, thought '$i% 
IN THE RELAYS, 'Teia'^ |̂ Dana LeDuc's schciu nsSira '. 
recurrent baton-passingr$shotput of 64-8V* is tops: 
problems haven't kept then£>Teammate Bishop ' 
from posting the SWC'SMDolegiewlcz, wholhrew63-6% 
second best , times this year; " at the Kansas Relays, has the * 
The 440-yard relay team of j only other heave of more than 
Kerry Smith, Robinson, Billy ,j/fl0 feet in the SWC. 
Jackson and Spence ran a 40.3I/5 In the discus, Texas'  ̂
at the Texas Relays and thef^weightmen are first, third and 
mile relay team of Goss, Edf^fourth in the SWC. Jim 
Wright, Jackson and Stttrgal|,, McGoldrick's school * record 
ran a 3:06.9 also at the Texasr^ithrow of 191-9 is over a foot 
Relays. The mile relay team's T farther than defending SWC 
16-8 vault at the Baylor 
Invitational set a school 
record. Hackney's 15-6 vault 
at Drake is second. 
TCU's 440-yard relay team 
ran a 40.4 last week at Drake 
and should be amp 1 e 
competition for the Horns. 
TCU's Collins should be more 
than enough for the fexas 
sprinters, owning a 20.9, 220* 
yard dash as well as his SWC 
leading mark in the 100. T 
100-yd ash - Spence, Nesh: 
MO-yd Run (hall-tt«ggar) - Rudolp#?: 
Grltfith, Paul Subrt, Lamar llollla, BIII5. 
Goldtpo, John Craig. 
440-yd Intermediate HurdlH — David, 
Coiley, Prlmeaux, 'Bob WdrJimatv; 
Randy Randolph, 
2JO-yd Dfesh — Nash, $ponea, RoWnnsohr 
Three-mile Run — Paul Craig. Tlftv * 
.Harrington 1 -
Mile Relay — Ooss, Wright, Jackson," -" 
Sturgal > •, 
Dlicui — Jim McOoldrick, Bishop 
Doleglowict, Dana LeDuc, Ted Watson , 
Javelin - Marty Petarmann, Wattar^ > 
Kniglnytky' , -
: High Jump — Wyatt Tompklnt,1 SUvarl$£ 
aosch. Hacknay - ^ 
Pole Vault - David Shepherd, Hacknajr^ 
Shot Put — LeDuc, Oolagiawlctj 
McOoldrick, Don Ausmut 
long jump — John Barry, John SN 
'Robinson R»:' 
mark is I Ken Stadel's 190-5. 
m 
Shoe Shop 











' utiful Colors #7»® 
*UATHMSALK* 
V«ir<au» kiiHk, catan • 7$' par •»: 
Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Uivaca Austin, Texa» 478-9309 
SPECIAL! 
t51*1' jL 
&0A *43^1 /(SS'J 
THURSDAY ONLY.. 






IS A BIG—BIG' 
CHOICE HAMBURGER WITH , ; — « 
SLICED TOMATO, SLICED ONIONS, CRISP LETTUCE 
LEAVES. PICKLES, MUSTARD, AND MAYONNAISE! i 





ON THE DRAG 
4?^ r 
' tr'4 "v. 
& 
Akadama Mama says, 
' J -
This week's letters 
were kind of 
dull, but I did get 
a neat package. 
It contained a home * 
built mouse trap. Not ~ J— 
one of those hurtful, snapper, killer, 
5 & 10 things. But a genuine can't-hurt-
you - and- I'm- sorry- if -1 - scared - you 
kind of a thing. It was made of scrap 
wood and window screen (see illus.) 
and I got a very together friend of 
mine to do a blueprint and instruc­
tions. I also have a friend with a copy 
machine, so if you'd like a copy of the 
plan just mail me the mouse coupon. 
Now that we've 
been nice to mice.; | 
I "d like to give you 11 
a i" a couple of my ̂  
favorite Akadama1 
club soda, V4 of a can of frozen lemon­
ade concentrate, plenty of ice and 
lemon and orange slices. To make 
more just double, triple or quadruple 
everything. 
' Listen to Mama, and pass 
~ the Akadama, the wine that tastes : 





n  - a /  
f XTW / , 
' ) ^ 
- w  L l  £ - 1  1  ,  
j ay * Mail to:Bo NiceT 
reci pes that willP.O. Box 2629 
be nice to you. / Palos Vcrdcs Peni 
> o Mice v -\ 
insula, Ca. 90274 
/ }  
1181 
Akadama Mama, please lay a copy of 
your very together friond's blueprints 
K' inst.riirMnn« nn mi».  ̂ 'S '< '«%/. I 
AKADAMA 
. & 7UP' • | & t uctio s o  o
Mix 2 to 3 parts | Name 
Akadama Plum e Address 
with 1 part 7UP. /. City .. . 
I personally like / JStat0— ZiP Codc— \ 
it in a wine ^ • r»n checking this box because | 
i f i . 1  t  *  A k a d a m a  i s  p i c k i n g  u p  t K c  p o s t a g e  a n d |  
giaSS Wil.njce» l^.r • :» it i ^ • 
m 
" ; • ' "v-i |they would like it if ^also asked you to I 
'SANGRIA AKADAMA^^m- S 
A bottle of Akadama Red. a pint of 
^ ... . 
mm l»y JSunl«>r>s Iym*rauM«rtta). L... 
m 


















Reg. 10.00 to 15.00 
OFF 
MALE 
LANDLUBBER „ Ifj, 
'i. 




%> Blue Jeans 
NotliKluded 
m * 
SHOP FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
ADALUPE 
onN niURS. TIUL 8.-00 






(Editor'* Note: This is 
Ike first ia t two-part 
•cries N rape ia Anstia.) 
" By LINDA FANNIN 
For many University 
women who find themselves 
walking dark streets, living 
alone and going to casual 
acquaintances' apartments, 
the possibility of rape is very 
: real. ' ;• - • .H*m 
Unfortunately,^ the 
fj|) problems that a victim 
ipl encounters after an attack 
also are vary real. 
%£$ The number of rapes 
occurring on campus and 
reported to the University 
police is low. 
In the last seven years. 
University Police Capt. 
Jimmy Reed of the criminal 
investigation division 
claimed, only two rapes and 
one case of assault with intent 
^rape have been reported. 
^'About as many go 
unreported as are reported 
he added. v~. 
Barbara Cohen, co-
chairperson of the Student 
Government Women's Affairs 
Committee, estimates. 
however, thai' there are 
approximately 10 times more 
unreported attacks than 
repeated rapes each year. 
"MOST ATTACKS aredooe 
by friends or friends of 
friends, and they are kept 
quiet," she said. "These are 
exceedingly difficult, to 
prosecute." 
Some of the rapes, Ms. 
J Cohen said, are not reported 
> because the victims are 
embarrassed. "There is a lot 
of guilt," she said. "They ask 
themselves 'What did I do?' " 
According to Austin Police 
Department statistics, 70 
rapes were reported in the 
, city last year, with 15 of those 
charges proving unfounded 
after further investigation. 
Capt. Hariand Moore of the 
community relations division 
said be could not estimate the 
number of unreported rapes. 
Some rapes are not 
reported, he said, because 
''some people just don't want 
to acknowledge that they were 
attacked and raped. 
Of the 56 actual offenses 
reported, Moore said the 
offender was arrested in 50 of 
the cases. • • •• • • 
ALTHOUGH the rate of 
arrest is high in Austin's rape 
cases, the rateof conviction is 
"There aren't II 
rape cases tried," Larry 
Laden;- ^assistant district 
attorney, said. Only one case 
came to trial last year, 
resulting In the acquittal of 
the defendant. 
Although most offenders 
entered pleas of guilty, Laden 
said in some of t^e cases the 
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thedefeqse questions the 
victim about her private life 
and relationships. "They can 
bringininnuendosjytotare% 
devastating." flit ||§ 
OTHER CASjESarearoppM 
because of harassment by the 
family or friends of the 
accused, he said. 
Karen Duggan, a University 
student who has been 
researching the problem' of 
rape in Austin for more than a 
year, agrees the primary 
problem in getting a 
conviction in rape cas^sis the,;, said. "It shouldn't matter 
attitude of the jury, whether the woman is a-
— jJ£j prostitute or a nun. 
issue of consent, she said. "I 
would like to see a definition 
of cdnsent written into the 
law." 
TO HELP the ratfc ofc 
conviction in rape cases, Mk. 
Duggan suggested that all 
girl realizes what she 
has to go through," he said. 
"Before it is all over everyone 
aids up trying her." 
we have now 
In adequate, but most of the 
that you must sho^ the 
damages. Juries are almost 
viewing rape cases in that 
manner," he said. "If she 
doesn't break down on the 
stand, the jury thinks it 
doesn't matter." 
In many cases, Laden said. 
pThey kind of view rape sp 
a damage suit," she said. 
"They keep trying' to look for 
damage done." 
Another factor in the 
outcome of the tfcial, Ms. 
Duggan said; is how the case 
is presented ^by the 
prosecution. 
"If they try to present the 
victim to look like Snow 
White, the older generation 
has a preconceived' notion 
about the younger generation 
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NEVER BEFORE 
III THIS LOW PRICE 
w/ra sian kcuiei MODEL SX-424 
At this price they just don't come any better! The SX-424 AM/FM/FM stereo re­
ceiver puts out a hefty 50 watts of music power (IHF at 4 ohms) with a power band­
width of 2O-45,000Hz. Features bright tuning meter for the highly sensitive FM 
section, jacks for all music sources and speakers. The beautifully crafted wood 
cabinet matches any set of components and enhances every decoration scheme. 
Shop the Electronics Supermarket for Pioneer's SX-424—never before at such a 












• 2-way, 2-speaker system . 
• 8-inch cone-type woofer 
• 3-inch cone-type tweeter 







A bargain comparable only with our price on the SX-424! 
The SX-628 delivers 110 watts of music power (IHF) at 4 
ohms) and hat an astounding frequency response of >5-
80,000Hz. Jacks for all music sources, headphones and 
thrte sets of speakers. Brighten your world with Pioneer 
equipment, and shop the Electronics Supermarket where 












This beautiful record changer from Sterling 
comes with base, dust cover and magnetic cart­
ridge. It also includes jinchangeable spindles for 
automatic or manuM'operation, low-mass coun-
terweighted tqnq arml cue and pause control; 
anti-skate control-(ind'4-pole induction pole.. It 
will give you all the professional features you 





The leader. Ahtrayi-ha* been. 
MODEL 355 
(FACTORY AUTHORIZED SALE) CUfflK lift BnB 
Teac's 355 is a studio quality deck that features" 
the unique Dolby Noise Reduction System to re­
duce tape noise. A unique peak recording level 
indiqrtor shows maximum signal level for high­
est quality recordings. High density permaflux 
heads in this unit are designed tor minimum 
tape drag and maximum fmciiierKy raapCMflfei 
(2) JBL Aquarius 
(4) JBL Prima 
Assorted Burgess Batteries 
(4) Trusonic Spk. 
(1) Rotel 40 RMS Per/channel Amp 
(1) Pioneer SX-6^-
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Three issues lengthen the 
list of choices to be set before 
voters in Saturday'^ 
Republican primary. 
As resolved by the State 
Republican Executive 
Committee at its March 11 
meeting in Arlington, the 
party's referenda concern the 
constitutional right-to-work 
provision, state income tax 
and pari-mutuel wagering and 
local-option horse racing. 
The first referendum asks 
whether the new constitution 
should guarantee job-holding 
rights to nonunion workers. 
Reminding party members 
that Republicann legislators 
have favored a right-to-work 
provision, the Texas 
Republican Citizen magazine 
added in an April article that 
. "Labor leaders particularly 
AFL-CIO president Harry 
Hubbard, have opposed 
including it.... Governor 
Briscoe has persistently 
sidestepped the issue." \ 
7 Requiring majority 
approval in a statewide 
referendum before any type of 
state income tax (personal or 
corporate) is enacted is in 
° question on the second item. 
The single most effective 
iction taken to conserve 
energy at the University has 
been the shutting off of heat or 
air conditioning at times when -
building use is at a minimum, 
William Wilcox, director of 
the Physical Plant, said 
Tuesday. 
A report recently 
distributed by the Physical 
Plant comparing electrical 
energy usage for the 1973-74 
academic year with the two 
previous academic years 
shows that since September, 
1973, the University has 
averaged about 1.5 million 
kilowatt-hours a month less 
than was using during the 
comparable period in 1972-73. 
The month with the greatest 
decrease in energy usage has 
been March, 1974, down 2.5 
million kilowatt-hours from 
March, 1973. 
"Our new policy differs 
from our past policy of 
making buildings comfortable 
day and night, year-round. If a 
professor went to his office at. 
any time, say on Sunday 
afternoon, he would find it-
habitable. Now, he may have 
to open a wind'dw, Wilcox 
said. 
The former practice was 
"nice, but not economically 
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NEditorVftote: this It 
the but, in a three-part 
series examining the Texas 
Dining Services*) 
iy SCOTT BOBB 
Texan Staff Writer 
problems. That most workers 
will try to do as little work as 
possible is a fact of life that 
every manager faces. When 
tjie supervisors take little 
interest in the state of the 
A group of students went facility; the mnwngyr has a 
into the Texas Union Chuck personnel problem 
IIt; 
II 
Wagon to,.get a bite to eat one 
evening around 7 p.m. The 
dining unit was practically 
.. deserted sp they had very 
little difficulty getting their 
food. Other than a wait of a 
few iqinutes for their 
cheeseburgers they were not 
delayedl But when they came 
through the cashier's line, 
fr they couldn't find a clean B^SMtllC  CJJU ... 
table. Dirty plates, cups and 
^"^tSnapkins^covered every table. 
: V . The only clean spot to eat was 
V ' - 'in a closed section. 
The area looked as if it had 
Just fed the participating 
teams in the Texas Relays; 
Garbage cans were 
t; overflowing, and trays were 
> stacked high on the racks, p: 
Five tJnion employes sat at 
: a table near the cashier, 
talking. Most, of them we*e 
1 either supervisors or 
personnel with responsibility, 
' as attested by the keys that 
j. jangled on their belts. Two 
| workers in white- shirts sat 
•k with them and the cashier 
| 'joined in when she didn't have 
. customers. The sight of the 
« crew sitting down while the 
eating, place Jooked so 
disastrous amazed the 
customers; Apparently the 
crew was waiting for the 
v Chuck Wagomto close before 
actually beginning work, the 
• students, unable to find an 
empty table, took their food 
out to the patio to eat. 
The situation, which occurs 
frequently, pointed to several 
4 
Personnel troubles 
arise for many different 
reasons. By the time troubles 
reach the problem stage; 
however,, related issue* have 
intertwined with all the little 
daily problems to tie the 
proverbial gordian knot. 
The main cause of the 
problem at the Texas Union is 
the lame-duck mood that has 
permeated the establishment 
this academic year. The 
-Union Board announcement, 
last fall, that the Dinftie 
Services might have to closfe 
down initiated the downward 
spiral of moral. 
In September, 1973, Shirley 
Bird Perry, Union director, 
sent a letter to all personnel 
informing them that the 
Dining Services might have to 
close as early as December. 
Though the situation looked 
better by Feb. 1, 1974, when 
the University System Board 
of Regents voted the funds foT 
remodeling, the decision to 
close was merely postponed. 
The Union would have to close 
in the spring for extensive 
The subsequent loss of, 
morale is understandable, r-
Though few students had been ' 
with the Dining Services more 
than a few semesters, some of 
the fulltime employes had 
, been there for more than five 
years. 'The prospect of being 
may jobless in a time when jobs 
are difficult to find would 
discourage any breadwinner. 
And the'process of looking for 
a new job would tend to turn 
much of the work force's 
energies away from the job at 
Ms. Perry's approach to the 
problem is straightforward: 
"We may have a morale 
problem, but I would rather 
have a morale problem than 
to suddenly terminate 
everybody in May. This way 
evei^one luiows about it. I've 
' encouraged the employes to 
look for other jobs, and said I 
would help them with 
recommendations." 
The Union administration 
has found jobs at the 
University for most of the 
Dining Services employes. •••• 
The closing "will give 
managemennt a chance. to 
make a clean sweep of 
personnel and to start over 
with a new work force when 
the Dining Services reopens. 
Though the prospect;pf 
training an entire work force 
, .... „ r does not delight: many 
refurbwhin8- managers, the closing of the 
Ms. Perry seint'' inbwer Dining Seervices may be a 
letter informing the employes blessing in disguise. ^ 
that all personnel might have ^|'It's very hard to. remove 
to leave by May, and that the 
management would give job 
recommendations to anyone 
looking for a new job. "We 
can only keep a few employes 
on payroll after May 18," she 
said. 
an employe once he or1 she is 
here," Ms. Periy explains. 
The University's desire to 
provide security for its 
employes, a sort of "tenure 
for the masses," has created 
a lengthy procedure for 
terminating an employe 
whose work is unsatisfactory. 
As Perry says, "The, 
University's disciplinary-, 
termination procedure is a 
good thing, but because of it 
we sometimes have staff 
members who are not 
performing up to our 
standards." The point is well-
taken, as anyone who has seen 
a Union employe loitering in 
the hall, reading in the rest 
, rooms, or watching TV in the 
lounge will attest. 
Though the Dining Services' 
morale problem has affected 
all of the workers, the 
students employed at food 
operations have labored under 
some special problems. 
The first of these is that 
they are, for the most part, 
lumped together with the 
professional employes. 
Consequently their particular 
problems often go unnoticed. 
For example, student 
employes have to schedule 
their' hours around their 
course ^schedules. If their 
schedule changes during the 
semester or during exams, 
they may have to forfeit their 
hours and a sizable portion of 
their pay for'that week. 
Because they are part-time, 
the students have no benefits. 
By Zodiac News Service 
- A University of California 
at San Diego psychiatrist says 
that science is on the verge of 
perfecting exquisite new 
drugs that will allow people 
literally to choose their 
moods. ., • 
Dr. Arnold Mandell, the 
chairman of San Diego'is psy­
chiatry department, says that 
the.new drugs will have no ill 
side-effects. He says the 
djgugs .are.Jcnown in the 
medical trade as (quote) 
"chemical coping agents." 
The doctor predicts that if a 
person wants to be dynamic. 
creative and active for 
period of months, then he or 
she will merely pop "Pill A" 
for awhile. If the person 
wishes to be overly-
aggressive, as in athletics, for 
example, then a few daily 
doses of "Pill B" will do the 
trick. 
Mandell says that these new 
coping agents are being 
developed as a natural by­
product of brain research. He 
states that the .tranquilizers 
which are available toahy are 
just the crude forerunners of 
the exotic, mind-altering pills 
- May 4 Sot. May 
Premiermt new ABC Dunhill Album!8^" * 
"Stone, Slow, Rugged" 
5-7 p.m. 4414352 
Open fo public 
APARTMENTS 
•I PLUMJMELLY: 
yet to come. 
-1 MEXICAN BEER NITE 
Just 50' a bottle 
> Spaghetti Dinner 5-8 p.m. 




UNLIKE THE INCUMBENT. 
LARRY BALES IS NOT Ati 
TME LIBERAL. 
For example, Democrat Larry Bales has proved his commitment to the 
women's movement by supporting these issues as a member of the Texas 
Legislature. It's a matter of record, and all were supported by the Texas 
Women's Political Caucus. * 
• A ban on sex discrimination in granting credit and loans. 
• State funding for family planning services. ^ 
• State support for day care centers for children of working mothers. 
, • Homestead protection and a $3,000 homestead tax exemption for 
unmarried adults. ' - " - t . M-
• Equal retirement benefits for women under the Texas Municipal 
Retirement System. • 
• Maternity benefits for teachers without any penalty.. 
• A requirement that law enforcement agencies pay all costs of medical i 
examinations for rape victims. 
^ J 
Don't let a $100,000 media campaign fool you. ^ 
Vote Larry Bales, Democrat for U.S. Congress. 
• fir 
I'54* 




Ml*,J- Endorsed by the Travis County Democratic Women's 
Committee . ffl 
p r — i d e n t ; R o b e r t  H o w ard, Cftf rper»on. *04 
Consequently, it a student is 
sick for a couple of days, 
because of l}is smaller 
workweek, he may miss, an. 
entire paycheck. •' 
Thirdly, part-time 
personnel are for the most 
part out of the mainstream of 
operations. Because they 
work 10 to 15 hours a week, 
and many of these in the 
evenings, students miss a 
great deal of communication 
from the mannagement. This 
communication — necessary 
to introduce new policies, 
explain managerial purpose 
and,.in reverse, take 
suggestions'and complaints— 
misses most of the student 
. workforce at the Dining 
Services. The effort to 
communicate with part-time, 
employes must be more 
intense to keep this important 
segment of the workforce 
informed.^; 
Finally;'-"communication 
between the part-time 
employes is important to a 
smooth operation. This inter­
communication is just as 
difficult to maintain as 
management-student com­
munication, and it's difficult 
for the same reasons. A 
student may know half a 
dozen people with whom he 
works and be a stranger to the 
rest of the force. Since the 
Dining Services distributes no 
personnel roster, a student 
may have a hard time finding 
- someone to work for him if he 
^cannot work his hours, 
As a result of all these 
problems, student, employes 
feel alienated from the 
operation. One worker said, 
"The management doesn't 
make a point to tell everybody 
about , changes. You usually 
find out via the grapevine. 
And when you talk to the 
manager about a problem, 
nothing happens. As a result, 
students and management 
don't get along " 
One possible solution to the ' 
student-management problem 
is the establishment of 
separate student channels of 
communication.. In other 
words, a group of students 
(i.e. part-time) managers 
answering to the manager of 
tiie Dining Services would be 
in charge of scheduling, 
hiring, disciplining and even 
training the student workers. 
Being both part-time workers 
and students, these managers 
would have more insight into 
the students' problems ahd 
could carry them directly to 
the, tojr 'inahageinenl. 
Conversely, the student 
managers could convey 
management directives to the 
student workets. 
The Dining Services does 
employ a  few s tudent  
supervisors, but they don't 
have the all-encompassing 
responsibility that a student 
manager would have. 
The system of dividing the 
workforce into part-time and 
full-time segments has been 
tried in other unions, and hra 
succeeded. 'Ap / 
In summary, the Dining 
-Services at the Union has the 
opportunity to reorganize its 
personnel structure. With the 
upcoming c los ings  the  
• operation has the chance for a 
new start with new employes, 
A qharice Of this nature 
doesn't tome often. The 
burden of whether-the Dining 
^Services succeeds in it* 
''remodeling'1 lies on th? 
shoulders of the Union Board 
which is now deciding on the 
operation's future. Perhaps 
they will remember that ^ 
remodeling must include 
more, than a new building. If 
they don ' t ,  the  Dining 
Services will be back to its 
present ponditlmji^a ft# 
Jit: (Editori Notfe: The autMf 
worked in a university student 
union for four years and was a 
student manager for two of 
those. He has worked* in 
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, Every year on June 30th, the University Co-Op endures the annual experience 
of taking inventory. Rather than count that merchandise, we would like to sell as 
much as possible before the end of June. We usually splurge and have a few good 
sales in the week or two prior to the inventory, but most of the students hav#  ̂
already disappeared for the summer by then. The University Co-Op Camera 
Department has already begun digging into the depths of their stockroom in order 
to put forth some really good buys that you students can take advantage of before 
leaving for the summer. On Friday and Saturday, May 3 & 4, we plan to move as 
much merchandise as possible. During those two days many items on our shelves  ̂
will be discounted. Even if you leave some film for processing on those two days, 
we will discount it 20%. We are not putting out just a bunch of two legged tripods 
and some outdated film, we are discounting many items from our stock* 
Discounts will range anywhere from 10% to 50% Many prices are so low that we 
cannot advertise them, so just come by the photo department and we will give 
you a list of exactly what the discounts will be on various items. You may also 
arrange for credit in advance. Sale prices are obviously limited just to merchan 
dise in stock, n 
n « h f 
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^fc;ColBmbU«871. 
By MARK OSWALD 
' $ptan Staff Write* 
Mott the Hoopli is 
undoubtedly one of the '70s! 
premier rock bating 
Gaining popularity under 
the tutelage of David 
Bowie with "All the Young 
Dudes" they followed with 
"Mott," one of the few 
great albums of last year. 
Relying on some crunching 
rhythm guitar and the 
. sardonic voice and wit of 
leader Ian Hunter at their 
best, they play violently 
J loud,, Ample, uncluttered 
roll. ^ ^ 
;11 Well, there's a lot of that 
M>n "Mott'^s logically 
teamed successor, "The 
gHoople.M but, perhaps 
pre not sq prominent. 
"*iJS 
ijhe 1 '; auspicious 
>4^spurred by the leaving of 
^" lead guitarist Mick Ralphs, 
Hunter has taken the group : 
in, some new directions 
that don't always work. 
FOR INSTANCE, "The 
Hoople'Vends with two 
very unrdckpnd rollish 
cuts. "Through the 
Looking Glass" is an 
overproduced ballad, a 
swelling "orchestra and 
female chorui pushing 
|Mott into the background^ 
fcV'Roll Away the Stone," a, 
ffjj&ushy love songi is set to a ^fimnouncement, "ladies and 
^ warmed-over pob melody, gentlemen, the Golden age 
smothered under some. » M)f Rock and Roll," then 
sha-la-la-la-ing from the - launches into the tune of 
chorus and capped off with . ^the same name. It's your 
a hackneyed guitar line s^iatest' .'50s style (yawn| 
that returns three or four 
times 
That said, "The HoopIe^^Soine 
contains some first class 
mucic. Hunter offers some 
more great R&R jive 
lyrics, and the band can 
still produce its flash, 
through sadly the guitars |f _'Rlasse&" shouts some of 
^Mocker, folks, but this one 
indeed done in fine style, 
basic piano and a 
horde of saxes churn out 
>>Jhe rhythm as Hunter, 
^recently described by 
KaKaren Carpenter as "that 
Althing behind the sun-
the best lyrics ever written 
•bout why people listen to 
this stuff: "Don't wanna 
smash, just want smash 
«ensation/don't wannar<L 
wreck, just recrea*5"" *"*** 
"MARIONETTE, -• 
^continuation of "Mott's 
evocation of the rock star's-
^ unhappy plight that has its 
/^ moments, but side one's 
ifeprize is "Crash Street 
tf|kidds," a really pounding 
¥M|»iece of rock theater that 
|%fcould have been the 
fewsoundtrack for "Clockwork 
^Orange." -"The Kidds" 
unleash their adolescent 
^ f r u s t r a t i o n s  o g n  - t h e  
~ pulace as the banq really ; v 
inta nn fnr nnfH&V. • 1 cranks up for once. ...v 
Side two starts "WiUt' 
Born Late '58," written 
^&§by bassist OverentT WattS,, a 
fiiiwhich adheres closest tit 
IJiihe style of thg, group'? 
^earlier efforts' Simple, 
oud and excellent. A 
eenagey ballad, "Trudi's 
ig" ("ooo-ooo, I got my • 
baby"), works well, in the 
tradition of "Hymn for the • 
Dudes" and "Ballad of. 
Mott," before the rest of 
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41-year-old tradition will 
be revived by University 
architecture Students this 
weekend, as they hold the first 
Beaux Arts Ball in four years. 
The last planned ball was 
canceled in 1970 after the 
shootings at Kent State 
University, and since then the 
tradition has languished. 
This year, however, a group 
of senior architecture 
students have organized the 
event and planned it to 
coincide with end-of-semester 





I Every Day 4:00 til 7:00 
All Pitchers 99* 
Mm wmfe «$£%] • 
faculty review of student 
work and a visit by the Dean's 
Council, a group of UT 
architecture alunmi, from 
The original Beaux "Arts 
Ball in 1928 was then called 
. the Wind-Up Ball — in honor 
of the wind-up of the spring 
semester — and was held, as 
has become custom, in the 
Driskill Hotel. 
Festivities, included a 
banquet before the dance and, 
later in the night, the 
crowning of the sweetheart of 
the School of Architecture 
a carrot, another aira bag ofi£ 
poK*̂ V,.| 
required this year, somep 
students have discussed 
appearing as Colonel Sanders, ? 
a classical pediment (part ofS 
the front of a building) and the? 
American National Bank. 
gilding- ~ , 
Tom Moriarity, spokesman , 
for the student committee / 
which has organized the 
affair, claims that the ball 
will provide social interaction/-
among students, faculty and 
Students claimed the event^f*8**"1* a*uJn,u 
blessed by Ptah, the! : mmim 
Bottle Buds .00 
All Draughts 25* 
I# • 1809 Guad&lup'e' (ietide 
was oi a
Egyptian god of architecture, 
and thus they came to the ball 
dressed in extraordinary 
costumes. Once a faculty 
member disguised himself as. 
f This year's Beaux Arts Ball 
will be at 8:30 p.m. Friday in 
the Crystal Ballroom of the 
Driskill Hotel. Music will be 
provided by Texas Blend, an 
Austin rock band. 
200 Academy 
1MHMR Benefits! 
Mon., May T ? 8:00 p.m. 





Advance Tickets on Sale At: 
Texas Hatters; Discoynt Records; Inner Sanctum, Joskes 
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i rroQucnon 
Anorene. Texas, 1951 
Nolhiog much has changed* . 
starring — • ° 
TIMOTHY BOTTOMS / JEFF BRIDGES 
ELLEN BURSTYN/BEN JOHNSON " 
CL0RI8 LEACHMAN / CYBILL SHEPHERD 
4n<*4 fc* ktAfWidt. tcntifpfor *>r l«»y MtHwKy sod Mw SegdwewA. 
|X94uc.d br SMVM ifriMUion. Url Sehwdw 
: "W ts «w mom lnnmMworfcfcir s yowwg tumhcmdU*cSor [ 
since CmtXMKJmr , Paul 0 ^.merman NEWSWEEK ' 
ACADEMY >f#ARDS 
Best Supporting Actor — Bm Johnson 
Best Supporting Act/ess - CkMte Leachmatt ' 
S3 
FHiey, Seturdey - 7JO I. M5 
May M . A.C AW. (1JS 
. sis • « f Political Resources A4vuory £ouncil 




Happy Hour Prices 7-9 







[r] <-SS> ?:•• METROCOLOR • PANAVISION* : - MGM ̂  
Friday and Saturday . Sunday 
7, 9, 11 p.m. 7 and 9 p.m. 
rtsand Theatre Committee Ur)ion Theatre 
$1.00 UT Students,̂  
Faculty, Staff 
$1.50 Members:;\ i 
In a last-minute change of: 
plans, Dick Cavett will devote: 
the entire 90 minutes of his 
show Thursday night in 
tribute to Grouchy Marx. The 
program will consist of clips 
from Grbucho's previous talk! 
show appearances. 
Cavett personally called 
The Daily Texan Monday 
afternoon to promote this 
special presentation, which he 
was inspired to put together 
after Groucho's appearance 
as the recipient of a special 
Oscar on this year's Academy 
Awardb presentation. 
6:90 p.m. • • 
7 Hazel 
9 News 
24 I Dream of Jeannie 
36 Eyewitness News 
1 p.m. 
7 The Waltons • • . ' 
9 The Advocates 
24 Chopper One 
36 Ironside , 
^/f^F^ehou^' , \ 
p.m. . •• 
•••• 7 TBA • 
. 9 War and.Peace , .v 
24 Kuna Fu 
' 24 The Streets of Saiv Francisco 
36 Music.Country, U.S.A. 
9:90 p.m. . 
9 uehox Quartet j,' t 
10 p.m. •' %•. ' '' ( * , 
7, 24, 36 News ' 
9 Washington Connection > 
,10:30 p.m. .*• 
7 Movie: "The Law and Jake' 
Wade," starring Robert Taylor, 
Richard Wldmark and Robert 
fy . Mlddletop. i 
?: 9 Nova . . " 
24 ABC Wide World of 
Entertainment:. "The Dick Cavett 
Show," featuring a salute to 
Groucho Marx. 





•s EVERYONE ADMI FFBETO 
Country & Western Street Dancev 
•- ...••« Featuring t ̂  
BUBBLE PUPPY 
Happy Hour Every Nite 
8-9 p.m. 
Pitcher Bc«r $1 Mixed Drinks 60*-$l 











^ _ i wtfV/'- 5 
f. - ' MAY 2 A 3 -nm 
PLASH 
i;;r And th# ContiiMntai Kids 
' i .o . w»**wn4m tmmctM atArmn . ^ Mmikm Tkkmt§ on Soh at: 
T«xa» Hatfm; Dhcwmt Imrdi; Rhrer Qty Inn; 
Irnur Sanctum; Tows Op*y Hew* 
May 2 p—famionf $2 JO; May % pm/hntmntm $330 
. ^SATURDAY, MAY 4 
Doug Scihm • Alvin Oo 
and Fr«da and th« Rrtdogt 
Freda and th« Rredogs ' \ rr 
16th & Trinity 











((dUar> N«l*: Dant«n aild Dawn 
Sphny, who jx«parwl ihh column/ aiti : 
local cntrolagim spackilfxing in natol 
charts, personal iMtorvtows, analysis and 
astroiogy dassos.), 
ARIES: You are able to distinguish 
between desire and actual 
requirements.. 
TAURUS: There is an expansion of 
interests, an ever-growing circle of 
work nowfame an<t fortune may 
follow. 
CANCER: You have a brilliance which 
attracts; students,''followers, 
admirers. Success is Indicated. 
LEO: You will gain through 
resourcefulness, perhaps t.he 
competent handling of money. 
VIRQO: Success where partnerships and 
mergers are concerned.. Reaffirm 
your noble motives. ; 
LIMA: You are willing tooffer the benefit 
I of the doubt, to be, forgiving and 
; generous. 
SCORMO: There'tsan ability to speculate 
and show a profit. Check all factors. 
SAOTTAIUOS: You enjoy-the feeling of 
expansiveness at home and don't 
want that closed-in feeling. 
CAMKORN: There Is an intense desire for 
higher education, academic in life 
per se. 
AQUARIUS: You will devise a way today to 
do the most with the least. 
PISCES: You have an expansive 
personality now and tend toward 
extravagance. 
•«* 
Middle Earth | 
Drug Crisis Center I 
8 p.m. — 4 a.m. I 
and I 
9 a.m. — 4 p.m. I 
Seven Days a Week I 
Mobil* Units Available J 
At Any Tim* ; v I 
472-9246 | 
2336 Guadalup* ' I 
N* Nam**. 1 •JSSLfiJSBL'Sfc jSfJHSSSS. 
Recycle your REASONING 
ARICA . 
476-2281 m 
THE AUSTIN COUNTRY* FESTIVA 
-  ̂ON THE BANKS OF BULL CREEK i1 ' . ̂  ; J 
A "CINCO Se MAYO" CELEBRATION 
CONCERT: ~M 
FREDDIE FENDER • 
t RAY WYUE HUBBARD • DOGTOOTH VIOLET • GREEZY WHEELS 
&MM MILTON CARROLL BAND • ALVIN CROW 
Tkk.„r ; ViMi •i?IST1^Z°B^D 
W »ixed Drinks 
Beejr 
ior-lQui 
v* i b 'M 
mmm, 
toad Hall & Saloon 
W; Inner Sanctum 
g Oat Willies 
.DiKoveryRecori 
{San Marto«) 
• LOST GONZO BAND 
SUNDAY 
(0atetop8n9:00 A.M,̂  
%ry 
2, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
f iuass '  ;  m 
-RELY*--: 
by CMp Kwifmcut Tmmi Staff 
rr 
By IRVm LIPPMAN 
W§. Texan Staff Writer 
" 'Paul Kelpe, in a quiet" 
artistic movement of his own 
in Austin, is still exploring the 
Constractivist tenet of the 
1920s. Kelpe, who remains 
unknown to most Texans, will 
have a one-man show at New 
York's Zabriske's Gallery in 
October. 
Born imMinden, Germany," 
in 1902, Kelpe was part of the 
wave ofartists in the mid-'20s 
in Germany that followed the 
Constructivist experiment 
led by Kaftdinsky, Malevich, 
Gabo and Pevsner. In 1924 
Kelpe had a show in Hannover 
with Kurt Schwitters and 
Buchmeister, being' part of 
the "gegenstandschlose*' 
(nonobjective) movement. 
Like Schwitters, • whose art 
came under the strong 
influence of Kandinsky, Kelpe 
constructed picture planes 
that were devoid of the 
Kelpe 
representational. The subject 
matter was the viewer's 
ability to associate emotions 
with the abstractions. 
Coming to the United States 
in 1925 and settling in Rocky 
Hill near. Princeton, Kelpe 
continued his constructions of 
canvas and .jniscellaneous 
hardware. Bits of wood and 
metal, screws and doorlocks, 
mousetraps and ironmongery < 
formed stable squares, circles 
and rectangles. He aflso 
worked on two-dimensional 
pointings in the Twenties, 
transforming simple 
geometric shapes into tight, 
flat, architectonic packages. 
KELPE OFFERS' no 
manifestable or philosophic 
purpose for his art as did his 
cohorts. Malevich and Gabo. 
Kelpe's goal is simply to 
make forms balanced and 
beautiful, to arrange things in 
such a manner to be made 
perfect and to color the spaces 
to be soothing. Kelpe does 
speak of an affinity between 
his artistic Intentions and 
Plato's discourse on absolute 
beauty; both being the pure 
form or idea, totally devoid of. 
empirical content. Kelpe's art 
adheres with Platonic zest to 
the contemplation of the thing 
on a level outside mere 
appearance. 
In 1930 Kelpennoved tb 
Chicago. He had his first one* 
man exhibition at Chicago's 
.Little Gallery in 198. A few 
years later the paintings took 
on a new dimension. The 
shapes were no longer rigidly 
placed; they began to float 
while being pulled into the 
gravitational point always in 
the center of the canvas. In 
His paintings, there is always 
a setting stable juxtaposition 
of shapes in a void. 
R89 
4 T> ^ 1 1 ' * & 
, art history in 195? from the® Continues to paint. Though 
University of. Chicago., lie Always,, experimenting, he 
taught art history at UTfrwn ''reflects primarily the 
. 1948 to 1954 after receiving his paintings and drawings of the 
MA from Chicago. From 1957 ~ ,late Thirties. Kelpe's frequent 
to 1960 he taught at Howard analogy is to think of Ms art in 
University, Washington, D.C., terms of music; instead of 
and from 1960 to 1969 at East arranging, tones in £* 
texas State Teachers College rhythmical manner, he 
in Commerce. In 1969, Kelp$. arranges paints. ,, , <%.. 
Returned to Austin.' !-- ' ."ty Kelpe has shown in no 
< : ZABRISKE'S has "galleries in Texas. Although 
Selling Kelpe's early works one of his paintings annually 
for the last two years. In the finds its way into the Texaiitti 
October exhibit, the New Fine Arts Association show,:' 
York gallery will show, he has never sold a painting 
Kelpe's paintings from the Texas. His one-man show ii|j§§ 
Twenties, .thirties . rand Hew York may not give him 
Forties. f " y Texas audience, but thtfk-| 





i Poul Kelpe and an early untitled painting. 
Art Classes To Start 
Kelpe received" his PhD in 
Radio Show To Feature Student 
on the 
iLaguna Gloria Art Museum 
has opened registration for its 
summer semester of art 
classes, which will begin June 
3 and last five weeks. 
There are no entrance 
requirements. Glasses are 
open to. children and adults 
and to beginning and 
advanced students. 
;>'The museum (3809 W. 35th 
St.) will present the largest 
number and variety of art1 
classes ever offered during its 
summer session,::^.;^ i 
THE MORNING classes 
will include Watercolor, 
centering on the artistic 
concepts and fundamentals of 
design in pictoral 
composition using watercolor. 
i T e e n Pa inti ng_ wi il 
emphasize, the fundamentals 
of color theory and mixing, 
design composition and 
layering. 
THESE ARE just a few of 
the courses offered: Other 





Classes will be offered for 
children and adults with 
morning, afternoon and 
evening sessions. The first 
five-week session begins June 
3; the second, July 15, 
Information concerning 
scheduling, .  faculty 
qualifications and supplies 
can be obtained by calling 452-
9447. AH classes are open to 
the community at large. 
• A Texan staff writer will 
recount his experiences in 
witnessing the filming of "The 
Three Musketeers" on 
Cafctus Pryor Show at 8:15 
a.m: Thursday on radio 
station KLBJ. 
•. Daniel Saez lived in Spain 
for several years and was on 
the scene during much of the 
filming of the movie. 
The 
sThfe1"Austin^ Amiertfcifc-' 
Statesman recently published 
Saez' account of his meeting 
with-, actor Charlton Heston 
and< the excitement 
, movie set. 
A sequel to the mwje is due 
to be released soot^lt 
Mm 
The Shrimp Harvest 
my tufty HMy MvMhy, v 
r KImii pricM. OmtoW* •««<•«•• •> ImIM OwW Shrimp wi to H «mI €•*»•« mix* «INI hmh|M»|̂ >l, 
Am* 
CATCH 3.50 H AIT CATCH \M 
giU.̂ arsaVJ 
Oyster Bar and Seafood Restaurant 
5011 Burnet Road at Hancock 451-8174 
*All-you-can-eat-room» *Regular-^eriu-rboftv 
Use Classified Ads 
W-A JACK LEMMON, BIST ACTO* 
vv 
AmtfcantHiilitfcKfntfi. -,v 










- Tonight Only.*, 
B e e r ,  W i n * ,  I f f "  
andPhza • ; 






BEGIN JUNE 3 














S E C O N D  STORY 
JACKCEM sc^isMng-pOflrsytJofth# 
IN THE MIDST OF 
FINALS 
NEVER A COVER 
2021 East Riverside 441-4677 
lis 
TO 
W E S T  S I D E  
„ COFFEEHOUSE; 






SATURDAY NIGHT, MAY 4, ONLY! 
| Jester Auditorium 8:00 and 10:00 p.m 
:Rated R T .̂Admission: $.1.25 + 1 
•Please' DO NOT Patronize These UNFAIR ! 
I Theatres, Which Pay Sub-Standard Wages. 1 
:fl 1 
• ViHage Cinema Four Showtown Twin Drive-In |
IRiYerside Twin Cinema * ^ 
! r South Side Twin Drive-in 
v^pobie Screens, l& 2, Ml* 
I Please DO Patronize These Theatres Which Pay fair Wages 
} |  ̂; - a,ld Employ Professional Pro{eg îst| 
4 I Americana ^ * 
J* I Aquarius, Four "I Austin k 
Capitol Plaza CfikdB&^^ 
a> I 
. T* ; A Tickets on sale Saturday night * 
Fiesta Drive-In 
Fox Twin 
at 7:15 for both shows 
'• Presented by Life> 
State • 
Texas §•' 
• uurnet linve-In j Highland Mall Cinema, v Varsity [ 
I % Paramoiintl« :̂rî  
•POM* /or end sponsored by Local 205. International Alliance Theatrical 
§Stage Employees and Moving Picture Machine Operators. AFL-CIO. L 
J^Sening Austin*s Entertainment'Industry Since 1911. | 
_ 
| , . -
wMi-f 
aeti-
1 ypZ*? STUDENTS! 
WILL GET 
YOU 1 ww m 
-  TIMERUNmM)' 





Come by " 
TSP Btdgi 
3-200, 




No refwnet :M 
3.50 ' 
ADVAMCE 
TICKETS AT: WEEKS MDQGRANPCl lN^R SAWCTU 
Tel.  /VI Tfl  BY V r , '« .  C . X . A  
ItKltV ujcavci  MoV Mn«c«s 
tW®PlO . 1 ki. ^ C U, . ^ \ 
t cw. Ar>ca.w, 0« 
xecaOs die StendhaHan world of 








%•« - > 
t 4> 
THE SPIDERS STRATAGEM" 
directed by Bernardo Bertoluoci. 











































HEAR- JIVE TALK 
Teenage slang -
jazz, drag racing, 
and left-over ? 
G.I. expressions! 
«•> 
A California town j 
turned into a 
teenage jungle) 
% 
































•v*«Y 'i' ,. 
tpThe husband and wife singing and songwriting team of Kitti 
Kristofferson and Rita Coolidge will appear in concert at 8 p.m. v 
May U in Municipal Auditorium. 
Kristofferson, who was recently profiled lh -a cover gtory of 
Rolling Stone magazine, is the 37-year-old composer of' 'Me and 
Bobby McGee" and "The Silver Tongued Devil and I," Although 
: Kristofferson first came to fame composing songs for other 
.vocalists, notably Janis Joplin, he has been performing with his 
own backup band and Ms. Coolidge for the last year, ^ 
category he is most commonly placed in. Although a Texas 
native, Kristofferson grew up in the noncountry Atmosphere of 
southern California. He received a Rhodes scholarship to study 
literature in England, but his career declined precipitously^ 
shortly afterward, and for a time he worked as a janitor; 
Kristofferson has been intrigued with country music ever" 
since he heard a Hank Williams record when he was 11. He sold 
his first song in 1958 and received his first big break with an 
appearand on the J^y Cash 
Kristofferson's' 'Me and Bobby Mc^5ee^"%n^iP^(^iMt, songs 
Miss Joplin recorded, brought him to the attention of publishing 
company executives. His gravelly voice and roughly handsome 
features landed him starring roles in the motion pictures "Cisco 
Pike" and "Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid." 
1 -'All seats for the concert are reserved,1 and tick#prfcte^rtr 
set at $4, $5 and $6. They maybe obtained at Budget Tapes and 
Records, the Riverside Driye and Downtown Pants South Stores 
REDUCED , 
'"Prices SfHI 
- Til 5:15 2 
OPEN 1:45 












WINNER OF3 ACADEMY AWARDS! 
i HARRIS W1NESSA TgCHWCOLORf PANAVISlON® : n 
EXCLUSIVE 
. HELD OVER 
* OPEN 6 P.M. 
$1.50 til 6:15 
FEA. 6:15-8 
9:45 
IU3 *. BcftNM. BM-W2333 FUN AND ACTION1 
tory of Hw Two Cop* 
Called Batman and ftoMn 
HELD OVERI 
OKN 1:00 ft*. 1:154.40 4:45^30 
*15-10*0 
and Inner Sanctum Records, 
DRAMA 
THE UT DRAMA de-
, j, partment will host the 
' V48th annual State One-Act 
• Play Contest  of the 
•'-University Interscholastic 
League Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday in Hogg 
1 ' Auditorium. Conference B 
"schools will perform at 
<7:30 p.m. -Thursday; 
•- Conference A schools at 4 
s , , ."s * 
p.m. and Conference AA 
schools at  7:30 p.m. 
Friday; and Conference 
A AA schools at 4 p.m. and 
Conference AAAA schools 
at 7:30 p.m. Saturday. 
— Tickets will be available 
to the public only at the 
door at  the t ime of 
- performance. Admission is 
$1 for students and $2 for 
adults. 
AUDITIONS FOR *Z|chary 
, - >• 
3 INTERSTATE THEATRES 
P A R A M O U N T  
• .  .v.F.Nl1!  
FANTASTIC 
PLANET 
•poop caww mm 
$1.25 til 3:00 p.m.. 
? 1:40-3:20-5:00 
6:40-8:20-10:00 
rTHE MOST UNUSU/U. AND 
PROVOCATIVE WORK , 
eseawnette."^.1 
r ' : CbIHm. WC8S-TVi 
* 
LOVI HAPPY: 6J5-W5 
CASABLANCA: 8:10^ 
THE MARX BROS. 
"A NIGHT IN 
CASABLANCA'!. 
f Scott Theatre's summer 
• •; ^melodrama production will 
, ,',be held at 3 p.m. Sunday 
Ifpand 'at 7:30',tun. Monday at 
•the theater. Entitled "The 
^Rebel 's  Revenge:or 
'Chicanery on the 
ChattahooChe," the play 
will be directed by one of 
.  ' i ts  conauthors,  Moe 
Samuelson. (S.J. Aronson 
is the other author.) 
FILM 
"THE BEST YEARS of Our 
Lives," William Wyler's 
,1946 film which won the 
Academy Award for Best 
Picture, will be presented 
by CinemaTexas at 7 and 10 
. p.m. Thursday in Jester 
Center Auditorium. 
' 'THE ^ SPIDER'S! 
" Stratagem," Bernardo 
VBertolucci 's  1970 fi lm 
'which both Time magazine 
\ - and the Village Voice have . 
..'termed his best movie, will 
^ Ibe screened' at 7 and 8:45 . 
f - p.m. Thursday in the Union 
^Theatre.  -  in? ^ 
^MUSIC 
A GRADUATE degree recital 
will be presented at 8 -p.m. 
Thursday by Shea'ron 
Smith,  in .  part ial '  
fulfi l lment '  of 
requirements for the 
master of music degree in 
piano. The program will be 
held in the Music Building 
Recital Hall and is open to' 
; the public free of charge. 
•*- —Plus— 
"LOVE HAPPY" 
The film that introduced Marilyn 
Monroe to the screen,> 
DBTYHUIff GUZYL 
COLOR BY DE LUXE# 
STARTS MONDAY: 
A ndy Warhol's 
K»1MI 




T A T  EE 
(X) 
S  T A T  E  
WOW! 









$1.00 til 3:00 p.m. 
2:10-4:05-6:00 
7:55-9:50 









I <aARLS... f 
I ™jL îN£S.PF THE 50'S... 
WHERE IT ALL BEGAN 







SEETHE WORLD'S LARGEST 
PAINTING OF "THE 
THREE MUSKETEERS" 111 
AND. 
BOX OFFICE OPtN 7:30 SHOW STARTS AT DUSK 
SOUTH SIDE 
710 E Bon Wh»t 
444-2Z96 
12:30 SHOW ONLY $1.00 
$1.50 $2.50 
COLOR OY DELUXE' Idt-ldtS-S-JO 








27M Wilt M<nii Um 
HELD OVER 
6th WEEK 










; ' SOUNDS ROM: 














2001 Century-Fox presents 
4 >, ,~rrw J 
Roar once again the origina) movie cast,.. 
...» a»«i» 





• m • • 
m wr SIN OF 
*WtMCAM GRAFFITI" 
»WfT|P 7 DAY INGAGmiHT 
OmH bw 
SJSm' mil 




, • -C^byOEtUXE'PANAVIStON* •"* - HB 
1:00- $1.00 










ALICE'S RESTAURAN •: S-jk; -•T"*yW 
•-af r 





By LYNN BAILEY 
Texan Staff Writer 
Qut of the oorner of his 
eye, (and With his camera) 
Frank Armstrong, 
'  University News and 
-Information 'Service 
photographer, has 
captured fleeting glimpses 
of the world that most 
people 4'tune out." 
•" ft. collection of 48 of 
Armstrong's prints, 
entitled "Photographs Out 
of the Corner of My Eye,", 
are often taken for granted 
or totally overlooked. 
"THE PICTURES are 
not of unusual things, hut 
of things that are slightly 
inconsistent with the 
environment," he said. 
* * V i / 
^pOnfe'example shown is a 
photograph of a black bird, 
wings flapping but not yet 
in flight, parched on top of 
a white-roofed car. The 
contrast of black on white. 
philosophy 
photography^ 
rtJl»e instant.'^ " 
^ Even the portrait^•-$ 
contained in the coHecUon' 
Supply nil the University:^ 
News and Information 
Service public relation; 
photographs for th 
, University, he supplies all 
are candid, ^rmstrong^ • realists for pictures o^v  
emphasized w$'z 'the^f University-connected newi^ 
spontaneity of each shot^lp items. (He produced an"' 
the unplanned 
images. 
$ "THE PRINTS 
Straightforward, 
will be exhibited Sunday|i;| the motion of the 
7 in^r'i suggest str 
* —Tnon Staff HNtoay.itT MMar 
University photographer Frank Armstrong 
• SSilltl 
through June 
S°,l l s t0^'4#pe^ t u re  
Gallery. ,,r 
Armstrong started the; 
collection in September,'^ 
1972. ("That's when l'£ 
bought my camera," 
said.) The pictura^f 
document certain aspecls^ 
of the world around us that 
Armstrong said. raw.' 
tj&st? 
used ARMSTRONG —~
Olympus 35 BC camera for|^4 
most of the pictures in ther 
exhibit and a Nikon Nil • some. . 1 
All the photographs int^ 
the show emphasise his' "i* 
are 
no| 
jpanipulated images," h# 
said. "No darkroom tricks 
v„jrere used." 
m" ~u~w, a result of two^ 
what Armstrong 
called ''serious searching 
for myself and expression! 
of how l feel about things,'': 
deals with truth and 
honesty "things people 
are doing that aren't in 
context with. v  t,hei| 
environment,"; J*' ma.-
•< .estimated 10,000 prints last,., 
year.} His photograph^ 
have appeared in all majof# 
^&jfcx«s newspapers. ^ \ , #A 
?:f| HIS PORTRAIT- of 
University Law Profg\, 
Charles Alan Wrlgh|Vv  
appeared in Tinned 
magazine, and one of his 
photographs of author-.*;; 
University Asst. English 
Prof. Michael Mewshaw' 
was published in 
Newsweek magazine. He 
has won numerous awards -, 
in regional and. natloha|i§ 
Competitions. v ., 
Armgtrongjedited^ 
pointed the photographs for 
a retrospective exhibit of 
work by^hjs late wife, 
Jeanne^ftC.. (Sober 
Armstrong, which was 
shown in the University 
Art Museum in September, 
1972. An exhibit of his early 
work has hung in the-Union 
Gallery in 1967. . 
Armstrong's collection 
%H1 be on exhibit In the 
Aperture Gallery at 5959: 
Westheimer Ave, In 
Houston. The pictures are 
"mere observations1' of 
the world — "small things 
that happen every day," {ie 
said. "Most people tune 
' them out. I tuned them in." 
, Before beginnirf| his 
work for the news service, 
Armstrong was chief 
photographer of Texas 
Student Publications, Inc., 
from 1965 to 1969. 
tf-jf Battles Ovlr PaysTel«^sioh Cfi^irfal 
Stations and ihe three siohonine charge hoewash. It allows once-a-month showines assurance that nothin 
'"^'^UNCLASSIFIED'' % 
tA® »i®(freSfe, CLASSIFIEDS rH 
By JAY SHARBUTT 
AP Television Writer 
NEW YORK (AP) - The 
sound of clashing claims is 
rising these days because of 
pay TV, the system by which 
cable-TV subscribers pay 
extra to see movies and 
programs commercial. TV 
doesn't offer. "d; r 
The combatants are the 
National Cable Television 
'TV st ti   t  t r  
-networks, describes siphoning 
as "the removal of popular 
programing, principally 
movies and sports, from free 
commercial TV to pay cable 
television." 
It claims if steps aren't 
taken, pay TV may someday 
be able to outbid commercial 
TV for major attractions, and 
viewers either will have to 
Association (NCTA) and the pay .for those shows or do 
National Association of 
Broadcasters (NAB). The 
battleground is what the NAB 
calls the threat of 
"siphoning" by the struggling 
pay TV industry. 
The NAB, representing 531 . ft m ft A m. . * . 1 
Sip g g
says it only wants federal 
rules eased enough to let pay 
TV try to prove itself in th^. 
marketplace. \ • -'V -. £'}\ 
The battle basically centers " 
on two Federal 
Communications Commission 
rules that cable-TV Interests 
would like liberalized in 
varying degrees. The NAB 
says it wants those left alone* 
Ws g
of movies 10 years old or 
older. 
The other prohibits pay 
cable from showing sports 
that have been on commercial 
TV the previous two years. 
Ralph M. Baruch, head of 
NCTA's pay cable committee, 
says what his group 
specifically asks of the FCC is 
without. "Free" TV, of 
course, only applies when you 
don't buy the sponsor's 
product. * ' „ < 
The NCTA; representing 
half the nation's 3,000 cable-
TV operators, calls the 
One rule bars pay TV from a^rw-year test suspension of 
showing movies that have j}.?. ^pyjm!Lriveat" 
been in theatrical release less w,th one ""portant caveat. 
than two years, and only That, he said, would be "the 
g which 
is now presented on 
conventional television could 
be diverted to pay cable." 
Baruch, president of 
Viacom, Inc., a TV 
syndication firm that says it 
operates 110 cable-TV 
systems, said under the; 
proposal the FCC would 
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(Tiw bn» in PROGRESSIVE COUNTRY ROCK) * 
If ybu heard 'em at Liberty Hall, you'll be there! J 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Tonight! 
THE BEST YEARS 
OF OUR LIVES i.̂  
- directed by William Wyler J 
tarring 
Frederic March 









' '! TONIGHT! UFPC 
OUR 20th ANNIVERSARY: 




Directed by Ernst Lubitsch -
A BLythe Satire about Ck>mmttnl8iii Meeting 
Capitalism in Paris in the Sha 





Film Program 7 & 9 P.M. 
-* • CbmmiHet ^ Bafts Hall Audi. 
Spring 1974/ *t.00 
' ' v, < •- ic i , 
A -
1-465^933 
OMW 7:30 FEA. 8:30 
$1.00 HI SHOWTIME 












• .p»y hfvsi <miv» • 
IhaMenVhod 
i^ogopcl 









. . A UNIVERSAL PICTURE 
-TECHNICOLOR* ' PANAV)SiON< 








MMWCEDENHAM wabit. SSwfap ̂ -i—* Austin >11 







waiting to be 
awakened Into 
••nooalWe." -OMM, TDt thmviirlm 
Agirfalonging 
lor more freedom, 
eexuaiand 
otherwlaa." -Wca,C*Utg*tint 







$1.00 , , 
Bam 
v MON, THRU SAT. 1500S. PUEASANT VAUEY RD ... .a.. 
JUST Off EAST mViHSIDE DRIVE **4 'ilLl 
$1.00 5 ACADURY AWARD NOMINATIONS 







7 ACADEMY AWARDS 
mULNOVMAN 
$1.90 





9iS0 TGCHMCOUJM AUMVW3M.H0TURE 
$? JO 













tanmWwf •CMarbii 0«Un** 
COU3R BYDE UJXE 
ACRES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING 
C04TMftlM 
WAUER GKEHWN - DOLORES MQRAN 
HOACV CMM.H HAWKS, C£ FANTj 
Anew film by 
Kurt Vonntg'ol ' 
Mf.Vcioneci'i s night-
terrrvi ^ ronfornirv 
Ih?miliiory mind t«h-
noltxjicol de^pc'ism 
t>sr n'^'cncied i> 
ridieriKMdv N.Y — :re 
Iv-J rt«v"" ol 
ifipy '«v i >1 vi i bod 
btf 
Feotyrjng Bob and Roy 
Bill Hictey and Kevin 
McCorthy. Directed by •. 
Fred Burzyk. Written s-
by Kurt Vonnegut Jr. 
tn color from 
p f i f j  / i S r f  
Iuw» im *T twl Wi>H» F«*» 
FRIDAY SATURDAY W. h» J#»»M Aud 
Cinema 40 $1.00 - 7:30-9:20-11:OS | 
SATURDAY ONLY ^«d- . 
Mdv 4 ^"" ^ 7:30-9:20-11:C 
Y Student Gov't 
$1.00 
THE* CAUfft HIM 
CON RACK, HtS STOtY IS 
TWC. M WAS «$T A 
TIACHIR AND THIN 
•HKNMOM. 

































C A P I T A L  P L A Z A  
12:4£*304:15.9*0 I H V)NORTH 
Mm.. 
i2t*i big mm •••i" »>» » , 2 ACADEMY 
1M0-W7-S*4-7:Z1-M0 AWIIOS 
PASSiS I IAN6AIN HAT, 
SOSPBWCD ^ 
BNMR lim. HOT ADMITIEQ 
HIGHLAND MALL 
Srhursday/ May 2, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN Page 21 
HE OAlLVtoTEXAN 
fl-5244 MOINlPTHRU FRI 00-5:00. 
' - i ;<*•$ <L.' i*< 
; 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ** 
IS word minimum B 
Each word one time i-M-Wi*.* 12 
Each word 2-4 times ,...» .0* 
Each word 5-9 tlmds ,.....-....$ .0/ 
Each word 10-or more timet,.* .0} 
Student rate each time ..* .7$ 
Classified Display _ 
1 col. x 1 inch one time ,.$2.» 
i col. * 11nch 2-» times....... $2.00 
1 col. xltnch ten or more times S2.J7 
Miiiiiy T««n Mday .. 
iMwar. 
. .1.00 p.m. 
Tnriiji T«Mn Mmday..... NiN •* 
We*w4ey Tim Tnifcy..lMOmi. 
Oey i«M WMhwaday . lOiOO aj*. 
rTnan Tlwnday...... 1P>00«J». 
aKwmlln p'yMhh»iia»enia«ialM« f»i 
.•• . Mia <•••• •»-- . mm 
•<»Oimi»iih«uM hmil 
• Mm SO days afar pvUkatiM." 
LOW STUDENT RATES . 
IS word minimum each day ..$ .75 
: Each additional word each dayr .OS: 
1 col. x l Inch each day....... $1.37 
"Undassifleds" I line 3 days .*1,00 
(Prepaid, No Refunds)-; 
Students must show Auditor's 
receipts and pay in advance in TSP 
Bldg 3.200 <2Mh <. Whitis) from I 
e.m. to 4:30 p,m. Monday-through 
Friday. 
For Sow Stereo 
?«w. ji 
FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. B FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. 
Auto - for Solo 
lMt VOLVO 4 door sedan, pood mileaoe, 
ordinal owner. Best offer by Mays.» 
COMPONENTS 
1974 Component sets (only 3) complete 
with speakers and dust covers. To be 
sold for $tt.00 each. Cash or terms. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 0535 N. 
Lamar. Monday-Friday »to », Saturday 
«'»«• #'„• 
>i " im'i H . i.. i ••Mini 'I ' in i , 
Musical - For Salo 
YAMAHA GUITAR: SALE. Free o»M , 
îwiMiwirTr' Mu*<o 14144 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED 
Inttruments repaired et reasonable 
prices. OUDS. LUTES. JDULCIMERi 
etc. Custom teltt. 10% discount on aH 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Musk& 
tS24 uivaca.470-7331. | 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
acoustics, electrics, ampt̂ pUoauntson 
-strings and accessories. THE STRINQt-
SHOP, 1714 San Antonio. 474-0421. Tues.-
Sot. KM. . 
OVATION steel string acoustic auilaiT 
; Almost new. Mutt seir. Penny, 442-0702. 
RECORDING STUDIO. All CTpart. 4-
track capability .Professional, details on 
request. 441-1550. -•/: ~ tr 
UNIVOX bass guitar with case and bau 
amp; excetent condition; cost *400, sell.. 
, each for $50. 447-2102. „ 
Pots - For Solo >* 
FREE LARGE 4 montt* old pup. Needs 
large fenced yard and children. 452-5444 
after 5 p.m. 
GERMAN SHEPHERD mix puppies for 





^urry! Hurry! Hurry $ 
Summer Rates 
"start Now! 
JJJ. 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen 
 ̂ CA/CH, carpeting -y • ,, „ __ _ 
.̂<4 Large walk-In closeti,« ,, ,]&,•&>, 2 BR Furn.Jrt40 (t 
. •* s Oriental furnishings""1 - 1 BR Fum. S120-S125 ; 
Study room  ̂- Nice shag carpet - central air« 
-Peaceful courtyard with poolt^-v  ̂ . P?«l 
- • • • • > •  -  "  — B l k i  
WE RENT 
im AUSTIN 
-; ^our time Is valuably 
AAARK IV APTS. 
* 
m , .  
SUMMER RATES NOW 
. 1 BR Furn., S130 
Small friendly complex. Pool. Fully-
| carpeted. Water a Gas Paid. Central air 
conditioning. 





1 BR Furn - $145 
ALL BILLS PAID®*?; 
Walk to campus - Fully Carpeted 



















711 W. 32ndi 454-4917 
4-
Only steps to shopping 
405 East 31st w - f 
472-4162 i\ 1 -
Bitrry Gilllngwater Company 
•' HALLMARK 
APTS.,., 
Summer Leasing Now 
1 BR Furn., S125 
• King site bedrooms 
• Central Air «> Heat 
• Dishwasher:̂  
• Fully Carpeted 
• Walk to Campus ' 
708 W. 34th < 454-6294 
ii,-i')Rlde Bike to UT 
ir 
2604 Road ' 477-1064 
IMt VW semlautornate, *1000.453-5452or 
call 47S-0M2 after fcao. Ask for Peggy. , 
1972 PORSCHE m 1.7, AC AM/FM. 2* 
rgly, *4000 or best offer. 9&-29M or 453-
1974 VEGA Hatchback needs good home. 
1000 mites, i weeks old. Very wetl-
equlj>ped. ̂ ĵ oiutety mint condition. 
1»7I PLYMOUTH FURY III. Fully 
loaded, good body, PS. PB, AC new 
paint. *1100.451*4402. 
'M VW runs 
47S-4M3after 
• For Solo 
ATTRACTIVE, old large brick family 
MI-SMBM»%|pgiSa walk to 'UT. S20.SM-
evenings for appt. 
14x00 MOBILE HOME. CA/CH, 2 
bedroom, IVi bath. Washer/Dryer. Best 
offer. Evenings; 200-1474. 
12x60 BROADMORE traHer. 2 bedroomT 
1>* bath, dishwasher, carpeted. 
Excellent condition. DM35* after 5 p.m. 
Garag* Sale - For Sale 
1964 CHEVY IMPALA SS. PS, automatic 
trans., AM/FM radio. Must sell 
immediately. *3S0._Call 447-1001. 
1971 FIAT0S0 Sport Spider. 35 mpg. New 
top, new valves, and more. Only 29,000 
miles. *1400. 472-7397. 
'M MGB. Good running condition, MUST 
sell best offer. 44i-00n. 
'49 VW BUG. Good condition, 25 mpg, 
radio. Call 451-̂ ni/ 
19S9 VW. Rebuilt motor, new brakes, 
new state Inspection, 1575.19S9 VW, new 
rings, good tires, *295. 477-4666. 
HR70xl4 radial*. New 4/S114. VW tires 
4/S63. Misc. VW part*. 477-444*. 
1947 FORD VAN. 6 cylinder, standard, 
good mechanical condition, new paint 
and interior, *995. 471-7201. 
'65 PLYMOUTH. 50,000 miles, good 
engine, needs body work, etc. *150: 472-
MOVING SALE. Panasonic stereo, 
AM/FM, turntable, speakers. Dynaco 
FM tuner, Scott amp. Day bed. 
Miscellaneous Item*. 472-1794, 470-4959. 
BACKYARD PLANT SALE. 4407 
Avenue H. Across from Ellzabet Ney 
Museum on Waller Creek. 
MOVING SALE. Chests, dresser, tabhb 
refrigerator. 477-6605. 
RUMMAGE SALE. Saint George's 
Episcopal Church. 4301 North 
interregional. Friday 9-5 p.m., Saturday 
9-4 pjn. 
BIG YARD SALE, Saturday, MayT 
0:30-5:30. First English Lutheran Day 
Care Center, UT area, one block east of 
Guadalupe at 30th and Whitis. 
HUGE GARAGE SALE! Many families 
contributing clothing, furniture, etc. 
May 9, la ft 11.9 a.m. - *_p.m. Old white 
'40 VOLKSWAGEN, 




1964 CHRYSLER, good condition. New 
muffler, 'new battery. *250. Call 
evenings. C.T. MaxwsJi. 
Motorcycles - For Salo 
1972 JAWA CALIFORNIAN 350CC, 4300 
miles. Perfect running condition, *550 or 
best offer. 451-4643, 471-7411 
-WATCH FOR 
* OPENING 
ii AAAY 6, 1974 
"STREET 'N TRAIL 
* Cycle parts and Acc. 
1101 W. Anderson Ln. 
451-4165 
Stereo - For Sale 
' TAPE PLAYER V.M. 7" reel-reel. Hum. 
* *350; take *200. 920-20M after 5:30. 
• * 
' AR-LST's new, one pair. SN0. Circle 
'Stereo inc. 476-0947. 
* PIONEER CS00 speaker* *290. 477-97VL 
' ext. 254, or t3*-*4tS 
STEREO BUYING SERVICE. If you're 
tired of looking, hate sales talk, and 
" want the best for least. Call 453-1071, 
 ̂ Clay. 
AR 2X ipaakers. Sony TC-054 plus more. 
' 441-1550, 
•fc; - • 
' StLVERTONE portable stereo. 
- Excellent condition, hardly used, two-
| «nr£ speakers detach to ten feet. *60.477-
" MARANTZ 1060 amplifier *160. 2 KLH 
Model 6 loudspeaker*. *170.2 Wollensak 
: speaker*. *30. 474-4629. 
SONY TC-30 auto cassette, best Seny 
: makes. Automatic reverse, best offer 
over *100. 453-107*. Jim. 
MUST SELL outstanding system. JBL 
speakers, Garrard turntable. Pioneer 
lfler. Very reasonable. Call 474-
hoiise on grounds of St. George 
Episcopal Church. Airport ft 
Interregional. 
MULTI-FAMILY Garage Sale. 
Sponsored by Air Austin Cooperative 
Nursery School. Baked goods, toys, . 
appliances, furniture, XHothes, craft*. 9 
ajtV. - 5 pjn. May 4 .̂ 406 East 32nd. 
Cashonty. 
MOVING' SALE. Orange plastic 
modular bookcase, rectangular table, 
stool, trashcan. Also mirror. 472-6776 
evenings. 
Misc. - For Sale 
TOP CASH PRICES paid tar diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Diamond Shop, 4010 N. 
Lamar, 454-6077. 
FOR RENT - Cameras, Lens, 
Projector*, Accessories. Tlte Rental 
Department at Capitol Camera. 47*4501, 
DoMe Mall. 
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished, side 
railings, curved foot boards. Doubles 
and singles. Sandy's. 506 Walsh. 
CAMERAS 30%-50% OFF. Olympus OM-
1, fl.2.- Lilt SS79, only *200. Camera 
Obscura, 471-5117 evenings. 
BankAmericard, MasterCharge. , 
INTERNATIONAL 420 Class Sailboat. 
14' racing sloop, trapeze, compass, 
spinnaker, trailer plus complete 
solitaire rig. *1450. Call 452-0024. 
FROM *119 plus E. 
1 BEDROOMS 
i FROM *130plus E. _ *> 
FURNISHED ON SHUTTLE 
30TH ft SPEEDWAY 
4534)540 472-4162 
**. BARRY GILLINGWATER CO. 
EL CID APTS. 
1 BR. $130 
Summer Rates Start Today. 
Dishwasher - Paneling 
Central AC - Carpeted 
3704 Speedway 453-4883 
SHUTTLE BUS FRONT DOOR 
MARK XX APTS. 
1 BR - $130 2 BR - $150 
Summer Rates Start Today 
Central Air - Carpeting 




WEST OF CAMPUS 
New semi-efficiencies 
Shag carpet, cable, gas. 
water furnished 
RED OAK. 2104 San Gabriel 
*121 Summer Rates 
477-5514, 476-7916 
MARK V 
SUMMER RATES START TODAY 
1 Br. *130 
Luxury one bedroom apartment, fully., 
carpeted, dishwasher, pool./ 
SHUTTLE BUSCORNER 
3914 Avenue D ' X 
; 453-1004 - •%/;-
SUNNYVALE 
APTS. 
2 Br. Furn.-SI50 
1 Br. Furn. - S130 
Summer Rates Start Today 
Private 
Balconies - Dishwasher 
Pool - Central Air. 44HM4 
„ SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 




Large apt., one bedroom, large closet*, 
fully carpeted, cable, disposal, water, 
gas, swimming pool, furnished. Walklnd 
distance to UT. No children or pets. 610 
West 30th. 477-0050. : 
Who knows more about a 
student's apartment needs 
than another student? 
Call the HABITAT HUNTERS 
47*4532 
_ Suite8A^DobJe.Mall 
Fr*ee service, 7 days a week i 
VILLA ^ 
ORLEANS 
.. . 206 West 38th 
1 or 2 Bedroom furnished. Convenient to 
UT. Beautiful Pool and Patio. Managed 










?108 plus E 








4400 AVE. A 459-0058 
MOVE IN TODAY! 
summer Rafts Start Today 
1 BR, V BA; 2 BR, 2 BA; 3 BR;3 BA 
„ S155, L $210, ; S290 
Large Pobl - All Bills Paid 
Move In Today! " 
- • Best Rate on the Lake 
-^Shuttle Bus Front Door 
, ' 2400 Town Lake Circle 
442*340 ---
SPANISH 
LA CANADA APTS. 
- Stoning Summer Leases 
1 BR, *150 2 BR, *100 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Pretty shag carpet, dishwasher, pool 




• ' v * Special Student Rates 
! 1 BR *115 - *125 --- , 
; • Small friendly complex 
' • Pool and patio area /• . . 
• Shuttle bus corner 
3501 Speedwey 472-4093 
Tanglewood 
., . W. Annex 
STUDENT SPECIAL ? 
1 BR Furn. *120 • S133 _ 
Shag Carpet, Central Air, Pool, Shuttle 
Bus Corner 
1315 Norwalk Ln. 
470-1074 
Chez Jacques . 
Apts. -
i 
SUMMER Ot FALL LEASING 
BR, Furn. $135 plus Elec. 
BRIGHT SHAG CARI 
1300 W. 24th 
45M545 459-9927 
$110 




1907 San Gabriel 
Summer-Fall reservations. 
Upper classmen. Near 
campus.- New 1 bdrnrv efts., 
big kitchen, full bath, air-
conditioned,. maid, parking. 
S130/mo. plus elect. Summer 
rates. 453-3235. 
Upper Classpersons « 
2802 Whitis ^ 
Save Fuel. Walk to campus. 2 bdrnveff. 
A.C., parking, maid. Summer-Fall 
Leases. Summer Rates- Fall 2 person* 
*160/mo  ̂ 3 persons *10$, plus elect. 
Appointment. 453-3235. . 
V end 2 Bedroom apartment*. Dazzling 
decor. All the extra*. Assigned parking, 
shuttle but. From *140 - *100. Alto 
summer rates. 4520 Bennett; 
451-3470 451-4119 
Ml AMIGO 
Efficiencies, 1 and t bedrooms, and 
studios. Pool, sauna, exercise room, 
Shuttle, club and game room. *140 • 0295 
bills paid. Also summer rates. 
45th and Duval 
451-4119 
2506 Manor Road 
- Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
Efficiencies only 
S50. deposit 




Summer Rates Start Today 
1 BR $140-$155 
2 BR $165 - $175 
• A/C Paid 
• Bright Shag Carpet 
• 2 Large Pools 
• Shuttle Bus Corner 
1020 E. 45th 452-0060 
474-5550 
Going fasti 
bills paid $124 
477-3651 
V.I.P. 
APARTAAE NTS ,50°EM* R,V#",D« 
SUMMER ON THE LAKE 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
For the three summer months only. 
Town Lake Apartment* will give a > 
substantial rent discount to UT students. 
On Town Lake, cable, all bills paid,. 
disposal, telephone lacks, laundry 
facilities, dub room, pool, pets, spacious 
efficiency:. 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom, 3 
bedroom apartments. Shuttle, bus. 
Lease now; make this a great summer. 




Summer Rates Start Now 
2 BR Furn. $125 - $135 
1 BR. Furn. $115 
Central Air Conditioning, Carpeting, 
Large Pool 
Ride Bike to UT 




1302 W. 24th : 477-1202 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
Longview Apts. , 
Special Student Rate 
T BR, $135 .2 BR, $160 
Centrel air, fully carpeted, nice pool, 
patio area. : 
Shuttle Bus Front Door 
2400 Longview 472-5316 
THE TIMBERS 
/ APTS.. " 
Summer Leasing Now i • : 
1 BR, $110 - $120 . 
Small, friendly complex, pool, new shag 
carpett water & gas paid by owner. 
1307 Norwalk Ln., 472-2627 
SHUTTLE BUS CORWFR 
EFFICIENCIES 
Northwest Austin. *119.50 All Bills Paid,: 
furnished,. 60U-6813 Great Northern. 
Cable TV, washer-dryer facilities, 
CA/CH, mature students, no: pets or 
children. Quiel for those who are serious 
and want to study. Phone 472-6201, John 
Ludlum before 5 weekdays. Resident 
manager 452-4944 after 5 and weekends. 
444-3750. 
33rd 0i 
Walk UT or lUttte at door. 
Split level luxury living. Beautiful studio 
" for >5 matur*'students. units designed
New contemporary 
pool, cable TV, shag 
HONEY FOR SALE. Buy in quantity, 
gallon, 55 gallon, special prlc 
honey if bought now. Call f 
15- CHEVY 2» Inboard ski boat and 
trailer. *1200. Skis and accessories. 441-
2340,441-0609 evenings. 
WARD'S 12" Mack and white portable, 
excellent picture. 441-5005 after six. 
NIKON SUPER 0. Zoom movie camera. 
Perfect condition. Leather case. *100 or 
offer. 452-1400. 
TWO WHITE VINYL headboards with 
lamps for twin beds. *35; like 
jctrlc belt vibrator tor figure 
*50. 447-2112. 
reeding  










• Kenwood Receivers 
• Sony Receivers 
• Altec Speakers1 
• Dual Changers 
• AKAl Tape Oecks ' 
• JVC Tape Decks 
< • Pioneer Turntables 
• Marantt Receivers 
• Shure Cartridge* 
• Headphones 
203 East ml) 
Aero** Street from end lutt South of UT. 
476-011* 47*4733 
SIX SIAMESE kittens for sole. Call 477-
5173. 
INTERIOR-EXTERIOR Latex paint; 
available now at wholesale prices. 441-
1540. Oecor Paints. 
15Vk ELGIN 40 HP Evinrude. remote 
steering end controls. *450. PH; 451-0540 
after five. 
TWO SETS of Drape* with hardware, *10 
and SS; queen size quilted bodspreod, *0-
452*0470. 
10-SPEED SKY BLUE JeuM), 23W~ 
frame, excettent condition. 470-1235. 
14- SAILBOAT wltti trailer, excellent 
condition. *500. 441-0133 after six. 
CAMERA: Rolleiplex SL3S, body Mack, 
w/Zeiss 05mm flj lens. Good one. 1300. 
Barry, 470-9029. 
fO« SALE. G.6. washer, Kenmore gas 
dryer. Cell 345-1174. 
SAILBOAT Coronado 15 fiberglass 
stocgbgOacran talis, wtth trailer. MO. 
Chimney Sweep 
Apartments 
105 W. 30V4 454-0403 
Now Leeslng for Summer 
Pool-Trees-Gas Grills 
Covered Parking-Quiet 
Close to Campus-Shag Carpet 
l Bedroom *155 plus elec. : 
w/Fireplace 
Efficiency — *125 plus elec. 
LEASING FOR SUMMER, 
LEASING FOR FALL! 
OPEN HOUSE! 
You're invited to see the best looking one 
bedroom and mini apartments in ithe 
University Area! Pepper Tree IV end V 
now open. Nothing compares with them 1 
502 West 35th, 404 West 35th. Call 473-
0253, 454-3259, 472-0941 
Furnished 2 bedroom 
$155 
Located between Lamar & 
Guad. 
606 Franklin Blvd. 
Dishwasher & disposal. Close 





• dishwasher & disposal ' 
• svMnmlng pool 
• patio ft barbeque 
• n Mock ' 
THIS IS IT! 
Giant 2 store warehouse clearance 
j to Shuttle Bus 
• individual storage 
• bookshelves 
•" twin studio or double beds 
• laundry faculties 
•LS^G^SUMMER AND/OR 
FALL 
- Summer Rete 
*125 Per Month 
All Bills Paid 
100 W. 45th 







double or studio bed, all 
have dishwasher, disposal, 
central air and heat, shag 
carpet, extra storage 
room. 1 
305 West 35th I 
(6 Mocks from campus) 
Manager Apt* 106 
decor. Walk-ins,' 
carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. • 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasing for Summer and Pall 
Drastically reduced Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
ELEVEN POOLS 
: EFF., 1 and 2  ̂ , 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BILLS K 
PAID . . 
A new concept in apartment 
Community living. Five' 
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture jtyles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all buiit-ins, available unfur­
nished for $120 all bills paid. • 
1501 Kinney Ave. NO. ill 
451-6533, 447*3983 
; Central Properties Inc. 
TAN6LEW6£>B 
WEST 
Leasing for Summer & Fall 
1 Br. Furn. *135 
, 2 Br. Fum. *160 
Dishwasher - Shag Carpef 
Central Air & Heat 
1403 Norwalk 




Apartment living '/> block from Campus 
Individual applicants matched with 
competlble roommates 
2910 Red River 476-5431 
A Paraoon Property 
SUMMER RATES 
From $115 
910 West 26th. Large efficiencies and one 
bedroom apartment* evallable for 
summer. CA/CH, all built-in kitchans, 
completely furnished. Walk or ride 
shuttle to University. Peneiing. 
476-7609 or 451<4S» 
Central Properties, Inc. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one 
available. . _ Carpeted,' 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
apartments 
311 .East 31st 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Ine. 
POSADA 
ADVENTURE 
Lease NowTorTalFfo geTa 
tiff, of one month rent, tudents and singles will love 
our garden, pool and 
clubroom. Your own private 
bus, group trips, and many 
other adventures for fall. 
Flats and Studios from $125 : 
308 East St. John 
451-81^5 452-2744 
THREfe ELMS 
400 West 35th. Furnished - Unfurnished. 
Summer rates. Start *135 • *105. Also 
leasing for fall. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 1 
bedroom, 1 bath. Close to campus, shut­
tle bus, extra large, shag carpet, dis­
hwasher, range, disposal, refrigerator, 
large closet*, private patios, storage, 




Large 3 bedroom duplex townhouse .in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn:, 
. vaulted ceilings; orenge shag, fenced 
yard, large walk-ins. 6413B Auburn. 926-
6614, 472-4162. Barry Gilllngwater Com-* 
pany. 
THE BLACKSTONE 
s " m "iKoo/MoirthR " ' " 
Apartment living Vj Mock from Campus 
- piicants matched wlm 
KMe roommates 
WHurd Jar and Pant Tree 
Mate their entire stock by 
Stmday. TM* Is THE BIG 
must 
11:0 
OHEI Starto 10:00 a.m. Frl. at 
mlnlwarehgme No. 100 and 115. neaf to 
ttw Faittt Untied. Chwrch at 7701 S. 
THE WILUOWICIf 
; Live in wooded Seclusion . 
Larger ApertmentS with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent Wall and con­
venient central location. 
I Bedroom 
" "'oioimlurnMwrt ' H60ftirnUM 
Indtvidual ep li itt 
companw 
2910 Red River 4764611 
A Paragon Property 
. >110 plus E , 
Summer Leasing Now 
ESTABLISHMENT 
, APTS. •; 
e Olshwasher * CA/CH 
• Bright Shag Carpet • Pool.r 
Shuttle But Two Blocks g 
4400 Ave. B . . . 451-4514 
THREE ELMS 
400 West 35th 
LOOKING FOR AN APT.? 
Choose from over 10,000 units. 
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
Free . - '  




Efficiency, 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom apartments. •! 
Offer the solution to 
your housing. 
The; South Shore's central' location) 
provides easy access lo U.T, 
Come by and see our new efficiency and  ̂
I bedroom epertments on the banks of 
Town Lak*. Complete with thag 
carpeting, accent wail, modern fur­
niture, plus an individuel deck overlook­
ing, the water. 
; From $145 — all bills paid , 
5;^300 East..Riverside:Orive%#' 
veavsccLuoeo 
$130 ALL BILLS PAID 
Kfflciencioi, i and 1 bedroom 
Cfiwotthka»rî >edon»cliwoverieefc-
a ereek to on* of AwtHn'o grelflMt 






24 Hour Phone Service 





MYRTLE WILLIAMS & 
ASSOC. 
472-7201 • " ̂  324 South Congress 
THE VINEYARD 
& SNOOTY FOX 
New Ultra Modern Apts. ' 
Bright Colors, Shag Carpet ' 
Dishwasher Pool 
Fabulous Summer 
: Rates 5 ' 
Efficiency $120 up 
S1 BR $140 up 
2 BR $175 up 
ALL BILLS PAID 
WALK TO HIGHLAND MALL 
AND DPS 
6^09 BURNS ...451-4561 
Stafford House 
Apts. 
1 BR Furn - $112.25 
2 BR Furn. - $128.00 
Small Friendly Complex 
Fully Carpeted 
2500 E. 22nd *476-5421 
CONTINENTAL 
APTS 
LEASING FOR SUMMER 
2 BR. Furn., $150 
Golf course across street, pool, central 
air cond., dishwasher. 
910 E. 40th 451-4373 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
DIPLOMAT APTS. 
SIGNING SUMMER LEASES : 
1 BR Furn., $125 
Smell, friendly complex. Central air, 
. Nice shag carpet. •.••••8P0: 
1911 SanGabrier . 474-2703 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
JERRICK 
APTS. 
Luxury 1 bedroom 
apartments, with central air, 
carpeted. Dishwasher, laun­
dry facilities, TV cable. 
Walking Distance to UT 
'/3 Block to Shuttle Bus 
- Fantastic Reduction 
On Summer Lease 
NOW $105 to $119 
Water & Gas Paid , 
Manager Apt. 103 
104 E. 32nd 
476-5940. If no answer, call 345-4555 
4105 Speedway 
451-2832.-If no answer, call 345-4555 ; 
FALL LEASE NOW 
TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms furn. or unfurn. only $ 
min. from UT.. 
. storage, pr 
balconies, lots of glass. 
Hurry I Hurry 1 Hurryl 
Summer Rates Start Today 
1 BR $155 2 BR $190 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Shuttle Bus Route 
Dishwashers - 2 Large Pools 
Security 
Clubroom, Volleyball Cpyrf,, 
Move In Today - i- * 
v, 1901 Willow Creek -
I 444-0010 
EASY WALK 
(3BLKS TO LAW SCHOOL) • 




LA OAS ITA 
APTS. 
2900.Cole * 327-2239 
CONSUL 
ON TOWN LAKE 
New Roof - New Management 
2 and 3 bedroom townhouse and falti 
frdm S1B0 all bills paid. Summer from 
$145. On shuttle bus route, dishwasher, , 
disposal, central air, pool, 
Call 444-3411, or come by 1201jrinnin 
Ford Road, Apt, 113. Turn East off IH35 
nn E. Riverside Drive. 
SUMMER RATES 
^10 West 26th" Large eSJciOTCtesand one 
bedroom apartments available for 
summer. CA/CH, all built-in Kitchens, 
completely furnished. Walk or rid* shut-
•ietoUniv^Paneiin  ̂
.. Central Properties, Inc. 
SU ROCA 
APTS. 
SUMMER & FALL LEASING . , 
. 1 BR> 5135 • , 
Dishwasher • Nice Pool 
Covered Parking.•? PaneKng_ -v 
2400 Longview 470-5203 




Huge 1 <t 2 Bedrooms furn. or unfurn. -
jwith large walk-Ins, beautiful iandscap-
inq. From *154 ABP. 1100 Relnll. 452-




















NOW LEASING new efficiency 
apartment, one semester or longer. 
S135/month. All bills paid. 2700 Manor 
Rd.; ,477-4110. 2504 Manor Rd.; 474-2201; 
mm. from downtown, 5 
Large walk-ins, extra ivate, 
From <179 plus 
E—OAK KNOLL, 620 South 1st (use 
(Tlmbercreek entrance). 444-1269, 472-
4162. Barry Gilllngwater Company. 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag - paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle . 
444-8118 472-4162" 
Barry Gilllngwater Company : 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam 
celling, shag carpet throughout/all built-
in kitchen, color coordinated; CA/CH, 
pool, near campus. 4000 AvehuO A. $123 
bills paid. 452-5533, 451-0533. Central 
Properties Inc. 
EFFICIENCIES. $115 plus electricity. 
Pool, AC, carpet, paneling* rto pots. 
Huntington Ville. 4ith and Ave. A. 454-
0903. 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished 
apartments. Good location, near 
campus, shopping center, and shuttle 
bus. All bills paid. For more 
information, call 454-9475.: 
$149.50 ALL BILLS PAID. 1 bedroom 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in kitchen, near 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-4533, 451-
• 3040. Central Properties Inc. • 
SUMMER RATES NOWI Six blocks 
from Law School; 2 blocks shuttle bus. 2 
bedroom $150; one bedroom $120. AC, 
carpet, dishwasher, disposal, walk-In 
closets. 32nd and Interregional. 477-0010 
or GL3-2220 
MINI APARTMENTS, also one and two 
bedrooms. Close to campus. Fully 
carpeted, CA/CH, rich wood paneling, 
pool, all built-in kitchen. From $119.50. 









































RENT NOW / 
PAY LATER! 
L E A S E  N O W  F O R  J U N E *  A N D  
SEPTEMBER 
EFFICIENCIES - ONE BEDROOMS 
TWO BEDROOMS - THREE BEDROOMS 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
All Over Town 
APARTMENT 
FINDERS 




SIGNING SUMMER LEASES 
. 2 BR FURN $170-$180 




2204 ENFIELD RD " 47*0609 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
LE MARQUEE 
Close to campus. LuxuriTetflciertcies 
*115, one bedroom $130,: two bedrooms 
$170. Pool, sundock, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and host. 
302 W. 38th 
451-2441 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedroom* plus enormous one and two 
. Jadrsem contemporary apts. with every 
anventonce, fyrnlthed or unfurnithod. 
'OAK CR'EKK -It environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that wind* 
< Park Your Car and Walk To School! 
SUMMER 
with us In eight 
great University complexes 
PONCE de LEON 
5 THREE GREAT BUILDINGS : 
FIVE GREAT BUILDINGS 
'J0000 i 
Efficiencies/ 1 Br/ XLarge 2 Br&' ' 
Call Our Office 472-8253 







FRT ctrcvi GOOD FOOD 
STORE 
iWv.SM* Ave, IC*W? 
large e?.?e»mti •rsr; 
ut nY,,A-A * > ' 451-3*41 
at Propei Hoi, ine 
; Page 22 Thursday, May % 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN I 
I# 2207 Leon 472*8941; 
PdL I I, 2500 Leon 472-8941 
PdL III, 2200 San Gabriel ;.i 472-8941 
PT 1,304 E. 34th . 476-9279 
PT II; 408 W. 37th W. 454-0047 




FURN. APARTS. 1  FURN. APARTS. TYPING HELP WANTED 
AND B R I G H Y  
CHEERFUL 
MINI ONE BEDROOMS 
beluxe with all extras. Cloie to $huttle 
bus, new shopping center, 190 and 
• • !. Call toi 
»U« ONE BEDROOM. 
Apartment*, shag, pool. 
'IARGE ...... 
North sof 27th £' 
Guadalupef^ 
... .. .ONE BEDROOM, walk to 
vchool.shag carpet, disposal, cable TV. 
.lundeck. CA/CH, laundry, shuttle, great 
?fJ5£Ly£E°?OMPLE* 0° Lot* Austin, iiSuJnlet. 1 Bedroom unfurnished. 7 hcdmbmv 





French 11 ve-iii governess OMHMhtM 
on Texas rancii for four vivacious, bi­
lingual children under tlx; Some 
hpusewwK, «w» room, bath, beard. 
HELP WANTED 
It̂  JOClAt OIRECTOR - Mw apartmSt 
COmpIex.Free, apartment. plus 
• t o - 1 ' * " "  
LIHTA 
• ci«n •c-.-,x |̂,|!et.-! r̂t  t r l . 2 be roo ": 
SIZ3 •tec« *"s P1"* 
ALL BILLS PAlti-,^w't,'r5' : . 
EFFICIENCY Very largeefflclency with beautiful paife, 
i ,, , eling. Open beam ceiling, thick shag 
|.ii) 4carpetirtg- all built .In kitchen, pod, 
4} iCA/CH, close to Campus and shuttle bus. 
4000 Avenue A or 4200 Avenue A. «SF » 
5533, 454-4423, 451-4533 ,Al| 
vunb' . Central Properties and Co. • a'Sl 
NEW 
Summer rates. Near UT. Double 
dishwasher, disposal, lull size stove 





BEDROOM, furnished, quiet, small 
$145 for May; 
Ijjff WARWICK y 
l%;;^PARTMENTS 
f Bedroom - si50 
.3* Efficiency - $122 
<wnpl«x. treev shuttle" . 
$125 for summer. 459-4445. mm 
§f# 
MBA. 
Typing, MUttiiithing, Binding:; 




:{wV/ith or without pictures. 
2 Day Service 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park :> 
telephone, »,*. Time oft between 9:00 and 




Amertllo. Tex. 7»10i induding phoioi 
'coll ge.* 
. . — a week. Will 
consider two glris  couple. Qell 804-37*:. 
5555,or write Mar - ~ - -
weekday off. Begin i g i 
l Mfrt Gaiil 
RouteT Box m 
resume and reference*. 
I®U 
JlP 
UNIQUE EFFICIENCY, $150 bills Midi 
Huge two bedroom,. $240 plus bills. S 
?~room.*?«. -b-l,l4,7PJ^No '«»• Nueces. 474-3442 
TYPING it 
A ftesporojvw Typing Service 
-TIRED OF THE STERILE COMPLEX? 
5 Uwxury - &Ktra, Nice Apts. ̂ ")|>|̂ r̂tn™Hat*1007 West24thart at°17H 
- ODIOCKS campus WI*im Ar mui 4.̂ . «im />.•< 
2919 West Ave. 
474-1712 
l:» iSwmm" View. AC pool, trees, $100. Call 
f̂e?5ps«manager, 472-0690.' 
aoo 
^ ̂  1 BEDROOM - $130 
ÎNEFFICIENCY - $100 
2 BEDROOM • $190 
ALL BILLS PAID 
EFFICIENCY, lust off campus.39th and 
..̂ .Guadalupe. Queen size bed, 4 burner 
refrigerator; sofa, lots of room 
r |.-'f .' ̂ l, 
AC/CH. S125 ABP. 400 W. 
K&gWh,. No. 4. Call478-5131 preferably 
\ Vi':;-v'•>&?%$ 
Guadalupt''' 
: Fatf^'SIi: Thesis 
Professional Resumes 
|j|olHassles Swa Scientific; 
;̂ |>n the Drag - Next to Gourmet \ * '.vV. before noon. 
•- f®SS 
j ej i r- a AAD11C ; LARGEEFFICIENCY, lots of windows, FW-S«-LOCK5 CAMFF.US. r !•; ?ld«r' *'» ABP. 400West29th No. 3.472-




Lone Star Carpets wflf pay 
good hourly wage plus 
Snerous commissions for ephone solicitors. Hours 
4:00 - 9:00, Monday -
Thursday, j?;00 - 1:00, 





compensation. No ' incumberencet. 
Reply Ben 04, Austin, TX mil 
RECEPTIONIST needed to work 
weekends for Real Estate Company. 09t 
2254. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS and' contact 
work. Part-time or full. Female clothes 
and accessories, some travel. Reply Box 
DJ. Austin, TX 7t712, " , 
AUSTIN BOWL-A-RAMA. Cockt«ll 
sow wanted. Part or full time. 4pm-
>1pm. si7 South Lamar. Apply after J-M 
P-m. 
SUMMER WORK. City Of Alcoa has 
openings for summer work. For details 
call MAIN NUMBER - In Dallas. 241-




A funeral celebration Is order̂ id to mark 
the passage of your seco rid haunt. 
Things should begin to mater lalite after 
the oay of* May 4fh has die 1 a proper 
deettwAtl good souis know wr K* we are. :. am 
COPY SHOP II 




^ i=LSA - LookTslster, to lose elich other In 
Paris was one thing. To lose; each other 
in CasaWance was another.] But to lose 
< «Kh other In Texas would be- ridiculous. 
Especially when I'm a lousy SIS aw,ay, , 
with Texas international's fitting afidV^Sf 
weekend flights to Dallas Lava Field. Ya .\i?<i 
don't even have '̂ letters i 
worry about. 
•upe 
PRO-LIFE ALTERNATIVES. Call * 
«n_pr«gnancy doeWoik 
ROOMMATES 
iilEEO A ROOMMATE tot summer 
,Llve as low as 147.50 •bp. Ca(l 472-«Mi 
SENIOR 
474-)l?4 
or 452-449U San AMonio, 142-455; Fort 
Worth, 4404M4. (CUp out and take 
home.) . 1 
TOPLESS DANCERS needSd. Hours )to 
• Monday through Saturday. Apply In 
person. Sit N' Bull, Guadalupe. 
I dtog 
Save Ttm*. ( Save Money > 
OR GRADUATE feme 1^4: 
roommate needed. One bedroom,? ̂  
apartment tour blocks off campus. Calt -it'-
W W i  > s  •  •  i ' - > v  
to Gourmet -ton the Drag 
ow
transit" to 
FEMALE ROOMMATE, Apartmen 
pvailabie June 1. One block from Uti 
-140/month plus electrlclty. 477-1459, 
FEMALE NEEDED to share3 bedi 
furnished apartment, s7S plu 
•electricity, cell 477-4411 after J. 
S K V D I V E !  
WATERLOO 
•rr<5ARDENER$n 
Lawn & Garden ServiCt^ 
Complete m Summer , *w/rr>onm- 473-1 
MALE, private bath, AC, on the drag!!>: 1„ 






i necessary, evening 
No traveling. Call 474-
m 
%;;i; Save gas, walking distance University-
'"2 bedroom, H2 bath, CA/CH, 
i OLD MAIN 
APARTMENTS ^ "* No-801 47frWM'472-4*38 
Why y^ t̂lnw.011 bus? Walkl̂ las^%bedroon? apiirtmeni*7ifrn'l'shed' 
,TbK2! ^«dM,d l̂; si25 and up. viniff .  ̂
business work 
Last Minute Service 
Open 94 AAon-Th l. 9-5 
Fri-Set 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouses 
under oew ownership, 2122 Hancock Dr. 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby'S. One half block from shuttle 
end Austin transit. 2 bedroom, 
townhouses, extra large. Two bedroom 
flats, one and two baths. CA/CH, dis­
hwasher, disposal, door to door garbage 
- pirkup ptiol. maid service It desired, 
waihateria In complex. See owners, Apt. 
113 or call 451,-4848i.«jp .̂v^>.»f̂ .;:r.!.-: 
, WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E. Woodward Office 107 
444-7555 
,1, 2, or 3 bedrooms :-:K-
unfurnished or furnished ! : 
From S140 - S245 
2 swimming pools, playgroundi, 
washateria, lighted grounds, 5 minutes 
to UT, minutes to BrA.F.B., steps from 
IRS. on bus line. BILLS PAID, Free 
channel TV, 
STEPS TO UT. 1 Si 2 bedroom 
efficiencies. Nice pool area, study room, 
oriental furnishings. From $139 ABP. 405 
East 31st. 472-2147, 472-4142. Barry 
Gillingwater Company 
QUIET ENFIELD AREA: One bedroom 
with biiiit-ins, vaulted ceilings. Small 
community living. S139.50 plus 
electricity. 801 West Lynn. 4774871, 472-
4142. Barry Gillingwater Co. 
BEDROOM, air-conditioned, private' 
entrance, water, furnished. Couple, no 
$95/month. 472-1091. 
NEAR UNIVERSITY. Two bedroom 
apartments. 2404 Rio Grande. 702 W. 
24Vi. AC. GR8-4938. 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM, small quiet 
complex, trees, shuttle. $130 plus 
electricity. 4007 Avenue C, Apt. 201. 459-
4445 or 4S4-0759. 
UT AREA renting for summer. 2 large 
bedrooms, 2 baths, CA/CH, laundry, 
sinirics 
472-8936 30A Dobie Center -
EXCELLENT 
SECRETARY TYPIST 
- producing finest quality typing: for 
students and faculty members in every 
field for is years, will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, 
BX. reports, theses, and dissertations 
accurately, observing proper forms. 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon 
ribbon typewriter. All work proofread 
478-0742 
afternoons 4 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
lP$j£'0 E N E R A L 
,OFFICE: W 
Nice office, type as. depe^dabrif 
Interectlng work. 
Associated^^^ Personnel 
314 Highland Mall Blvd. 
; .451-HOI 
MATURE COUPLE to manage North 
apartment complex. Prefer one home 
• during day. No pets or children. 4543003. 
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN. Part 
time. Experienced, senior architecture 
student desired. 451-2414. 
WANTED SERVICE representative to 
work for local rent-a-car business. Full 
and part time eveitoble. Must be 21 or 
over. Starting salary sl.to. 47M439. 
RESEARCHERS 4 WRITERS wanted 
for all areas: Govt., Business. Eng., 
Phil., Education, etc. Call Mr. Meyers. 
47M41*. .* 
WANTED COUNTERPERSON. Must 
type and drive. Apply In person. Dollar-
A-Day RentJk-Car. 3105 Manor Rd. 
Austin Parachute tonter 




_ n <,.i 1,1. ,1 
FEMALE ro 
m studio apt 
s i ! 
COOL 
'bedroo
- .ABP, nodeposlt. _ 
route. Cindy, 451-4M9. 
ommate to share 2 
, 5 i '  
•i* 
P... STUDY MEDICINAL 
<4i. IN.-MEXICO 
' ' : " ' » < xr- ? 
B«st program for EnglUM ipMkers.K  ̂
Wri t e :  U n i v e r t l d a d  t n t t r i i m M l c * n a J v » s  \ < <  .  
Aptoo. Postal 25V Salfl»oJ Coahollaw ' X î 
Mexico 
PROBLEM ^ t 
PREGNANCY1 
Austin Meternity Counseling Servlcei 
offers residential and non-resldentlet 




I artment, $75 month, •• 
I, Enfield are* on Shuttle; j • 
subletted;:: • LE ROOMMATE or , 
I for summer. Quiet 2 bedroom 
near CR shuttle. 474-1972.  ̂, 
NEED TWO MATURE male students tflL\ 
Share large J-bedroom apartment Iri >, 
SlOWest 24th, 472-9251. 
have been In this business 
tor SO years 
XiCO f ' '.ryW*'-
I
i ? hart nni 
*iver»lde"area next lall. 'Prefer 
|mok»ri. 471-220*. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE tor sumi 
"'MShare one bedroom apartment. mM 
. 'ABP. NR shuttla.'444-i5o4. 
i i "«OOMMATE NEEDED IN DALLAS. I FOREIGN CAR 
REPAIR 




1 A to h 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE; 
109 East 10th St ' 
-w- 4720149 
Theses, Dissertations, Themes, 
* PR's, 8C Reports, Resumes * 
Multillthing, Binding 
fWtthlnflJr«mAteX . 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theseis  ̂
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty  ̂Technlcal. Charlene 
5tark, 4S34218. r j:'(; X" 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. 
BOBBYE DELAFIELO, IBM Selectrlc, 
pice/elite, 2S years experience, books, 
dissertjations, ~ theses, "reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7114. < 
pool. 474-9813, 477-2408. 
SUBLET MAY-AUGUST. 2 bedroom 
{ spacious, old home Enfield area. $22S 
: monthly. 474-5597 efter 4 p.m. 
COLONIAL MANOR. 1212 West 13th. 
Near shuttle, summer rental. One, two 
bedroom, carpeted, AC, carport, no pets, 
water-gas paid. $94-up. 472-4838. 
 ̂ SUBLEASE for summer. Beeutiful 3 
' br/2 be. furnished, water paid. Neer 
Zilker. $200. 441-1407. 
EFFICIENCY. Walk to campus. Pool. 
Available mid-May. Rockcrest Apts. 709 
- West 24th. $110 plus electricity. No, 10. 
472-1438/ • • -
WALKING, DISTANCE University. 3707 
Tom Green. One bedroom, CA/CH, 
enclosed patio, no pets. $127.S0.474-5494. 
MANAGER WANTED for 10 one 
bedroom apartments. Near UT. Receive 
reduced rent. 327-1355,243-2920,454-3144. 
2-BLOCKS UT. One "large bedroom 
apartment. CA/CH, carpeted, 
dishwasher, cable, laundry room, 
covered parking, ABP. $148. Summer 
Typing 
overnight available. Term 
last 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, rates, $127. 2101 Rio Grande. 477-8144, 
Highland Mall, & Capitol Plaza. Large 1 









SEMESTER LEASE. Large new 18, 2 
bedrooms with shag, icemeker, 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location in 
Northeast off Manor Road. From $159 
ABP. 2402 Wheless Lane. 926-4202, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. Barry Gjlllngwater Company. 477-
7794, 472-4162. 
FURN. HOUSES 
LAKE AUSTIN - 15 minutes 
campus/downtown. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
mobile homes. $8S to $140. Mack's 
Marina. 327-1891, 327-1151. 
SUMMER LEASE. Unusupl 2-1 home. 
Above Barton's. All conveniences. 
Responsible couple. 1000 Lund. $200.447-
1177, 459-5334. 
ALLANOALE PARK. 4 bedrooms, 2 
baths, appliances, central air; 
con ven lent:" $23S/ month for good 
housekeepers. May to August. 454-2800. 
MABYL SMALLWOOD 
minute 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmericerd. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. 
Experienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts, 453-4090. . . 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of ty 
yles and sizes. Barbara Tullofc st
5124. 
w-
GREAT PEOPLE! Brand'new twq, 
bedroom apartments, completely 
- fumlshedi Frast-free refrigerator, self̂ . 
cleaning ttven, dishwasner,..$149.50 
monthly, $75 deposit. Convenient 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00. 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. $110 plus Elect. 1211 
West 8th (off Blanco) 476-3895, 472-4142 
Barry Gillingwater Company. 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
students. Lovely 1, 2 bedrooms. Welk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
APARTMENT FINDERS service. 472-
4162. 
ONE BEDROOM Apartment - $155.00. 
^Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue. 474-1712. 
_t — • 
NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom. Complete kitchens, lots of 
THREE BEDROOM house for rent June 
1 through August 20.454-4553. PAX 1721-
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services-Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenlg 
Lane. 459-7205. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
40 cents per page. Thetes 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. 
HOLLEY'S TYPING SERVICE. A 
complete service from typing through 
binding. Available until 10 p.m. 
Experienced in ell fields. Near campus. 
1401 Mohle Drive. 474-3018. . 
TYPING WANTED. Neat and fast. 50 
cents/page. 472-4212. 
RECEPTIONIST 
< - SECRETARY 
LJjjht typing, stable, great people, small 
Associated Personnel 
t Services 
"314 Highland Mall BlvdS  ̂, 





Free to work all summer. 
Willing to travel. Earn $150 
per week plus expenses. Car 
necessary. For information, 
call Mr. Webb, 452-9371,9rj; or 
4-4 p.m. only. 
SUMMER JOBS In Austin, Houston, San 
Antonio and other Texas cities and, 
Louisiana- Part time or full time 
openings in 3 different types; of fobs. 
Must have car and be able to deal with 
public. :$2.50 hour up. Apply .3004 > 




$40t/month, no experience required, 
paid training, travel expenses, for 
interview time, 
Call 454-1234 
PART TIME ELP wanted, needs car, 
g»[$e«ln |̂Court Reporters Associated. 
GRADUATE STUDENT with 
Accounting degree for temporary work 
auisting.fî audlt of small corporation. 
Must be available at least JO hours 
weekly, $2.25/hour. Please phone Mr. 
Dale J^oody for appointment. 459-7487. 
LEARN TO SAIU , , 
Start your'summer vacation) by joining 
our second 5 day intensive sailing 
course. All instruction whl le sailing 
aboard our 44' sloop in trie Gulf of 
Mexico, iwey 18-22, indude|t overnite, 
• • » • • • • •  •  ..li 
.Wyice and r ir on 240  Toyoi 
DfTsun, Volvo, Opels, and VW. Maior. 
tune-up $14.SO plus parts. Free, 
diagnosis, estimates, compression.) 
checks. Please try us. For information,; 
•••' 1111 fi-'ni.-riri if>r irVuMti. -• Lj 
r:am moving permanently to Oallai end 
Aheed a roommate fo share 2 bedrooW 
-- * - • - -
-•.'Zfiv*. 
iraduation crufte. Wrlte r̂c»M VIHInfliv 
Sailing, P.O. Box 4311, 
Texas 78373. 749-3940. • . 
AranMl», v 
>7-, 
PART AND FULL TIME land sales 
positions available- Men and women; 
Carr ' necessary. CM! 444-3140.
ROOMS 
MOUNTAIN .'.RECREATION;L 
and Science - Colorado State, 
University summer program -
designed primarily f<»r non-\ 
science students coinbinesri 
non-technical science courses 
oSf " " 
ASTROLOGY 
Readings and Classes^ 
for information^ 
Call 
, MALE * ROOMMATE needed, 
s^'cttWroom,r,^,H l * -
'.""STUDENT WANTED' to sh'ar* 
- friendship and furnished two bedroom 
house for summer, Near park and free; 
'pool. Bike fo campus. I en|oy good music ; 
pnd quiet times. Dick. 454-29*0/ 
§37-2765 
r? -A0 2 
PETITE FIRST CLASS 
ROOM, BATH,  
-BREAKFAST NOOK 
IN ELITE AREA 
AMONG AUSTIN'S LOVELIEST 
AZALEA GARDENS nestles this lietite 
room, bath (shower), cedar lined closet 
and breakfast nook located in rear of 
nlce home but entirely separate from It. 
Bed between 3 windows which makes 
coolest natural environment for sleeping 
wlthout oir-condltlonlng. Ideal for only 1 
person desiring peace and quiet. Nicely 
furnished. Only $75 plus utilities without 
refrigeration cooling unit. Dial 477-3274 
for appointment to see; Bus line* to UT 
I down! 
with long weekends f rJver_A 
trips, backpacking, camping* ' 
summit ascents I n the, : 
Rockies. JUrie 10 - July [12. For-1 
brocmlre, write: AARS, i3ox 15, 
Physics Dept., CSU, Fort 
Collins, Colorado. 80521, ;? 
^Xerox or IBM 
>  C O P I E S  
>y Hill Circle. $45 per month. 441-, 
Ro" n. 
ESPONSIBLE female roommate for ' ̂  
" Share two bedroom apartment. 3001 
.. River. Shuttle. $84 ABP. Bridget. 
1-4808. •yfi 
MALB ROOMMATE; **!», 
ster, summer school; Move ln May 
454-5093 after 5. 
iCOOL FEMALE roommate to. share > 
f s>?a^»rhrjent, Kathy after 4 p.m. 385-8708,. Also; Thesis-Dissertation Reproductlon;'cW!IU|.z3M. ; 
Binding; Prlntlng/Multlllth, Reductions «T ,v 
'HOUSEMATE NEEDED tor summer. ~ 
NELSON'S GIFTS: Zunl 
lewelry; African and Mexlcen lmpoi 






LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR. Qieglnner 
and advanced. Drew Thomaspn. 478-
2079. I 
-J-
rge house and yard. Own.room, $47.50 . 
lus bills, Brenda. 453-977*. 




th r̂tment. S50 ABP. SR shuttled 
INC,  
and i town. 
THE 
PHOENIX 
* y 1930 San Antonio " 
4/ 'Singles $67.50 
Doubles $42.50 
Newly redecorated, daily 
maid, new lounge, color TV, 
washer-dryer. Hot plate and 
refrigerator allowed.: Free 
parking one block from Cam­
pus. 
MOVING? My pickup makes MM going a 
lot easier. Tom's Do-Rite Truck! ng.-258*f 
1891. 
ST. AUSTIN'S Summer Progralrt (K-sj: 
June: 17, August 2-Arts, {Sports/ 
Swimming. Register St.-Austin's School. 
477-3751 between 8-3 p.m. j 
CINDY, SCOTT, DALTON - 1 diidn't do 
what Margaret.said I did to my1 cake, r 
Jerome. 1 
r 5* 
42 Doble Mall 
Free 
10 p.m. M-l 











TEXAN DORM. 1905 Nueced: Doubles -
$52.50/summer session; Singles -
$95.00/summer sessloffT Dally maid 
FREE RIBBON 
With any typewriter or 
> adding machine repair 
Reasonable Retes -
Sales, Service, Rentals Ww-: 
MasterCharge BertkArrtericard 
Call 474-4921 or 474-4239 
ABC TYPEWRITER CO. 
407 San Jacinto Blvd. 
COMBS & SHEARS 
Presents Vera & Judy 
;Two well-trained stylists specializing In 
men S> women, wash t wear layered 
cuts. We are interested in maintaining 
MOBILE HOME for rent over summer. 
3 bedroom, 2 bath. $110 plus bills. 385-
5201. . • w SMALL 2-BEDROOM HOUSE.: Ei fully furnished, eir conditioned.  ̂Summer sublet. Couple preferred. 924-
4372, 5pm-7pm. 
2 BEDROOM mobile hornet furnished. 




storage. From (125 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
453-4308. 472-4142. Barry Gillingwater 
Company. 
LARGE/ONE and two bedrooms. 
CA/CH, disposal, dishwasher, pool, 
shuttle. $150 up, ABP. Now leasing. 
Versailles Apartments, 4411 Airport. 452-
8385. 
LAW SCHOOL - one block, Large one 
and two bedrooms. CA/CH, disposal, 
pool. $150 up, ABP. River Oaks, 3001 Red 
River. 472-3914. 
SAVE $40 to $50 per month on summer 
rates. Save $180 to $240 on year leases. 
Also taking Fail leases. Swimming pool, 
study room/ security, no pets, walking 
distance to UT and Capitol. 1802 West 
Avenue. Phone 474-5554. . 
WALK TO CAMPUS. Newly remodeled 
rooms $75., all bills paid. (908 West 29th, 
in the rear). Efficiency apartment 
$99.50, all bills paid. 2907 San Gabriel 
Apt. c. Central Properties Incorporated. 
451-4533. 
SUMMER 10 
bedrooms, 2 baths, AC, 
washer, dryer, semi-furnished. 
$250/month. 928-2390. 
GRADUATE COUPLE, faculty. Rent 
our house for summer. CA/CH, 3-1,' 
many-extras. About $140. Call 452-8230. 
SUMMER LEASE. Beautiful 3-2-2 home 
in Enfield area. CA/AII appliances. Call 
anytime, 477-8023. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
2bd-2ba apt. one vacancy 477-3388. 
Want to buy electric fan. 478-3944. 
Free kittens. Call 453-9798. 
'45 Mustan ,̂_$750. 459-8084. 4100 Ave. G. 
Fender-Dual show spk bx. 451-8519. 
Gibson Les Paul Jr. $235, 451-8519. 
175 Yamaha. Call evenings. 444-8497. 
CROCKETT COMPANY - typing of ail 
sorts! Themes, theses, dissertations, 
resumes, and other pepers, xerox : 
copies, binding. 5530 Burnet Road. 453-
7987. 
THEMES, REPORTS, law nOTeS. 
Reasonable. Mrs. Fraser. 474-1317. 
TERM PAPERS, themes, theses, law 
memos, etc.-etc. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable, rushes- welcome. IBM 
Selectrlc. 243-2893. ,. 
"Monday-Friday 









BEST ACCOMODATION, single room, 
AC I block campus. Summer rates, 
*• vest 20th. Mustang, 205:W  472-1941. 45> 
GOOD TYPING. Error free, 
cents/page, 451-3541, 474-2212. 
Just North of 27th 
Guadalupe, , 
50 
451-5592 9-10pm. Male roommate wan 
22 453-2104 Conn Altos 
Seari washei\& dryer $250. 453-2104. 
want:dbl, mattress, braidrugs 834-5181. 
Free tiger kittens. 478-4392. . . •. 
Refrigerator for sele. $8 477-4485. 
YES/ we da type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades!' 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park f - V 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST: SMALL FEMALE Black Cat was 
weerlng yellow collar. Vicinity of 30th, 
and Hemphill Park. Reward. Call 474-
4730 after 5:30. 
LOST "RUSTY", 9 months Irish Setter 
white diamond on chest iniured claw on 
front foot. East Riverside-Area. Reward. > 
444-3837. 
UNIVERSITY CO­
OP »fs now accepting 
Applications for Fall 
Rush empIoyment .  
Some of the positions 
will be starting as early 
as JUly 29,  J974.  
Applications may be 
picked up in  the 
Personnel Office. 
Equal Opportunity Employer ; 
COUNSELOR 
$10,000 - 415,000 
Need MA Psychology, some trelning 
provided, salary up w(th experience. An 
equal opportunity employer. 
Associated Personnel 
Services 





Good advancemem, free perking, good 
office experience, some typing, training 
provided, 
Associated Personnel Services 
I 314 Highland Mall ' 
451-8201 * 
SUMMER ROOMS. Doubles: SSO/montti. 
Singles $45/month, air conditioned, close 
to campus, deposit required. 477-5307 or 
477-2S54. 2414 Rio Grande. 
tSANTA ELAINA HOUSE, 2411 Rio 
Grande. CA/CH, kitchen, maid service, 
$75. 472-3484. Don. 
pwN ROOM, furnished house, female, 
yard. Shuttle. MO/month. Plus bills. 452-
1488.1100 Clayton. , 
ATTENTION MEN! Furnished room 
ABP, attractive; close to campus-
Kitchen and bath privileges. Call 452-
2341 days. After 7:30 p.m., 472-2789. Ask 
for Bobbye.. . . 
SOUTHEXST^oom for summer and 
year. Private entrance, beth, refrig. 2 
blocks- campus. Available after May 12. 
472-9448T" \ 
WANTED 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam 
ceiling, shag carpet throughout, all built-
in kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, 
pool, near campus. 4000 Avenue A. $123 
bills paid.' 452-5533, 451-4533. Central 
Properties Inc. 
NOB HILL APTS., 2520 Longvlew. Now 
leasing summer and fall- Large 1, 2 
bedroom. Dishwasher, disposal, shag 
carpet, pool, laundry. 1 block tennis 
courts. Va block IC shuttle. Summer 
rates, 477-8741. 
NOW LEASING for summer. One 
bedroom apartment and 2 bedrooms. 
One and two bath apartments. Large 
pool, CA/CH, V/i from UT Law School. 
Shuttle bus route, ABP. Cesa Del Rio 
Apartments., 3212 Red River, 478-0472. 
EFFICIENCY, carpeted, one block Law 
School, $95/month. 2700 Swisher. 
Manager apartment no. 203. 478-4550. 
$124 - $159. GAS, WATER, and TV cable 
paid. One and 2 bedroom, pool, paneling, 
and dishwasher. Two blocks to shuttle. 
West 39th and Avenue B. 454-0340, 452-
4342. . -v : ,g 
GREAT OAK APARTMENTS. One'" 
block to Law School, quiet. Luxury, two 
bedroom, two bath, shag carpet, 
sundeck, pool. Now renting for summer -
and thereafter. 477-3388. : 
NOW LEASING Super summer rates. I .. 
end 2 bedroom, pool, grills, tennis coutis 
close by. $125 -$145.1200 West 40th, No#; 
135. 451-3333. 
ONg BLOCK from Law School..-.' 
Towervlew Apartments. Large, nlceW, /;- 1 
decorated. Gas. water, TV Cable pald.̂ ; 
... ***. » .. r- ' FOUND 4/24 Long haired white cat. E. 
Lost: Spitz pup., 459-8084. 4100 Ave. G- Riverside area. 441-US5. 
Found: blue parakeet 471-7450. 
Country home for summer $100 243-1133. 
woliensek tepe recorder. 441-8333. 
Metal wardrobe,4x3x2V4 $20 471-2548. 
Wedding dress sz 12, veil $50 472-H33. 
Wooden display cases, aft. 452-7002. 
Thanks "12" for the year. Love, Jpen. 
: '45 Opel $300 best Offer 459-9539. if 
UNF. APARTS. 
MAY FREE. Sublet until August-One., 
bedroom; unfurnished, shuttle, 
dishwasher, pool, CA/CH, cable. $135 
ABP. 442-0815! " 
•fi? NO RENT UNTIL THE FIRST 
1 BDRM . l Bath, $127.50 plus Elect. 
2 BDRM • 1< > Bath, $149.00 plus Elect. 
On Shuttle Bus Route, Convenient to 
Capital Plaza. Gas, Heat & Cooking, 
CA/CH, Free Ceble Television, Pool, 
Laundry. Room, Shag Carpet, Pets 
allowed. 
- KAILUA VILLAGE APTS. 
5211 Cameron Rd. 
, 451-3044, 834-4947 
MOVIE 
LARGE REWARD for return of Irish 
Setter. 4 months old, male, large,-: 
answers to "Eric;" Lost: South 1st ! 





that you can: 
VIOLIN, VIOLA, FIDDLE lessons. Near 
city transit, shuttle. Call Carol, 454-2885 
after six, evenings. 
ASTRONOMY, PHYSICS, MATH: 
tutoring. Experienced tutor with 
master's degree in Astrophysics. Call 
Martin anytime. 441-4141. 
READING TUTOR. Diagnosis and 
remediation. Evenings and weekends. 
837-2152. 
FURN. DUPLEXES 
JUNE THROUGH AUGUST, Sublease 
two bedroom $155; 23rd and San Gabriel;: 
For Information: 471-7(71, 478-5013: 
, < v - NE£DS• - -
BARTENDER 
' NEAT APPEARANCE - APPLY IN 
PERSON 1 PM. • 3 P.M. 





Yard & Landscape work. 
Above average pay > 
Start at once 
Can develop into full time 
summer job. You must have 
your own transportation. For 
Interview, write P.O. Box. 
3021, Austin, 78764. 
SE­
near UT, two bedroom, one bath,' 
~H carport, small private 








474 :̂ 'ZiSW-5® X-.V2S 
$110. No pets;.472-0191. 
CONVENIENTLY 
bedroom, pool, ceble, shuttle, city i 
(plus electricity. 1510 West 41h. 
MUST SUBLEASE one bedroom 
apartment In ?i»ir;H Pf'c* 
negotiable. Call 447-5110 for information. 
MONTAGE APARTMENTS are renting' 
for summer. One b^droofn  ̂CA«. *hao, 
heer campus. $U4,?0, ,*T3».50 «nd 
electricity. 2812 Rio Orande. 4H-2977. 
SUMMER STUDEfWsr The Cloisters 
apartments on ToWn A.eke offering our 
..exceptional ,rates. Shuttle bus at front ,,i mil 
door" fhree pools. Our prw t̂tnents V.8II 441-0014 
recommehd us. 1201 Tpwn Creek Drive. 
442-4313, 
"l.SIJ/ jfts&t *tr 4 
'4 
SUMMER RATES 
AT CIRCLE VILLA 
2323 TownlaKe Circle o;, :4 
SIGN A 9 MONTH LEASE AND GET 1 
MONTH DURING THE SUMMER FREE 
1 Bedroom - unfurnished .r. S130 plus electricity 
2 Bedroom • 2 Bath - unfurnished - $170 plus electricity 
Shuttle bus, muzlk, pool, shag carpet, small complex, 
i • very clean. - ' • 
• ' "or '^441-3020 
Most speak and dress neatly. No-
experience necessary, will train. Hoyr» 
fo suit your schedule, $a.80/hour plus, 
bonus. Apply. In person only, »em-9pm. 
300E.llth,Ro " Room 134. 
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH 
and wife seek apartment or 
house in Austin to rent for 4-6 
-weeks in May and June. (.Ap­
proximately 12/May -
20/June). Please contact 
Charles Ross; 617-B Madison 
Ave., Charlottsville, Virginia. 
22903 
GARAGE TO RENT 
in UnFversity Area 
For storage of car. 
Call 472-2746 
r Ask for Newman . 
PRESTIGE HOME. Three bedroom 
with large living area for summer. 459-
9025. ' . 
COLOR SLIDES of campus at night, 
especially orange tower. Day 478-4454, 
night 47%9042. r 
WANTED: firm double mattress, desk, 
large rugs, couch, easy chairs. Good 
condition. Please. 834-5181, 837-1252.  ̂
THE ODD COUPLE who would en|oy " 
sharing comfortable old fashioned house 
with a grandfather physically able but. 
fired of living alone. Low rent,--
unfortunately no pets or children. Box D-.*w 
2, Austin, Texas 78712. 
ROOM & BOARD 
BELLSON DORM for Men. Excellent 
•jhomd-cooked meals. Air conditioned, 
maid, swimming pool. Now taking 
. . reservations for summer and fall. 2410 
' Rio Grande, 474-5480. 
SUMMER ROOM, BOARD Vacancies, 
'$120-8150 semester contracts. Over-21 
women or Gradual* men, AC, 
comfortable Seneca House Co-Op (old 









walk, bike, or bus /^; ̂  
anywhere in Central, 1 ^ , 
Austin-
452-4447 















RIO LADO APARTMENTS 
Designed'with the student in mind. 1, 2, & 3 Bedroom, furnished & un­
furnished. Individual Heating Sc AC, 3 exciting colorsPool with diving 
board, Tennis, Laundry, Front & Rear entrances, Parking at your door. 
1 Dishwasher, Disposal, Color TV, Recreation Roomhi^ 
* -t 1 Bill* Paid ;; J. 
Preleasing for Fall term ^Special Summer Rates | 
T 2989 E. 51st (off Manor Road) 926-8760 
tittiniathi Sanctioned Straakina 
' THE FLOWER PEOPLE need people 10 
sell. Highest paid commission, lowest 
prices, paid dally. Call 4S)-?tM or come 
by;430t Gvadakipe. 
FULL OR PART TIME-work, $300450  ̂
gutter month. Cell for apiwlntment . 
. ASSISTANT BROADCAST . 
PRODUCER. Work for one of Austin'* 
leading advertising and production 
flrms. Medla Communications. 
Challenging position with excellent 
workfng- environment. Appilcants myst 
have secretarial sklllt, and some audlo 
and film edltln 
resumefor 
Savin 
GIANT DOUBLE GARAGE/STORAGE. : 
Yob lock, tin roof. Rear 3202 Nudces. ' 
$25/month. 447-1177, 459-5334. 
NEW 14x40 house trailer, 3 Mdroom. Tw ,: 
betlv^carpetod. draped, CA/C t̂, $150 mo. u 
r ' , r i t 
UNF. HOUSES 
d#" 
ri SKIIIS, a e e aw
Si i g experience. Semi 
appoiiMAent. no Mutual 
, Austin, T*. 78701. 
34-1 NORTHWEST. 
$210. 452-4012. 
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Nixon's lawyers moved to quash a 
prosecution subpoepa Wednesday and 
hinted strongly they are moving toward a 
i Supreme Court showdown over whether • 
the White House must give any more tapes 
a n d  d o c u m e n t s W a t e r g a t e  
•j investigators. ' 
lit, a motion filed in U.S. District Court, * 
: the (.President's attorneys asked Judge -
John. J; Sirica to quash a subpoena seeking 
tapes and records of 64 Wiute House 
cwiversations for use by the Watergate 
special prosecutor in the cover-up trial of 
seven defendants. 
A SPOKESMAN for the office of special 
prosecutor Leon Jaworski said the White 
House motion would be resisted. A hearing 
was set forThursday morning in Sirica's 
. courtroom, - v 
"<¥<& -we will resist," the prosecutor's 
office said. "This is material we need. We 
will do everything we'can to secure it." 
- While White House chief Watergate 
lawyer James St. Clair at a news 
conference earlier in the day had avoided 
gg?,a direct anwer to questions about a 
-^Supreme Court fight, the motion filed 
mm 
•- sous^t _ 
prosecutor Archibald Cox. Siitica was 
upheld by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia. ; 
Cox lost his job over the incident, but 
Nixon ultimately turned over the, tapes in 
Question rather than take an appegal to the upreme Court. 1 
< At his news conference Wednesday 
morning St. Clair had asserted; earlier 
indications from the White Hoijise that 
Nixon would seek to call a halt tod emands 
for tapes and documents after h^> turned 
over 1,200 pages of transcripts to the 
House Judiciary Committee Tuesday. 
;wo grounds: t 
,• "Especially now,'clearly the 
prosecution must have enough evidence to 
proceed to try these cases. And knowing 
Mr. Jaworski, I am confident that he 
wouldn't have indicted these people if he 
didn't think he had enough evidence to 
convict them." 
• Acknowledging {hat the White House 
has a duty to make available materials 
that would be helpful to the defendants, he 
said, "everything we know of is in that 
book (transcripts )i What's exculpatory is 
there." 
St. Clair contended there was a 
St. Clair said the materials turned over significant difference between the 
to the committee, which is s tudying Jaworski' subpoena and one issued last 
impeachment, contained all tlhat the year in the name of former special 
?|f^ater, indicated he was preparing to take 
jp.the battle to the high court. 
>,i. In the motion, St. Clair raised some 
^points of law which he said he was not 
piressing at this point but was mentioning 
th£m "in order that they may be 
preserved should it be necessary for this 
case to reach a court in which Nixon vs. 
Sirica is not a controlling precedent." 
pi;'THE ONLY COURT through which this 
" case could normally pass ir. which the 
Nixon vs. Sirica case of last fall is not 
' controlling would be the Supreme Court: 
In the earlier case Sirica rejected 
similar White House arguments last 
. October and ordered Nixon to turn over 
committee and the prosecutor ne ed. 
In the petition asking that Jaiworski's 
subpoena be quashed, St. Clair ma intained 
that the material sought covered 
"confidential communications' of the 
President" and that it should be up to the 
President "rather than for a court, to 
decide when the public interest requires 
that he exercise his consti tutional 
privilege to refuse to produce 
information." 
FACED WITH a Thursday deadline for 
responding to Jaworski's subpoena, St. 
Clair also discussed in tb e news 
conference Nixon's reasons for making 
public more than 1,200 pages of edited 
transcripts of Watergate tapes. 
He also disclosed that the House 
Judiciary Committee seeks more than 140 
additional tapes for its impeachment 
inquiry. 
Discussing the Jaworski subjpoena, St. 
Clair argued that the massive public 
release of transcripts by Nixon Tuesday 
strengthens his effort to have the 
subpoena quashed. He said he will move 
Student Bloc 
prosecutor Archibald Cox. He said the Cox 
subpoena, which led directly to the 
explosive firing of Cox, was on behalf of a 
federal grand jury and that two court 
decisions that went against Nixon in that 
case were "based on the proposition that 
the grand jury has sort of unique 
requirements." 
The Jaworski subpoena, he noted, is 
aimed at providing materials for use in 
court trials rather than in. grand jury 
deliberations. 
Asked whether Nixon woultl abide by an 
adverse Supreme Court decision should 
the Jaworski subpoena lead to a court 
fight, St. Clair said: 
"I wouldn't want tb comment one way 
or the other because I have not discussed 
it with the President, and I would not want 
to presume on his decision." . 
IN ANY CASE, he said, "I don't believe 
that we'll come to that." 
St. Clair also was asked to outline the 
strategic advantages NiXon hoped to reap 
by making public the massive array of 
edited transcripts. He cited the following 
r 
•SmSs"1' 
'the basic consideration: 
"People-were getting more and more, 
imbued with the idea that the President 
had something to hide, to the extent that it 
.^endangered the presidency, sb to speak.... 
tfe"The facts ought to be known and then 
r let's argue about thfem- And I predict 
there's going to be a lot of argument over 
the next weeks, months and even years." 
St. Clair volunteered that the staff of the 
Judiciary Committee is seeking tapes of 
141 or 142 additional presidential 
conversations. He said he hoped the 
committee would take a second look at the 
request in light of Tuesday's disclosures 
and decide not to press it. fl; $ -v 
$ 
Move , .. Tm 
Plans Made 
By Lawyer 
HOUSTON (AP) — A lawyer for Elmer 
Wayne Henley, 17, a defendant in the 
Houston mass murders case, said 
Wednesday he plans to file papers Friday 
before the Texas. Supreme Court asking 
that a San Antonio judge move Henley's 
trial out of that city. 
Lawyers for Henley said Monday they 
would ask the Texas Supreme Court on 
Wednesday for permission to file the writ 
of mandamus. . 
Ed Pegelow, one of the attorneys, said 
Wednesday night another trial had forced 
postponement of his trip to Austin. 
Henley's lawyers say they will ask the 
high court to order Dist. Judge Preston 
Dial to act on their motion for a change of 
vienue'. 
By SUSIE STOLER 
Texan Staff Writer 
When the 18- to 20-year-olds were granted the right to 
vote on July 7, 1971, the possible impact of a "student 
bloc" was hotly contested locally. 
Yet after three years of various state and local 
elections, it is difficult to trace a pattern of student 
influence at the ballot box. 
- - The fears of conservative interests that students 
would wrest control of local government from the hands 
of established political figures have lessened from their 
initial high pitch. 
At one point, in July, 1972,. concerned local 
businessmen met in Austin to discuss challenging the 










A FEDERAL judge in Tyler decided the issue of 
student registration in October, 1972, by handing down a 
- decision which voided Article 5.08 of the Texas Election 
, Code. The article had required students to give 
intentions of indefinite residence in the county of 
v registration after graduation. 
In retrospect, the impact of a student voting bloc 
< which caused initial anxiety has not been consistent. 
A computerized analysis of the 1972 November 
f. general election conducted by The Texan indicated the 
j; pewly enfranchised voters canceled each other out in 
the final result. 
However, in the special election runoff held in August, 
1973, to fill- the State Senate seat vacated by Charles 
Herring's resignation, students turned out in large 
numbers to aid in Lloyd Doggett's'Victory over Maurice 
Angiy. * 
Newcomers Run for Governor 
DOGGETT 1XH)K all 13 University area precincts, 
carrying as much as 90 percent of the vote in some 
boxes. 
Although Doj;gett credited students with helping his 
victory, he refused to say a "student bloc" had won him 
the race, which drew only 28 percent of registered 
voters to the piolls. 
"Generally s.peaking, there's not a great deal of 
difference in thie turnout of students than that of other 
interest groups in the county," Ken Wendler, 
chairperson of the Travis County Democratic Executive 
Committee, said. 
"THE IDEA of a large student turnout in terms of 
registered voter percentages is a smokescreen," he 
added. 
Many political observers agree that students tend to 
vote for the same candidates in certain races, but the 
actual impact of that mass voting is debatable. 
"Students dom't reallybloc vote, although theyoisually 
vote similarly,'.' Robert Howard, chairman of Student 
Action Committee, said. 
Wendler and other political Sources disagreed. 
"Obviously, situdents vote in large blocs, but I never 
have felt it right to address the student vote as a big bad 
wolf; neither ar«> students just a bunch of sheep to be led 
around," Wendler said. 
STUDENT influence at the polls is felt most strongly 
in local special Jnterest races, such as nuclear power 
and City Council elections, Sandy Kress, former Student 
Government president, said. 
"In the first three years after students could vote, 
they held power as a bloc by themselves, but now the 
different associations and ties between the University 
and other community interests have broadened that 
influence," Kress explained. 
Similar attitude:; on the spreading of student influence 
in local issues were expressed by Steve Guton, 
campaign manager for Larry Bale$' bid for election to 
Congress. ; ^ : 
"Students have established a f>isis in about 13 
precincts for action and are moving out to exert a larger 
influence throughout Travis County," he said, 
CAMPAIGN managers^for Other candidates in 
Saturday's primary agreed that younger voters tend to 
bloc'vote. 
"With their similar interests, it's not surprising that 
many students would vote for the same candidates in 
elections," said Phillip Patman, with the Tjgvis.County 
Briscoe re-election campaign. 
Students are like any other voting group present at the 
polls, said Tony Proffitt, campaign director for U.S. 
Rep. J.J. "Jake" Pickle's re-election bid. "Generally,. 
students are interested in the same things as other 
people are. It's just a question of their priorities," he* 
said. ... ... . ' 
A prime question in assessing the impact of student 
votes is whether the newness of voting rights will fade 
and be replaced by apathy. 
"THERE'S SOME apathy in student voting. They're 
more interested in getting a degree and getting out than 
they used to be. In that sense they've conservatized," 
said Bilj Anderson of the Frances Farenthold for 
Governor campaign. 
Another observer, Stacy Suits, president of University 
Young Democrats, finds students not "as fired up as the 
last" elections in 1972. I guess McGovern's defeat and 
Watergate have something to do with people being 
disillusioned with politics." 
In the final tabulation, the mere presence of students 
at the polls Saturday will not be the deciding factor in 
any race. More important Will be whether the generally 
liberal student voters turn out in larger percentages 






By United Pre*g International I 
A Dallas man held prisoner in his farm outhouse by a marauding boar hog ahd 
Texa^ Supreme^ rt n*ma^was .yarded 14,146 for his injuries Wednesday by the 
i ™fJwh court overturned a lower court decision and said Paul Marshall whs 
entitled to collect the damages from John C. Ranne, the owner of the hog. 
Pflas had denied Marshall any damages on grounds that he 
contributed to his injury by negligently failing to shoot the hog before it had a 
oi attack him as he walked from his farmhouse to a pickup truck on Jan. 
Records in the case show the boar had escaped from Ranne's hog farm and had 
roamed Marshall s farm for several weeks, charging Marshall 10 to 12 times and 
tend1""8 10 an outhouse several times before charging him and biting his 
Oil Jan. 21,1970, Marshall had fed his own hogs and saw the boar about 100 yards 
went uito the house to change clothes for the return trip to Dallas, and 
said he looked for the boar before he left the house because, according to the court 
record, he always had to look before he made a move." 
; ̂  started toward his pickup, and when he was about 30 feet from it; near the 
outhouse, he heard a noise behind him;" court records say, "turnedaround and 
saw the boar charging toward him. He put out his hand defensively," but the boar 
grabbed it and bit it severely." 
Before he was injured by the hog, Marshall had left a note in Ranne's mailbox 
saying John, your boar has gone bad, He is trying_to chase me off the farm. He 
stalks us just like a cat stalks a mouse every time he catches us out pf the house 
We are going to have to get him out before he hurts someone." W 
The SupremeCourt said Marshall's actions could not be considered contributory 
negligence in the mishap, because the hog did not leave him a free choice of 
alternatives - he could only remain a prisoner inside his own farmhouse, or go 
out and take the risk of being attacked* 
_ Both Ranne and Marshall lived in Dallas, but owned adjoining hog farms in Van 
lanat county. 
news 
Two State GOP Races Contested 
I' 
§? 
(Editor's Note: This is the eighth in a 
series on the contested races in die 
Saturday primary and the 
involved.) 
By DICK JEFFERSON i 
'"•••• . Texan Staff Writer ~ 
|: Republican voters will decide only two" 
1' races in Saturday's * primary election, 
since the remainder of the ballot is 
j|'composed erf noncontested races: 
Governor 
: .^A pair of political newcomers'are 
• running in the governor's race. This is the 
first year Texas voters will choose the 
governor for a four-year term instead of 
the former two-year term. 
Granberry 
Jim Granberry, former Lubbock mayor, 
has largely ignored his Republican 
counterpart, focusing his attack on 
Democratic Gov. Dolph Briscoe, whom 
Granberry feels "failed the Texas people 










Attacking what he Calls Briscoe's lack" 
of initiative, Granberry has said, "Most 
Texans want leadership from their 
governor. They don't want more of the 
present attitude of letting things drift 
along until a>crisis develops." 
Granberry, in advocating a quick 
solution to the public school funding 
problem, said, "The governor misled 
public school officials when he assured 
them of a special session, but never 
carried through." 
The GOP hopeful also is a strong 
advocate Of the inclusion of a right-to-
work article in the proposed constitution, 
including a ban on the agency shop. 
He said Ik would like to see "annual 
sessions of the Legislature, with 
restrictions to improve governmental 
efficiency." 
He added, "Better management of the 
governor's office is necessary to eliminate 
the patchwork programs that have been 
carried'on." • • 
Jim Granberry Odell McBrayer 
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McBrayer 
Odell McBrayer is running a different 
type of gubernatorial campaign from his 
opponents, or any other candidate. 
"I want folks to pray for me and my 
political race," is McBrayer's philosophy. 
McBrayer, a Fort Worth Lawyer, has 
pledged an administration based on "the 
Christian principle." 
The major issue in his campaign has 
been "to return these principles to 
government and to bring government 
closer to the people." 
To accomplish this task he is planning to 
establish town hall meetings and 
suboffices in local communities, as well as 
a hotline to the governor's office. 
Like his campaign opponent, McBrayer 
also favors the inclusion of a right-to-work 
provision in the proposed state 
constitution. 
To his opponent's labeling him a fanatic, 
McBrayer replied, "And, you know, I 
guess I am. If a fanatic is one who loves 
his country and his God, I figure I am a 
fanatic...." 
McBrayer feels he can garner the 
minority vote because, "people just want 
someone to be aware of their needs. 
Lieutenant Governor 
The GOP Lieutenant Governor race also 
has two candidates for the new four-year 
term. Among other things the lieutenant 
governor presides over the State Senate 
and Is acting governor when the governor 
is out of state. 
Marshall 
Ga$(bfd Marshall, a Dallas broker, is 
running on a platform that the present 
lieutenant governor lacks the leadership 
needed for the position. 
He criticizes Lt. Gov. Bill Hobby for his 
lack of leadership, "especially during the 
. ethics reform debate I do not feel Texans 
want four more years of .la^fc of 
leadership." ' 
Marshall also supports the 
strengthening of state and local 
government "to battle the growing federal 
bureaucracy." 
Skates 
While both candidates have run a low-
key election, Troy Skates, the other 
candidate for the GOP Lieutenant 
governor's race, filed "to prove people 
can run for office without spending huge 
sums of money and win." Skates, sin 
Austin businessman who ran two years 
ago as a Democrat, also is running on the 
lack of leadership issue. 
Among the issues Skates is campaigning 
on, public school financing tops his : 
priorities. 
^ He favors an equal distribution system. 
Under this system all school revenue 
would come in to the state and be issued on 
a per-student amount. 
He also is a strong advocate of the 
creation of a state agency to control utility 
rates.iq, 
Market up 65 cents 
Index 48,92 up 0.99 
Industrial .........54.06 up 1.14 
Transportation...35.44 up 0.92 
Utility.............. 3t.^3 up 0.53 
Finance 56.93 up 0.76 
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Sadat Supports Peace Efforts 
ALEXANDRIA, Egypt (AP) — President Anwar Sadat of Egypt said 
Wednesday night he is fully confident Secretary of State Henry A. 
Kissinger will work out a Syrian-Isifaeli disengagement pact on the Golan 
Heights. ^ ' 
Sadat also Said he may take up with Kissinger the possibility of U.S. 
arms supplies for Egypt but that the subject had not been discussed yet. 
Two weeks ago^ Sadat announced ffiat E^r was ending its 18-year 
reliance on Russia for weapons. He charged the Soviets with making long 
delays in proibised arms shipments and with trying to. use arms as a club 
to oojrit'rol Egypt's foreign policy. > 
Sa^lat stressed that Syrian President Hafez Assad "has the final word" 
with Kissinger about a Syrian-Israeli troop separation on the Golan, but 
added: "We are discussing all the possibilities." 
However, American sources cautioned there was no deal in the offing 
and predicted negotiations would be protracted. 
Stock Market Rallies 
NEW YORK (AP) — The stock market f 
pulled off what brokers termed an 
unimportant rally Wednesday: points were 
big, but volume was low. 
The background for it was set by several 
factors, brokers said: a sharp decline in the 
market last week, the failure of a long-
awaited and much-touted price bulge to 
appear after controls were lifted Tuesday, 
and the general reluctance of corporations 
to issue bonds because interest rates they 
would have to pay investors would be too 
h!8h- """ 
The closing Dow Jones average of 30 
industrials was up 17.13 at 853.88. 
Senate Passes No-Fault Insurance 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate on Wednesday passed a far-
reaching bill requiring the states to adopt no-fault automobile insurance. 
On a 53-42 vote, senators gave final approval to the measure demanding 
that automobile insurance in each state guarantee compensation to 
accident victims regardless of who caused the accident. 
The bill, opposed by the Nixon administration, now goes to the House 
Sponsors, led by Sen. Frank Moss, D-Utah, say no-fault will cut 
premiums and assure quick payment of medical, rehabilitation and loss-
of-wage benefits arising from traffic accidents. 
The bill, attacked as unconstitutional, also would bar a victim or his 
survivors from suing the other driver's insurance company for "pain and 
suffering" unless he died, was seriously and permanently injured or was 
totally disabled for more than 90 days, 
Opponents contended that each state should be allowed to adopt the type 
of auto insurance best suited to its needs. They predicted the Supreme 
Court would strike down the bill on grounds Congress has no authority to 
require the states to administer federal program. 
Both of Texas' U.S. senators voted against the no-fault bill. ' 
On the losing side were Sens. Lloyd Bentsen, a Democrat, and John 
Tower, a Republican. 
Siricli Rejects Disqualification Request 
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. Dist. Judge John J. Sirica has turned down 
a request that he disqualify himself from presiding at the Watersrate 
cover-up trial. 
Sirica, who was the judge in the original Watergate break-in trial 
rejected Tuesday the disqualification motions filed April lO^by four 
defendants indicted in the "cover-Up. They a^e scheduled to go on trial 
Sept. 10. | ® 
The moUons had been filed for former Atty/Qeri. John N. Mitchell art^ 
former White Ifouse aides John D. Ehrlichman, Charles W. Colson and 
Gordon Strachanr € ,:MV : -1 - , ^ - „ - -• , 
Thefour defendants claimed $M?a had "generally displayed what can 
only be called a prosecutorial interest." _ ... ; . 
• — . . ~ 
